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A COUPLED EULERIAN/LAGRANGIAN METHOD
FOR THE SOLUTION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
VORTICAL FLOWS
by
HELENE MARIE FELICI
A coupled Eulerian/Lagrangian method is presented for the reduction of numerical
diffusion observed in solutions of three-dimensional rotational flows using standard Eu-
lerian finite-volume time-marching procedures. A Lagrangian particle tracking method
using particle markers is added to the Eulerian time-marching procedure and provides
a correction of the Eulerian solution. In turn, the Eulerian solution is used to integrate
the Lagrangian state-vector along the particles trajectories. The Lagrangian correction
technique does not require any a-priori information on the structure or position of the
vortical regions. While the Eulerian solution ensures the conservation of mass and sets
the pressure field, the particle markers, used as 'accuracy boosters', take advantage of
the accurate convection description of the Lagrangian solution and enhance the vorticity
and entropy capturing capabilities of standard Eulerian finite-volume methods.
The combined solution procedure is tested in several applications. The convection of
a Lamb vortex in a straight channel is used as an unsteady compressible flow preservation
test case. The other test cases concern steady incompressible ttow calculations and
include the preservation of a turbulent in.let velocity profile, the swirling flow in a pipe,
the constant stagnation pressure flow and secondary flow calculations in bends. The
last application deals with the external flow past a wing with emphasis on the trailing
vortex solution.
The improvement due to the addition of the Lagrangian correction technique is mea-
sured by comparison with analytical solutions when available or with Eulerian solutions
on freer grids. The use of the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme results in substan-
tiaUy lower grid resolution requirements than the standard Eulerian scheme for a given
solution accuracy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Statement of the problem
Over the last few years, the improvement in CPU and memory capabilities of modern
supercomputers has rendered practical the solution of flow problems of more and more
complex nature. However, the efficient numerical treatment of flow non-homogeneities,
such as vortex wakes or tip vortex roll-up, embedded in an otherwise smooth background
flow field remains a challenging field of study. In many practical applications, the
prediction of the strength and the position of the vortical regions reveals to be of primary
importance. For instance, the flow around an helicopter rotor blade presents a case of
strong interaction between the shed vortices due to one blade and the following blade.
The prediction of the resulting load variations requires the accurate solution of the shed
vortices, of their trajectories and of the subsequent interaction phenomenon. Another
example is the prediction of the secondary flow through a bend with a pump attached
at the bend exit. The location and strength of the secondary vortex, created by the
tilting and stretching of the inlet boundary-layer vorticity, must be solved accurately,
as a possible noise source and a performance loss may result from the impingement of
the secondary vortex on the rotating blades.
Vortex-sheets, secondary flows, or vortex roll-up phenomena are all characterized
by transverse length scales differing by orders of magnitude from the length scale of
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the supporting flow field (the transverse length scale of trailing vortices has been found
experimentally to be as low as 5% of the airfoil chord [57]). Since the solution of
these vortical features has often to cover a convection length much higher than their
intrinsic length scale, the global prediction of vortex-dominated flows proves to be highly
sensitive to small local errors. This makes these flow features difficult to be captured
by finite-difference methods.
1.2 Existing approaches
Incompressible vortex methods and potential methods with fitted vortex sheets are
not susceptible to the numerical diffusion. Examples of incompressible vortex methods,
using Biot-Savart law to compute the velocity field, include the method used by Leonard
[41] where the flow vorticity is modeled as a collection of a few isolated vortex-tubes
with a computational element assigned to each vortex tube and Knio's study [38] where
a three-dimensional vortex scheme is based on the transport of vorticity and material
elements. Additionally, gradients of the scalar field are transported and the scalar field
itself is recovered using Biot-Savart law.
Potential methods presuppose some a priori knowledge (either from a known solution
or from empirical data) on the vortex structure or position, since potential methods
do not 'capture' embedded vorticity as part of the solution. This limitation becomes
especially acute when solving complex flow problems where an a priori information is
not always available. Scully [64] and Miller [44] have used a Biot-Savart formulation for
an incompressible flow solution of an helicopter rotor wake. Hassan [25] used the Euler
equations in an implicit scheme and modeled the blade-vortex interaction by computing
the vortex-induced velocities following Biot-Savart law. Steinhoff [71, 72] presented an
alternative method for an aircraft configuration, where the strength, position and shape
of the vortex sheet were calculated as part of the solution. The internal structure of the
wake was, however, still to be specified. Ramachandran [54] used a potential method
2O
with embedded vortex wakes for the compressible flow solution of a rotor wake. The
body was included in the calculation similarly as the rotor wake as a vorticity sheet
whose strength is determined iteratively.
The use of an Euler or a Navier-Stokes solver presents the advantage that the em-
bedded vorticity is captured as part of the solution. Poor solution representation is,
however, a common feature of Eulerian and Navier-Stokes solvers in regions of high gra-
clients. More precisely, the errors introduced by discretizing the equations of motion can
be expressed in terms of dissipation and dispersion phenomena. In addition, rounding
errors are introduced randomly in the solution. The dissipation expresses the fact that
the finite difference model loses energy as the time progresses. Because numerical dis-
sipation can be advantageous by counteracting unwanted instabilities and oscillations
(for example saw-tooth modes), it is added to non-dissipative formulae. The disper-
sion errors correspond to the decay of a wave form into separate spurious oscillations
and always occur with finite-difference formulae since their dispersion relation is always
non-linear.
Because most common second-order accurate finite-difference schemes will smear
and distort regions of high gradients, corresponding grid clustering seems the obvious
approach. However, depending on the flow topology, this procedure could reveal to
be prohibitively expensive. For example, the solution of the flow around helicopter
blades involves the prediction of the interaction between the tip vortex from a blade
and the following blade. Because the resulting flow presents vortex regions of high
extent and is highly non-homogeneous, standard clustering of the grid would lead to
high computational cost. As Drela [20] reported, a suitably overall fine grid would imply
-,- 260 billion points for a rotor wake solution. The sensitivity of the solution to the grid
coarseness has, therefore, prompted several studies.
Selective refinement of the grid is used by LShner [42] in an adaptive algorithm
in two dimensions. In three dimensions, however, the algorithm would undoubtedly
present much complexity. Nakahashi [46] uses a 2-D solution adaptive structured grid
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method based on variational principles and spring analogies. A multigrid solution of
the Euler equations using an implicit scheme has been performed by Jameson [37] and
has proven effective for CPU reduction in two-dimensional applications. The three-
dimensional application would certainly prove to be more involved. Landsberg [40]
has studied vortex capturing using adaptation and a three-dimensional finite-element
solver. Also Schmatz [63] presented a two-dimensional zonal solution to model the weak
or strong viscous/inviscid interactions in subsonic and transonic flows. PoweU [49] used
an adaptive mesh procedure working on an unstructured mesh for solving the conical
Euler equations for leading-edge vortex flows. In this respect, unstructured grids present
a strong advantage over structured grids because of the flexibility of adding new grid
resolution in defined areas.
An alternative to grid refinement is to use a high-order accurate scheme, a method
used by _ [53] who presented a fifth-order upwind-biased scheme in a blade/vortex
interaction problem. Steger [70] used an implicit fourth-order accurate scheme for the
computation of vortex wakes. However, the advantage of using these high-order accurate
schemes, with suitable clustering of points in the regions of high gradients, is still linked
to grid smoothness (more difficult to obtain in three dimensions) and were demonstrated
on grids prohibitively fine for complex three-dimensional applications.
Perturbation methods, instead, rely on a known 1 flow solution in some areas of the
computational domain such as to correct the numerical diffusion encountered in the
basic finite-difference flow solution. Koberts [57, 56] applied this methodology, first
introduced by Chow [15] to the rotor wake and blade/vortex interaction problems by
coupling the Euler equations to a free-wake model of the rotary wing wake. The main
drawback here is the need for a known solution which limits the correction method
to regions of simple behavior (the correction can not be performed where the vortex
impinges on the airfoil for instance). In a similar approach, Srinivasan [69, 68] uses the
2-D thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations and a prescribed vortex for computing the flow
1This is done from an analytic solution if available or from a previously computed high resolution
local solution of the flow field.
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over rotor blades.
The 'Cloud in Cell' technique, first introduced by Christiansen [16] and then trans-
formed by Baker [5] for a 2-D incompressible inviscid fluid, uses an area averaged vor-
ticity distribution from markers in cells onto grid nodes where Poisson_s equation is
solved. The circulation distribution must_ however, be known at each marker and a
three-dimensional solution is not straightforward. Also Basuki [7] used the inviscid
'Cloud in Cell' technique with vortices tracked though the grid on which the velocity is
found by a finite-difference method. Poor resolution of the velocity field was, however_
reported.
The advantages of spectral methods are accuracy, ease of implementation and the
low number of collocation points required for a computation when compared to the dis-
cretization used in finite-difference methods. However, they lead to large matrices for
more than one non-periodical direction (which is the case for the flow cases treated here)
and are difficult to apply in computational domains of complex shapes. Also, no discon-
tinuity (as a shock, for example) is allowed as part of the solution. Furthermore they
are more time restrictive than finite-difference methods for unsteady flow calculations.
1.3 Present approach
As mentioned in the previous section, the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations present
the advantage of directly capturing embedded vorticity, when compared to potential
methods with fitted sheets. For example, as reported by Murman [45] and others [50, 9],
the use of the Euler equations provides a good tool for a study of flows around wings
enabling the study of the leading-edge vortex. The capturing capabilities of Euler
or Navier-Stokes solvers are, nevertheless, limited by grid resolution issues. As an
alternative to the methods dealing with this problem, this thesis presents a technique
for substantially improving the capturing capabilities of time-marching Eulerian solvers.
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This method does not require the knowledge of an a priori solution, grid refinement or
the use of higher-order schemes.
The objective of this research is then to construct an alternative solution procedure to
reduce the numerical diffusion observed in standard Eulerian time-marching calculations
and to demonstrate the feasibility, efficiency and flexibility of the method by application
to different flow problems. These include three-dimensional steady, unsteady, internal as
well as compressible and incompressible inviscid flow cases. Furthermore, the extension
of the method to include the Navier-Stokes equations (not performed in the frame of
this thesis) is judged to be straightforward.
The present method consists in the addition of a Lagrangian particle tracking so-
lution to a standard Eulerian solution in order to enhance its vorticity and entropy
capturing capabilities. This method is based on the approach of Drela [20] in two di-
mensions and is here extended to include three-dimensional flow cases. The combination
of the Eulerian and Lagrangian solvers takes advantage of both the accurate convection
description of the Lagrangian technique and the 'elliptic' representation of the Eulerian
solution which enforces the mass conservation and sets the pressure field. Briefly, the
Lagrangian solution is based on particle markers carrying vorticity and entropy, and
convecting with the local flow through the Eulerian grid. The Enlerian solver is used
to conserve mass and to provide the source terms required for the Lagrangian time
integration. In turn, since the Lagrangian solution is immune to the numerical diffu-
sion process occurring in the Eulerian solver, it accurately captures the convection of
vorticity and entropy. This information is then used to locally correct the Eulerian so-
lution and to reduce its numerical diffusion errors. Each Lagrangian marker influences
the Eulerian solution only locally (as opposed to the 'Cloud in Cell' technique where
each marker has an influence on the entire flow field), which makes this scheme well
suited for three-dimensional flow solutions. Also, the Lagrangian solution needs to be
computed only in regions of interest as markers can be located selectively in the flow.
No a priori information is required on the flow structure since the Lagrangian solution
includes inherently 'convective' capabilities.
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1.4 Thesis outline
Chapters 2 and 3 present the equations, numerical procedure and accuracy study for
the Eulerian solver for both the compressible and incompressible flow cases. The mesh
generation technique is described in Appendix A. The Lagrangian equations are the
object of Chapter 4, whereas the coupling of the two solvers in the time integration is
described in Chapter 5 for different flow configurations. Finally, the correction proce-
dure by which the Lagrangian equations influence the Eulerian solution is presented in
Chapter 6.
The first test case, discussed in Chapter 7, is the convection of a Lamb vortex in
a three-dimensional uniform background flow and is used as a preservation test for a
compressible unsteady flow. An analogous test case is presented in Chapter 8 as the
preservation of a turbulent inlet velocity profile in a straight pipe. The swirling flow in
a straight pipe is the object of Chapter 9 with an emphasis on the development of a
vorticity gradient augmentation phenomenon and the particular solution adopted with
the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian solver. The vorticity errors and stagnation pressure
losses encountered in the Eulerian solution of a 90 ° bend are reduced by the use of the
Lagrangian correction method in Chapter 10.
Chapter 11 deals with the secondary flow in bent pipes. The secondary flow genesis
is first described and Eulerian and Eulerian/Lagrangian solutions are computed and
compared with experiments. The introduction of a simple 'law of the wall' model is
attempted in order to deal with viscosity effects.
The last case, reported in Chapter 12, is the external flow over a three-dimensional
wing. This chapter emphasizes the spurious numerical diffusion of the tip vortex behind
the trailing edge and the correction obtained using the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian
scheme. Comparison with experimental data is also performed.
Finally, Chapter 13 presents a summary, the contributions as well as the conclusions
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and the recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2
Eulerian Governing Equations
Provided the tangential forces applied on fluid particles are small compared to the
pressure forces, the fluid can be treated as inviscid. The evolution of an inviscid flow
in time and space is described by the ELder equations [60, 3]. Here, these equations
are used for the solution of both steady incompressible and unsteady compressible flow
fields. The numerical solution procedure using a Lax-Wendroff scheme is the object of
the next chapter.
2.1 Euler equations for compressible flow
For the solution of unsteady compressible flows, the solution is marched forward in
time from an initial condition. The ELder equations expressed in a (z, y, z) Cartesian
coordinates system and in conservation form are
OU OF OG OH
0t - 0z -_ "_y q" "_-z ' (2.1)
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where U, the state vector of the conservative variables and F, G, H, the fluxes of mass,
momentum and energy are written as
V_
(
P
pu
pv
pw
_ p_o /
,F=
p'M
pu 2 + P
puv
puw
pu(eo + P/P)
e_
pv
puv
pv _ + P
pvw
pv(eo + p/p)
pw
puw
, H = pvw
pw 2 + P
pw(eo+ p/p)
p denotes the fluid density, u, v, w are the velocity components in the Cartesian co-
ordinates, p is the pressure and e0 is the total energy per unit mass. Additionally the
perfect gas law is used to relate the total energy per unit mass to the pressure as
P -- (7 - 1)p(e0 - l(u2 + v 2 + w2)), (2.2)
where "t is the ratio of the specific heats. The speed of sound c and the total enthalpy
per unit mass ho are defined by
c = _, ho = _0+ P.p (2.3)
2.2 Euler equations for incompressible flow
For an incompressible unsteady flow, the state vector U and the fluxes F, G and H are
written as
V __ 0}uv
to
F
t_
u 2 + p*
?£?J
_tw
, G--
v
uv
v 2 + p*
vw
w
_w
VW
w 2 + p*
, (2.4)
where p is a constant and the ratio p/p is denoted p*.
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The main problem in solving the Euler equations for an incompressible flow is to link
the velocity changes to the pressure changes in a way that enforces the divergence-free
condition. In two dimensions, the solution of steady or unsteady incompressible flows
can be achieved through the stream function-vorticity formulation (therefore eliminating
the pressure from the governing equations). In three-dimensional flow calculations,
however, this solution technique becomes more complex and other solution procedures
are usually sought. The vorticity-velocity formulation used by Dennis [17] replaces the
two-dimensional stream function-vorticity formulation. The Poisson's equation method
developed by Harlow [24] consists of iteratively adjusting the pressure field by solving
a Poisson type equation for the pressure change. Poisson's equation is obtained from
the requirement that the continuity equation must be satisfied. Since this method
involves an iterative procedure it is, however, very time consuming for three-dimensional
applications.
A well-known class of solution procedures for steady compressible flows is the time-
marching method where the full unsteady Euler equations are used and the solution
evolves through a pseudo-unsteady process from an initial guess to the final steady-
state. Nevertheless, in the limit of an incompressible flow, sound waves with very large
speed tend to make the system stiff and render this inefficient. A well-known solution
to this problem, and the method used in this work, is the artificial compressibility
concept introduced by Chorin [14]. The purpose of this technique is to transform the
character of the Euler equations for an incompressible flow from elliptic to hyperbolic
by adding a time-dependent term in the continuity equation. This particular method
has been successfully tested on an extensive set of internal and external incompressible
flow problems [58, 13, 55, 61, 79].
To introduce a time-derivative of the pressure in the continuity equation, the di-
2
vergence term is multiplied by the "artificial compressibility" parameter c, so that the
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modified state and flux vectors are defined as
U
_
tt
v
F
u s + p*
uv
u_/J
, G=
_tv
v2 + p*
vuJ
H
_w
vuJ
w 2 + p*
• (2.5)
The value of the artificial compressibility parameter can be adjusted to increase the
convergence rate of the time-marching procedure. When steady-state is reached, the
modified system of equations reduces to the standard Enler equations for steady flow•
Also pseudo-time stepping can be used since the unsteady process is of no interest here
and only the steady-state solution is retained.
The introduction of the artificial compressibility parameter results in giving finite
speed to the propagating waves, in contrast to truly incompressible flow where the waves
move with an infufite speed. The pseudo-speed of sound ]3 is computed in Section 3.4 by
analyzing the linearized Euler equations with 1-D variations. 13 depends on the artificial
compressibility parameter c_ as
= V/_ + c_. (2.6)
Chang [13] estimates the relation between the parameter c_ and the rate of convergence
by looking at the speed of the propagating waves. The time taken by a wave to travel
from the inlet of the computational domain to the exit over a distance L and back is
L L 2_L (2•7)t- _-t-
This value represents the minimum time needed for convergence. If the time-step allowed
for stability is At, then N the number of time-steps required becomes
2_L (__2L
c- t = / (2.s)
a decreasing function of c]. Regarding the value of the artificial compressibility param-
eter, it is shown in Section 3.4 that the ratio of the largest to the smallest eigenvalues
of the linearized Euler system of equations is dependent on ]3. 13is therefore a measure
3O
of the conditionof the system, ttizzi [55]has verified numerically that a ratio c_/u 2
between 1 and 5 ensures the system to be well-conditioned. In this particular study a
constant value of c_/u 2 of 1 is used.
Another advantage of the artificial compressibility method is its natural extension
to the handling of the Navier-Stokes equations [13]. Also the same concept has been
used for the solution of unsteady flows problems [43].
2.3 Non-dimensionalization
The Euler equations are used in a non-dimensionalized form which allows for the flow
values to fall within prescribed limits. The arbitrary reference values are given below
for the different flow cases treated in this work.
For the compressible flow in a channel the reference quantities are the channel length
L, the inlet stagnation speed of sound c0,_ and the inlet stagnation density P0i_ so that
the non-dimensional variables are
z _ zz, = Z' y, = , z, = T'
t
tr = ___---7=_Oin )
CO_. Cos_. CO,_
"r = _ ' 'r = --_ eO" = --'_-"Ooi.
POivx Oin COin
The corresponding reference inlet stagnation pressure and enthalpy are
(po,,,),..- 1 (Po_,,),- 12 - , (h0,.), - - (2.9)
Po,,,Co_,, 7 7 = 1 (Po_,,), 7 - 1
For incompressible flow in pipes, the reference quantities are the pipe radius R, and
the inlet mass-flow averaged velocity ui----_.For the incompressible flow around an airfoil
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the reference length has been chosen as the airfoil chord ch and the reference velocity
is the freestream velocity U_. If the reference length and the reference velocity are
denoted by L_e! and U_el, then
t_ -- t
L_,j/U,,s'
V
_,=_, _-- _, _,= _,
p. - _F__
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Chapter 3
Euler Solver: Numerical Procedure
3.1 Lax-Wendroff algorithm
The Euler solver uses a Ni-Lax-Wendroff node-based scheme on an unstructured grid.
An explicit time-marching procedure subject to appropriate boundary conditions is used
to drive the solution from an initial guess to a steady-state or to an unsteady solution.
The numerical procedure has been introduced by Ni [47] for two dimensions and
has been described later by Ni and Bogoian [48] for a three-dimensional application
on a structured grid. The present chapter deals with the algorithm description for
unstructured meshes.
The spatial discretization uses hexahedral cells and the change in time of the state
vector U is expressed as a function of the fluxes across the cell faces. These are evaluated
as the average of the fluxes at the corner nodes. The residual (found from summing
the fluxes across the six faces of each cell) is used to determine the change in the state
vector and is then distributed back to the nodes following the Lax-Wendroff algorithm.
The state vector U at time-step n + 1 can be expanded in a Taylor series up to the
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second-order terms as
uo+ - uo= °
\at/ +_--\at2] '
and the time derivative of the state vector U is related to the spatial derivatives of the
fluxes F, G, H by Equation (2.1)
#U OF 8G OH
Ot Oz cgy Oz "
Hence, the change in the state vector between two iterations is
_u = u_+l - u_ = - at T; + _-_y+ -_
At[o: OF, n O: Oa," O( _)"]
The second-order changes are defined as
= = At oHAF At cgF At #G AH
-_-, ha= at' --_-
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
Integrating over a pseudo-cell P formed by joining the centers of the cells surrounding
node 1, as sketched in Figure 3.1a), gives
(3.5)
Then by applying Gauss' theorem we get
/p Atl /p(AF, AG, AH).HdS. (3.6)_tl (F,G,H). _ dS - -_6_1= --Vf
denotes the unit normal to the cell surfaces pointing outwards, 1:1 is the volume of
P. At1 is the time-step associated with node 1 and is defined by
(3.7)
where the sum operates over the eight cells surrounding node 1. In Figure 3.1a) node 1 is
surrounded by mesh cells A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H (mesh cells D and H are not represented
for clarity purposes). Figure 3.1b) and c) represent the pseudo-cell split into eight cells
Ap, Bp, Cp, Dp, Ep, Fp, Gp, Hp. The integration of the first-order terms is found by
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Figure 3.1: a) Mesh cells A to J:/ surrounding node 1 and pseudo-ceU P centered on
node 1, b) and c) enlargement of pseudo-ceU P split into eight cells Ap to Hp. Shaded
surfaces indicate surfaces used for b) integration of first-order terms and c) integration
of second-order terms.
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integrating over all the surfaces of these eight volumes as shown by the dashed surfaces
of Figure 3.1b)
v, (F,G,H).adS- v, i,.....H_
Each of these integrals is estimated as one eighth of the surface integral over the corre-
sponding mesh cell surrounding node 1 so that
£ (3.9)
The integral of the second-order terms is performed over the ezternal surfaces of the
eight cells Ap to Hp as represented by the dashed surfaces in Figure 3.1c), so that
At, /p(AF, AG, AH)._dS= At, /A (AF, AG, AH)._dS. (3.10)2V1 _ p, ,Ap, ,Ap,
..°
Tim, Hp2, Hp3
The integral over the surface Ap, is evaluated as one fourth of the integral over
the 'mean surface' A1 defined as the average surface between two opposite faces of mesh
cell A. The 'mean surface' Az is represented on Figure 3.1a). A similar procedure
applies for surfaces Ap2 to Hp3 so that
At, fp(AF, _a, AH). _ dS _2v, At, /_ (AT', AG, AH). 6 dS."_1 1,A2,A3
...
Ht,H2,H_
(3.n)
Hence,
At1 L (F, G, H). _ dS -
,IU_ = - 8--_ .....n At, £ (AF, AG, AH). n dS, (3.12)8V, i,_,_3
...
HI,H2,H5
or formally
,_U, = _U,A + _U,B... + _iU,H, (3.13)
where SU, A is the contribution from cell A to the change in the state vector at node 1
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and so on for the contributions of cells B to H. _U1A can then be written as
( VA AUA - _ (AFASz + AGASy + AHAS_)) (3.14)
1 At1
where VA is the volume of cell A. S_, Sy and Sz are the components of the surface
vector in the Cartesian coordinates, and AUA is the average first-order change in the
state vector in cell A defined as
AtA f (F,G,H).ffdS- AtA
AUA - VA JA VA _ (TS= + -GS u + -HSz) (3.15)
A
and F, G, H are averages of F, G, H over the four nodes of each face.
The second-order terms AFA, AGA, AlIA are expressed as a function of the change AUA
OF
Oa) AUA,AGA= "_ A
OH
AttA = (-_) AAUA.
as
(3.16)
However, a more straight forward way to compute the second-orders terms is to use the
changes in the conservative variables as follows.
For a compressible flow
Ap
a(,u)
z uA=  (pv)
 (pw)
a(pE)
, AFA=
A
A(p,,)
uA(pu) + puAu + Ap
u_,(pv) + pvAu
uA(pw) + pwAu
u(A(pE) + Ap) + (pS + p)Au
AGA=
vA(pu) + puAv
vA(pv) + pvAv + Ap
vA(pw) + pwAv
v(A(pE) + Ap) + (pE + p)Av
, AHA:
A
A(p )
wA(pu) + puAw
wA(pv) + pvAw
wA(pw) + pwAw + Ap
w( A(pE) + Ap) + (pE + p)Aw
A
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where UA, VA, WA axe obtained from averages over the nodes of cell A and
(Au)a
(A_).
(A_o),
(np).
= ((A(p_,)- uAp)/p),
= ((A(p_)- vAp)/p).
= ((A(pw)- _p)/p)A
= (_- 11(A(pz/- _A(p_)-_A(,v/-wA(p_)+_(,_ +,,_+_'_)/
For an incompressible flow
nVA=
Ap* l
Au
Av
Aw
, AFA=
A
c_u
2uAu + Ap*
uAv + vAu
uAw + wAu
A
AGA =
c_,',,, ]
vAu + uAv I
I
2vAv + Ap* I
1
yaw + way J A
, AHA =
c_Aw
wAu + uAw
way + yaw
2wAw + Ap*
where uA, vA, WA axe obtained from averages over the nodes of cell A.
A
In addition to Equation (3.14), the change in the state vector at node 1 receives
contributions from the cells B to H written as
_u_ - _. Au_ - Z (_FBS. + AGBS_+ AH_S_) ,
fl*,B2,Ba
6UIc =
6UID --
(3.17)
_'1 AUc - Z (AFcSx + AGcSu + AHcS.) , (3.18)
C,,C_,C_
"8 "_1 AUD - _ (AFDS. + AGDS_, + AHDS.) , (3.19)
Dx,D2,Da
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6U_E
'SU1F
'_U_n
[
1 At1 [ VE
(aF_s, + ACES,, + nHES,)) , (3.20)
_ _ _v_- (AFFS,_ + AGFS v + AHFS_)) , (3.21)
F1 ,F2,F3
_ k_xt_ - _ (aF_s. + _a_s,, + an_s.) ,
GI ,G2,G3
(3.22)
- 1/Xtl ( A-_/x U/¢-8 V1 _*tt I-I,,H2_,H3 (AFHS=+&GHSy+AH]:IS=)). (3.23)
The calculation of the cell volumes, face areas and volumes associated with cell nodes
is described in Appendix B.
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3.2 Numerical smoothing
By expanding the dispersion relation of the Lax-Wendroff scheme into Taylor series, it
can be seen that the Lax-Wendroff scheme carries both an inherent dissipation term
and a third-order dispersion error [73, 76]. The former term accounts for the scheme
stability when operating on smooth flow fields. Nevertheless, the dispersion error is
responsible for the introduction of oscillatory modes in the solution. In order to damp
these background oscillations, an artificial dissipation term has to be added to the Euler
equations.
The compressible flow version of the Euhr solver uses a standard Laplacian second-
difference smoothing. The Laplacian is obtained at node 1 by summing the difference
between the state vector at node 1, U1, and the cell-averaged state vector of the 8
surrounding cells UA to UH (the nomenclature is described in Section 3.1). The change
in the state vector at node 1 is then the sum of Equation (3.13) and the contribution
from the second-difference smoothing
)5U1 = 6U1A + ... + SUls + v_--i-;- _ (Uk¢ - U1) , (3.24)
v 1 kc=A ..... H
where v2 is an artificial viscosity coefficient, V1 the volume associated with node 1 and
Vkc the volume of the cell kc. At1 and Atkc are the time-steps associated with the node
1 and the cen kc, respectively.
The incompressible flow version of the Lax-Wendroff algorithm uses a fourth-difference
smoothing. The fourth-difference operator is constructed as a second-difference of a
second-difference. Instead of using two standard Laplacian operators, the inner second-
difference involves a "pseudo-Laplacian" operator defined by Holmes and Connell [31]
and obtained at node n as
_Irtt6z
D2. = - U.), (3.25)
i=l
where the sum operates on any number i,_affi of nodal points surrounding node n. As
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Figure 3.2: Nodal points 1 to 6 chosen for determination of fourth-difference smoothing
at node n.
shown in Figure 3.2 the 6 surrounding nodes along the neighboring cell edges have been
selected in the domain (less nodes are involved at the boundaries because of the missing
neighbors). The wi are the "weight" factors allowing the smoothing operator to be
transparent when applied to any linear function in z, y or z and for any choice of i,,,a_.
Thus, the weight factors wi must statisfy
_mtaz
w,(z,- z.) = 0, (3.26)
i=1
$_rt_LZ
Z w,(y,- y.): 0, (3.27)
i=l
$wtaE
Z w,(z,- z.) = 0. (3.28)
i=1
To ensure stability, the weight factors are chosen close to unity by minimizing the cost
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function
where
C,_ = _ Aw_, (3.29)
/=1
Awi= 1 - w_. (3.30)
The fourth-difference smoothing is written as the standard second-difference operating
on this "pseudo-Laplacian'. The change in the state vector at node 1 is then formed by
the sum of Equation (3.13) and the contribution from the fourth-difference smoothing
_t, _ vkc (D_o - D,,). (3.3t)_U1 = _UI,t + ... + _Ulz - v4--V_-_ kc.... x _t _
_q is the fourth-difference smoothing coefficient and D2k, is the cell-average of D2 at
the eight nodes of cell kc.
The use of this pseudo-Laplacian ensures that the smoothing term does not distort
any linear function in the domain (even the linear functions perpendicular to the bound-
aries). Since the choice of i,_az is arbitrary, there is no need for a special treatment of
the smoothing at boundaries of the domain (inlet, exit, wall,...). Also, the use of weights
allows linear functions to be exactly represented on irregular grids.
In some instances, as in the case of a convex wall, some of the weights become
negative. Holmes [31] elected to clip the weights in the range (0, 2) because of stability
problems. However, it has been found in this work that clipping the weights resulted in
a degradation of the solution. The negative weights have not been clipped in this work
without any significant stability problem. However, a slight decrease in the convergence
rate was observed.
The actual algebra involved in the computation of the weight factors is presented
below. The problem consists in minimizing the cost function Cn under the constraint
that the pseudo-Laplacian operator must give zero value when applied to linear functions
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in z, y and z. Using the Lagrange multipliers, the function to minimize is
_'tTt O.X
F = _ ((Aw;) 2 + wi()_=(xi- x,_) + ,_y(yi - y,_) + ,k_(zi - zn))) (3.32)
i=1
where ,kz, Xu, ,k_ are three unknowns. The 'Euler' equation of the problem is
OF
- o, (3.33)
OAw_
or
_,_ = -0.5(a_(_ - _.) + :_(y_- y.) + _(_ - _.)) (3.34)
By combining this equation with Equation (3.26),Eq (3.27) and Equation (3.28), A=, Ay, Az
are found as
ASS
p _r_(I:j,_-x_r_,_) + l:_(x:_,r._,_-l_X_z) 'Ix_(I_1_- _)-
Rx(Ixulzz-IxzIy_) - Ru(Izxlzz-I_z) + R_(l_=lu_-Ixylxz) (3.35)
_'_' = -1_(lzj_ - I_I_ ) + 1_(I=1_ - I_) - _r_(l=I_,_- l_,I_ ) '
_z
where
dma= irnaz iraax
R_= _ (_,- _.), i= = _ (_,- _.,)_,
/=1 i=l i=1
imam. irnaz imam:
R_,= _ (y,- y,,), _r. = _ (y,_ y.,y, I_ = _ (_,- _.)(_,- _),
i=1 i=1 i=1
jl_z ,--
irnaz irna:_ imaz
_: (_,- _1 , I._ = Z (_,- _)', I,_ = Z (_,- y-)(_,- _)-
i=l i=1 i=1
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3.3 Mesh singularity treatment
The meshes used in this work for the computation of flow in pipes present singularities
where a given node belongs to only six cells instead of eight. Figure 3.3 represents such
a singularity (in a 2-D case for clarity). Node 1 is surrounded by cells A to F (faces of
cells A to C are shown). The pseudo-ceU P has volume V1 defined as an average over 6
cells
1
6 cells
At1 is the time step associated with node 1 defined by
(3.36)
(3.37)
The pseudo-cell P can be split into 6 smaller cells (faces of Ap to Cp are shown).
C
H-type
Figure 3.3: Mesh singularity at node 1 with pseudo-cell P.
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The integration of the first-order terms is performed over all the surfaces of these 6
cells. As in Section 3.1, each of these integrals is in turn estimated as one eighth of the
surface integral over the corresponding mesh cell surrounding node 1. Therefore
v1 (F,G,H).adS- 8Vx .....r
The integral of the second-order terms is performed on the external surfaces of the 6
cells Ap to Fp (surfaces Ap1,Ap2, Ap3 to Fp1,Fp2, Fpz). The integral over Ap1 is
evaluated as one fourth of the integral over A1 and so on for faces Ap2 to Fp3. Hence,
Atl f, Atl f_x (AF, AG, AH).adS. (3.39)21/'1 (AF, AG, AH). _ dS - 8171 I,A2,A3
..o
El, F2, F3
According to Section 3.2 the additive smoothing term can now be written as a sum over
6 cells instead of 8 and the final change in the state vector at the singular node 1 is
At1 )_U1 =_UIa+_U1B+_Uxc+_Uw+_U1E+_U_F+V2- W _ ( Vko (Uko-U_) ,
kc=A ..... F \ Att, c
(3.40)
when using a second-difference smoothing and
At1 x--, Vk:
_U1 =_U1A+_U1B+6UIc+_UID+_U1E+_U1F-V4"_- ;- 2._ Atk¢(D2k,-D2_),
v 1 kc=A,...F
(3.41)
when using a fourth-difference smoothing. _UzA to _UIF are given by Equations (3.14)
and (3.17)to (3.21).
In the unstructured code implementation the update of the state vector for the sin-
gular node is computed in a loop over the cells. Hence, the fact that only six cells are
contributing to a singular node is directly dealt with by the connectivity table. Never-
theless, tq and At1 associated with the singular node 1 need to be defined according to
Equations (3.36) and (3.37).
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3.4 Farfield boundary conditions
The farfield boundary conditions allow the use of truncated domains without affecting
the numerical solution. These conditions follow from the 1-D linear characteristics
theory whose theoretical background and implementation are described by Giles in
[23] and [22]. The derivation of the Euler equations written in primitive form and
computational coordinates is described in Appendix C. These equations are readily
transformed back to physical coordinates as
AOv BOV cOVe=
Ot + Oz + OV + Oz O. (3.42)
where
V_
f
P
?2
V
W
_P.I
A .,_.
u p
0 u
0 0
0 0
0 7P
0 0 0
oo-}
u 0 0 ,
0 u 0
0 0 u
B
v 0 p 0
0 v 0 0
0 0 v 0
0 0 0 v
0 0 7p 0
for a compressible flow, and where
0
0
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w 0 0 p 0
0 w 0 0 0
0 0 w 0 0
0 0 0 w !p
0 0 0 7P w
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d
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w
0
0
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0
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u
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B2 00 0 Ca
0 V U 0
1 0 2V 0
0 0 W V
/ 2/0 0 0 ca0 w 0 uC= 0 0 w v
1 0 0 2w
for an incompressible flow (the artificial compressibility method has been used to modify
the Euler equations).
Considering perturbations from a uniform and steady flow and retaining only the
first-order terms gives a linear equation for Up, the vector of the perturbations from a
uniform flow
og, AOg, BOg, COO,_
0"---[-+ _ + Oy + Oz -- O, (3.43)
where A, B and C are based on the uniform steady flow. Furthermore, if it is assumed
that the perturbations travel normal to the considered boundary (say in the z direction),
then the derivatives in the y and z directions can be ignored and the above system of
equations reduces to the 1-D linear system
oG AOO"
Ot + _ = 0. (3.44)
For convenience, the - symbols will be omitted in the remainder of this section and Up is
renamed U. The convention is that the matrices A, B and C are based on the uniform
flow field and that U is now the vector of the perturbations from the uniform flow field.
The matrix A can be diagonalized by the transformation
A = T -1 A T, (3.45)
where the columns of T are the right eigenvectors and the lines of T -1 are the left
eigenvectors associated with the five eigenvalues of A. Multiplying Equation (3.44) by
T -1 gives
T 10U T_ 1 T_ 10U
- -_- + A T 0---_-= 0, (3.46)
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or
04_ A0_
a-i-+ b-;_= 0,
where _li is the vector of the linearized characteristic variables defined as
(3.47)
¢ = T -1 u. (3.4s)
The eigenvalues of A (i.e. the diagonal elements of A) represent the speeds of different
propagating waves. Each positive eigenvalue corresponds to a characteristic entering the
domain and each negative eigenvalue corresponds to an outgoing characteristic. At any
boundary the number of conditions to be imposed must correspond to the number of
characteristics entering the domain.
In the following the superscript s stands for specified values. Superscript " refers to
values at the previous time-step and n+l to predicted Lax-Wendroff values at the present
time-step. Any characteristic leaving the domain will be superscripted n+l since it is a
function of the Lax-Wendroff values in the domain.
3.4.1 Farfield boundary conditions for compressible flow
In the case of a compressible flow, the matrices T and T -1 are
T ._
1 1 1
-_ o o _
o o o ,_p_ -_
o ± o o o
pc
0 0 1__ 0 0
pc
ooo½ ½
T-1 ._
-c 2 0 0 0 1
0 0 pc 0 0
0 0 0 pc 0
0 pc 0 0 1
0 -pc 0 0 1
and the five eigenvalues of matrix A are
Al=u, :_2 =u, :_3=u, ,_4=u+c, As=u-c. (3.49)
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For a subsoniccompressibleflow the first four eigenvalues are positive and the fifth
is negative. Thus, at an inlet boundary the four first characteristics are propagating
into the domain whereas the fifth propagates out of the domain. At an exit boundary
the first four characteristics are exiting the domain and the fifth propagates into the
domain.
Inlet boundary- compressible flow
At the inlet boundary, the total enthalpy ho, the entropy related function 5 and two
angles al, a2 of the inlet velocity vector are specified. This is achieved by defining the
four residuals R1 to R4 as differences between specified and Lax-Wendroff values as
R2 _ ,.on _ $s,
R3 = (tanal) '_ - (tanal) s,
R4 = (tana2) n - (tana2)',
The entropy-related function s and the angles al, a2 are defined as
s = log(Tp) - 7 log p,
v 'to
tanal -_ --, tana2 ---- --.
u it
The necessary changes in the characteristics in order to drive the residuals to zero are
found by performing one step of a Newton-Raphson procedure as
R1/R2R3
R4
1,5_1 I
8(R1, R2, Rs, R4) '_¢2
= 0.
+ #(_a, ¢2, _3, _4) 6_s
The Jacobian matrix is computed as
j = 0(R1, R2, R3, R4)
0(_1, _2, _s, _'4)
c_(R1, R2, R3, R4) O(p,u,v,w,p)
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-7P u v w
(7 - 1)P 2 (7- i)p
:_2 0 0 0 l
p p
-v 1 0 00 u-v
0 -w 0 ! 0
U2
1 0 0 1
c2
0 0 0 _ac
o 1_. o o
pc
o o 1_ o
pc
1
0 0 0
7 v__ w 1 c_+__.._
P(7 - 1) pc pc pc 2
! 0 0 0
P
o o
o o
The required changes in the first four characteristics are then found from Equation (3.50)
as
/_2 = _j-1 R2_3 R3i
_4_ R4
(3.51)
whereas the change in the fifth characteristic is found from
(_S) n+l ---- _51 _U : -pc(_u) n+l + (_p)rt+l, (3.52)
where Ts--z is the fifth line ofT -z and (_fp)"+z and (_U) n+l are the Lax-Wendroff changes
in pressure and inlet normal velocity at the inlet nodes. The changes in the primitive
variables are then found by
6p
Su
Sv --
&w
Sp
T
_q4
(,_5)"+ 1
5O
Exit boundary - compressible flOW
At the exit boundary the pressure is set corresponding to the one necessary condition
defining the residual
R = p= - p'. (3.53)
The necessary changes in the characteristics in order to drive this residual to zero is
found by
OR
R + = o, (3.54)
and
OR OR O(p,u,v,w,p) 1
Oq_s O(p,u,v,w,p) Oq's - 1. 2
The required change in the fifth characteristic is then found as
_¢s = -2R1 = -2(/," - p'),
whereas the change in the first four characteristics are calculated using the Lax-Wendroff
changes in the primitive state vector as
.+1
-c 2 0 0 0 1
0 0 pc 0 0
0 0 0 pc 0
0 pc 0 0 1
_u
$v
lfw
_, ,Sp j
(3.55)
The changes in the primitive variables are then found by
_u
_v
_w
5P
= T
_ilis
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The changes in conservative variables are found for am inlet or exit boundary by
using the changes in the primitive variables as
,_(pv) = v_p + pSv,
_(pw) = w6p-t- p_w,
1
_p + pu_u + pv_v + pw,_w + l (u2 + v 2 + w2),Sp.
_(peo) - "_-i L
3.4.2 Farfield boundary conditions for incompressible flow
In the case of an incompressible flow, the matrices T and T -i are
-_- 0
0 0 4_ -c_=_ -_ z
0 0 u(_+_)+4 u(u-z)+4 , T -1 -_ -_ 1 0T= =
o i ,,(,_+_) ,,(_,__) _'_ 1 o o '
1 o _(,_+ _) w(,,- _) _',,_= _i o o
and the four eigenvalues of matrix A are
)_l=u, _2=u, _3=u+/3, )_4=u-/3, (3.56)
where/3 = v/_ + c_=.
The first three eigenvalues are positive and the fourth is negative. Thus, at an inlet
boundary the first three characteristics are propagating into the domain whereas the
fourth propagates out of the domain. At an exit boundary the first three characteristics
are exiting the domain and the fourth propagates into the domain.
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Inlet boundary - incompressible flow (internal flow case)
For the internal incompressible flow cases, namely the flow in pipes, the inlet velocity
profile is known through measurements or can be approximated by computing a fully
developed velocity profile. In these cases, the three components of the inlet velocity are
specified so that
J_l _--- ?£n _ Us
I{2 ---- Vn -- Vs
R3 = w" - w s.
The necessary changes in the characteristics in order to drive the residuals to zero are
found by
R2
R3
0(R1, R2,R3) ( *_1 )+ 0(_1, 02, ¢3) $_2 = 0. (3.57)
The Jacobian matrix is computed as
j = O(R1,R2,R3)
0(_1, 02, 03)
O(R_,R_,R_) O(p',,,,v,w)
O(p',_,,v, w) 0(_, _, _)
oo
0 1 0 0
0 0
= 0 0 1 0
0 1
0 0 0 1
1 0
2u(u + _) + c.
"0' + _)
_(,_ + _)
I 2)0 0 u(u+,O)+c,,= o 1 v(u + _)
1 o w(_,+ _)
The required changes in the three first characteristics are then found from Equa-
tion (3.57) as
/.l/ /R1_2 = _j-1 2{2
,5_ Rz
, (3.58)
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whereasthe changein the fourth characteristic is found from
1(_4) _+1= T_-1 _U - ,__, + _-z_(_) _+_.
2/32c 2
(3.59)
T_ 1 is the fourth line of T -_ and (/_p.),_+l and (6u) '_+1 are the Lax-Wendroff changes
in pressure and inlet normal velocity at the inlet nodes. The changes in the primitive
variables are then found from
//_P* / /_1
_u 6_z
= T
_v $¢3
_w (_4) "+1
Inlet boundary - incompressible flow (external flow case)
For the external incompressible flow cases, namely the flow around a wing, better results
were obtained by not specifying the three components of the inlet velocity but the
stagnation pressure and two angles of the velocity vector instead. In this case the
residuals are
R_ = p_-p_,
R2 = (tanal) '_ - (tanal)*,
_t Jt/3 = (tana_) '_ - (tan 2) ,
where the stagnation pressure and the two angles of the inlet velocity vector are defined
a5
Po = P* + u s + v 2 + w_-), tanal = u' tana2 = --'u
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The necessary changes in the characteristics in order to drive the residuals to zero are
found by
c9(R1, R2, R3)
R3 _3
The Jacobian matrix is computed as
=0. (3.60)
j = O(R1, R_, Ra) O(R1,R_,R3) O(p',_,v,w)
o(v', u, v, w) o(_, _, _)
1 u v w
0 tana 1 1_ 0
u _t
0 t_ma2u 0 _1
o o _
20 0 u(u+_3)+%
o 1 _(_ + 8)
w v (u + /3)(c2a T u2(1T tan2 al +tan2a2)) )
= 0 1 tanalc2a .
u
1 0 tan al c2a
u
The required changes in the first three characteristics are then found from Equa-
tion (3.60) as
6_2 _j-1 R1}R2 ,
Ra
whereas the change in the fourth characteristic is found from
(3.61)
(z_4)"+_ = T_-_ _U = -_+_-'6 *'"+_ 1 ,c ,n+l2Z_c_t v j + 5_-_to=_ . (3.62)
T4-_ is the fourth line of T -_ and (6p*) n+_ and (gu) '_+_ are the Lax-Wendroff changes
in pressure and inlet normal velocity at the inlet nodes. The changes in the primitive
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variables are then found from
_p*
6u
Sv
_w
= T
6_s
(_4) "+1
Exit boundary - incompressible flow
In the pipe flow cases, the vortex created by the secondary flow impinges on the exit
boundary. Also in the incompressible flow around a wing, the trailing vortex sheet rolls
up into a vortex which crosses the exit boundary. Imposing a constant pressure at the
exit boundary would not be consistent with the presence of the vortex. Instead, good
results were obtained by setting the first derivative of pressure to zero in the direction
normal to the exit boundary. Using the node i - 1 adjacent to the exit boundary as
depicted in Figure 3.4, this gives
Approximating the pressure in the direction perpendicular to the exit boundary by a
linear function (by setting the second derivative of the pressure to zero) gave similar
results.
Using the pressures computed at each node of the exit boundary as specified pres-
sures, the following residual is defined
R - p*" - p*'. (3.63)
The necessary changes in the characteristics in order to drive this residual to zero is
found from
OR
R ÷ -x_--.5_4 = 0, (3.64)
a_4
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Figure 3.4: Exit boundary with impinging vortex.
and
OR OR O(p °, u, v, w)
o_---_= o(p., u, v,,,,) o_4 = 1. (-d_).
The required change in the fourth characteristic is then found as
1.____R= 1 . .n
whereas the change in the first three characteristics are
(_¢2) n+l = T2"-1 SU = __ (6p*)n+l _u (6u),_+l +(_.)n+l,
-u + ).+1(_/-+1 = r;_ 6v = _ (_v" + _ (_1"+_
T_ a, T-1,T312 are the first, second and third lines of T -1, respectively and ($p.),_+x,
(6u) '_+a, (_v) '_+1, (gw) '_+1 are the predicted Lax-Wendroff changes in pressure over den-
sity and velocity components at the exit nodes. The changes in the primitive variables
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are thenfoundfrom
_u
_v
Sw
= T
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3.5 Wall boundary condition
A no flux boundary condition is imposed at the wall boundaries, i.e.
_'. _ = O. (3.65)
This condition implies that the fluxes F, G, H through the wall faces are only a function
of the pressure.
The wall boundary condition is imposed once the Lax-Wendroff fluxes have been
computed and the changes in the state vector have been determined for each node.
Since the boundary condition deals with a flux condition on a face, the cell residual
computed before in the main Lax-Wendroff routine is erroneous. The wall boundary
condition corrects the residual for these particular cells. The corrected cell residual is
then distributed to the eight nodes as before. The cell residual for cell A is (taking into
account ordy the first-order terms)
AtA E + +-gsz), (3.66)
AUA -- VA 6 Soc,s
where F, G, H stands for the average values over the four nodes of F, G, H. The residual
at the wall node 1 of cell A is defined as
1At1 (_AAUA ] . (3.67)SUl_t- 8 V1
For a wall node, the node residual receives contribution from only four cells instead of
eight but also takes into account a smaller node volume. By adding to the cell residual
AUA the term
¢
°IAtA -fS_ + -GS_ + -HSz - _SyVA
0
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computed on the wall face for the compressible flow cases and the term
/°/AtA FS,. + -CS_,+ -HS_ - -_S_VA p-'rSy
computed on the wall face for the incompressible flow cases, the contribution of a normal
mass flux on the wall face is eliminated. The new cell residual is then distributed to the
eight nodes as in Section 3.1.
6O
3.6 Symmetry boundary condition
In the incompressible flow cases analyzed in this work, the symmetry of the problem
allows the solution to be performed on only half of the domain• A symmetry-plane
boundary condition is enforced on the nodes lying in the symmetry surface.
The symmetry surface is defined by one computational plane. Due to the present
choice of Cartesian coordinates, this surface corresponds also to the (y = 0.) physical
plane. Then for any existing node at a position (z, y, z), a pseudo-node located at a
symmetrical position (x, -y, z) is characterized by the same primitive variables but an
opposite velocity component in the direction perpendicular to the symmetry surface
(here the v component). For a given face with vector surface S = (S_, Sy, S_), the
surface vector of the symmetrical face is Ss = (Sz,-Sy, Sz). From Equation (3.15) the
average first-order change in the state vector AUA, for the pseudo-ceU As symmetrical
to cell A is then
Av -Av
Aw _w
A, A
From Section 3.1, it can be seen that the same kind of relations between cell A and cell
As holds for the second-order terms. The time-steps and the volumes of cell A and As
are identical, so that the contribution from cell As to the change in state vector at node
1 lying on the symmetry surface is
_p°
6u
_v
_w
_p°
_u
-_v
_w
1A, 1A
Therefore, the contribution from symmetric pseudo-cells is taken into account by
doubling the contribution from the existing cells for the pressure and the components
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of velocity parallel to the symmetry surface. The change to the component of velocity
perpendicular to the symmetry surface is set to zero.
Because the initialization of the flow may not satisfy the symmetry condition, a 'no
through velocity' condition is specifically applied each time the state vector is updated_
that is Vl = 0.
The smoothing stencil at the symmetry surface is completed by taking into ac-
count the pseudo-node at location (_,-y_ z) characterized by the primitive variables
p*, _, -v, w.
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3.7 Numerical implementation on unstructured grids
The actual implementation of the Lax-Wendroff algorithm is done in two steps. First
the fluxes F, G, H at the nodes are computed in a loop over the nodes. Secondly, in
a loop over the cells, the cell average state vector is computed. In the same loop the
changes due to the first-order and second-order terms are determined by summation over
cell faces, and the first-order and second-order terms are then added to the smoothing
term to give the contribution of each cell. A second-difference operator is computed in
the same loop and is applied on the state vector U in the case of a second-difference
smoothing operator. In the case of a fourth difference smoothing, this operator is applied
on a pseudo-Laplacian computed beforehand in a separate routine. The change in the
state vector for the 8 nodes is then obtained by summing the contributions from the
eight surrounding cells.
The subsequent boundary conditions imposition modifies the changes in the state
vector for the nodes lying on boundary surfaces. Finally, in a loop over the nodes, the
state vector changes are added to the CurTent state vector value for each node.
The Lax-Wendroff algorithm is implemented on an unstructured grid where an array
over the cells points to the 8 nodes of each cell. When looping over the cells, this array
allows one to readily add the contributions from each cell to a node. 6 arrays over
the cells are initialized as the 6 surface vectors for each cell. The numbering of the
surface vectors is described in Figure B.1 of Appendix B. The inlet, exit, wall and
symmetry nodes have associated arrays to allow the differentiation of these particular
nodes from the rest of the field when handling the boundary conditions. The fourth-
difference smoothing term calculation requires 'neighbor' information. According to
the stencil defined in Figure 3.2, an additional array over the nodes contains the 6
neighbouring nodes along cell edges. Another array contains the 6 weight factors used
in the computation of the pseudo-Laplacian.
During the calculation each node gets associated with the fluxes F, G, H, a volume, a
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time-step, a change in the state vector and the state vector itself. Each cell is associated
with a volume and a time-step.
In order to take advantage of vectorization capabilities, each cell is 'colored'. The
loops over cells are replaced by loops over colors. The maximum number of colors is
determined by the requirement that any two cells of one color must have no common
nodes, so that dependencies can be avoided. Boundary cells are associated with separate
colors in order to differentiate them from the field cells.
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3.8 Time-step restriction
According to the stability analysis given in Appendix C, the allowable time-step is given
by the CFL condition
for a compressible flow and
J
_t <_ (3.69)
v/r_+ _ + r_ + v/_ + _ + _ + c_(_2+ V + 3_)'
for an incompressible flow, where
(3.70)
-_2 = (ynz_ _ y¢zn)2÷ (y_z¢- y¢z_)2-F(y_zn- y_z_)2, (3.71)
_ = (_,,_ - _,_)_ + (_ - _)_ + (_z,, - _,_)_, (3.7_)
The CFL condition is satisfied with a margin set by the CFL number multiplying
the maximum time-step. This number is set to a value of 0.9. When computing steady-
state flow problems with the time-marching procedure, local time-stepping is used in
order to accelerate the convergence, i.e. the CFL condition is satisfied independently
for each cell in the flow field. When computing unsteady flow cases, the time-step used
in each cell is set equal to the minimum time-step in the field.
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3.9 Accuracy study
An accuracy study is performed to confirm the second-order accuracy of the Eule-
rian Lax-Wendroff scheme. Since the incompressible flow through bent pipes isone of
the topics of this thesis,the constant stagnation pressure flow though a 90 o bend is
chosen for this accuracy study. The Euler equations are transformed using the pseudo-
compressibility concept described in Chapter 2 and since the flow is symmetrical, the
calculations are performed on only one half of the pipe.
The test geometry is the 900 bend of circular cross-section,taken from the Enayet
et al. data set [211.It willalso be used in Chapters 10 and 11 of the results.The pipe
diameter is 0.048 m and the ratio of radius of curvature to pipe diameter is 2.8. The
geometry extends two diameters upstream and downstream of the bend. The accuracy
study is performed by using three grid densitieswith a mixed O-H type grid on each
pipe cross-section and a H type grid along the bend. The three grids are composed of
53 × 22 nodes, 189 × 43 nodes and 713 × 85 nodes, respectively. Each grid iscomposed
offour times as many cellsas the previous grid in a cross-sectionand two times as many
cellsin the streamwise direction. Side and front views of the grids are represented in
Figure 3.5.
The inlet conditions are defined to have constant stagnation pressure. A constant
inlet velocity is set through the inlet boundary condition. The inlet cross-section is
placed two diameters upstream of the bend so that the upstream influence of the bend
isnegligibleat this location and the constant inletpressure condition isobtained.
The exact solution for the flow fieldhas constant stagnation pressure everywhere.
Therefore, a global error in the Eulerian solver isquantified in terms of the L2 norm of
the errors in stagnation pressure _0
E_I(AC'°_)2 (3.74)eP° -- N '
where N is the total number of grid nodes, and ACp0 isthe local error in stagnation
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Figure 3.5: Front and side views of the grids used in the accuracy study (53 x 22 nodes,
189 x 43 nodes and 713 x 85 nodes).
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Figure 3.6:L2 norm of errors in stagnation pressure as a function of the grid spacing
for the three grid densities.
pressure coefficient defined at a node by
AC, o Po,. - _ (3.75)
- T'= --_- "
_PcUi,,
The denominator represents the inlet dynamic head and pu_, is the inlet stagnation
pressure. Referencing to the inlet dynamic head instead of the inlet stagnation pres-
sure eliminates the dependency on the background pressure level which is arbitrary for
incompressible flows.
The results are represented in Figure 3.6 where the L2 norm of the errors in stagna-
tion pressure coefficient is plotted as a function of the grid spacing h in a logarithmic
scale for the three grids. The grid spacing is not uniform for this test case, but since
the value of h is just a reference value, it is determined as an average over the cells.
A line is drawn through the three points using a least-square fit. The slope of the line
determining the order of accuracy of the Lax-Wendroff scheme is -2.0. The theoretical
value which ensures second-order accuracy is -2.
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Chapter 4
Lagrangian Governing Equations
4.1 Lagrange equations for compressible flow
The Lagrangian equations for the convection of a particle in an inviscid compressible
and isentropic flow subjected to a conservative force field are
DUI
D---/-= Tt, (4.1)
where
D 0
Dt - Ot + (g" V) (4.2)
defines the material derivative. When applied to a fluid quantity, this operator expresses
the 'convective change' of the quantity due to the displacement of a given particle in
time as the sum of the unsteady and spatial changes as the particle moves from one
location to another. Uz is the state vector of the Lagrangian variables and TI is a source-
term vector governing the change during time of the Lagrangian state vector for a given
particle. The Lagrangian state vector Uz and the source term Tt are defined by
V_ ,
S
(3. V)_-_(V. _)- V(_) x Vp
0
(4.3)
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where_' = (z, y, z) is the position vector.
function S are defined by
The vorticity o_ and the entropy-related
= V × _', S = --.p (4.4)
p_
By using the continuity equation, the change of vorticity for a given particle during time
can also be written as
Dt - ( "V)ff- pV(p) × Vp. (4.5)
The Lagrangian view of the momentum and energy equations given by Equations (4.1)
and (4.3) expresses the convective change of vorticity and entropy for a particle.
4.1.1 Source-term contribution in compressible flow
in a compressible flow is the sum of the contributionsThe convective change for
from a tilting/stretching term and a non-barotropic term. The first term (_. V)_results
from the tilting and the stretching of the vortex lines during time. The non-barotropic
term -iv(l)× Vp represents the contribution from the moment of the pressure forces
about the center of mass. The entropy-related function S is said to be passive, since it
does not undergo any convective change.
4.2 Lagrange equations for incompressible flow
For an incompressible flow subjected to a conservative flow field, Ul and Tl are defined
by
I:]Ul = , Tl = • (4.6)
7O
The use of the total pressure p0 as an additional convected quantity has not been elected
since the vorticity and the Eulerian velocity field already determine the total pressure
gradient according to Crocco's equation for incompressible flow
0-7- × = -v . (4.7)
4.2.1 Source-term contribution in incompressible flow
In the case of an incompressible flow, the source-term reduces to the tilting/stretching
contribution (_. V)ff. By decomposing (_. V)ff, the stretching terms are identified as
the terms
Ou Ov Ow
(4.8)
The fluid elements in the z, y, z directions with associated vorticity components w_,wy,wz,
are stretched due to the strain fields v_u av Ow respectively. The stretching of a fluid
_-_ ' _-_' -0-_-'
element of length dy with associated vorticity wy under the strain Ov is illustrated in
Figure 4.1. The resulting change in vorticity is (w_dv) for a fluid element of length dy.
Each component of _ is intensified or reduced depending on the the sign of the strain
field. A positive strain corresponds to a vortex line intensification and inversely. The
remainder of the terms
0u
_ O-y'
Ou Ov Ov Ow i)w
wzo--_, w_O---_, Wz_z, w_-_z , w_._y (4.9)
are due to tilting. An example of vortex line tilting is illustrated in Figure 4.1 where a
fluid element of length dz with associated vorticity w_ is tilted an amount dw about the
y axis under the influence of the strain field Ow/Oz. The resulting change in vorticity
for a fluid element of length dz is wxdw.
As can be seen in Figure 4.1, the final directions of the fluid element and vorticity
vector are identical. Therefore, in an inviscid incompressible fluid subjected to a con-
servative force field, the vorticity _ is said to be frozen to the fluid element. The fact
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fluid element
w_ wzdw
Sv "_'_?'_'_ _z
Y
Figure4.1:Stretchingofvortexlineiny directionand tiltingofvortexlinein z direction.
that vortex lines move as material lines, in an incompressible and inviscid flow, can also
be deduced from the comparison of the Hehnholtz equation
D_ _ w, (4.10)
Dt
to the equation for the evolution of an infinitesimal line element dl'[8]
Ddl at. w.
Dt
(4.11)
In a compressible flow, the quantity w__"is attached to the fluid element.p
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Chapter 5
Eulerian/Lagrangian Integration
The Lagrangian solution is based on particle markers convecting through the flow.
Each marker position, vorticity (and additionally entropy for compressible flow) at the
marker's position form the Lagrangian state vector U_. The convective change in the
Lagrangian state vector, as the marker moves through the Eulerian grid, is obtained by
the evaluation of the source term Tl.
The Eu]erian solution provides the information required for the computation of the
markers' trajectories and for the integration of the Lagrangian source-terms. In turn
the Lagrangian solution is used to correct the Eulerian solution and reduce its numerical
diffusion error. This process allows the Lagrangian solution to accurately capture the
convection of vorticity (and entropy) while the Eulerian solution conserves mass, mo-
mentum (and energy). The standard time-integration of the Eulerian solver supports
the iterative interaction of the Eulerian solution and the Lagrangian particle tracking
solution.
First the computation of the markers' convection and the integration of the source-
terms are described. The correction of the Eu]erian solution using the Lagrangian state
vector is presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Local coordinate system in cell with node numbering and marker location
at _'= (z,y,z).
5.1 Convection of the markers and integration of the
source-terms
At a given time-step in the Eulerian solution a set of markers is initialized at a chosen
location in the Eu]erian grid. Associated with the markers are arrays indicating in which
cell each marker is located. The initialization of these arrays is provided by a brute force
search through the whole domain as described in Appendix D. As the markers move
through the Eulerian grid, these arrays are reset with the proper cell values by using a
system of 'neighbouring cells' which will be described later.
A cell-centered local coordinate system (_, _7,() is set up in each cell of the compu-
tational domain as shown in Figure 5.1. The eight tri-linear interpolating functions Nt
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to Ns are defined from cell corners to marker in the cell as
N_ = _(1-_)(1-_)(1-¢), N_ =
N2 --1(I+ _)(I- 77)(I-(), N6 =
Na = _(1 + _)(1 + 77)(1- (), Nr =
N4 = }(1 - {)(1 + 77)(1- (), Ns =
_(1 - _)(1 - r/)(l + (),
81-(1+ _)(i - r/)(1 + (),
_(I + _)(1 + _/)(I + (),
1(1 - ¢)(1 + 77)(1 + (),
(5.1)
At each iteration, the local cell coordinates (_,7/,() for a marker are determined by
solving the implicit system
8
k=l
by a few Newton-Raphson iterations as described in Appendix E.
marker and the nodes positions, respectively.
iterations are required.
(5.2)
_" and _'k axe the
Usually, only three Newton-Raphson
Any Eulerian function f (say the velocity or the entropy) defined at the cell nodes
is transferred to the marker location in the cell by the tri-linear interpolation as
8
f(_, 77,() = _ Nk(_, ri, ()/k. (5.3)
k=l
For steady-state solutions, the Eulerian and the Lagrangian solutions do not need to be
integrated in time using the same time-steps during the pseudo-unsteady convergence.
A local time-step can be used for the markers integration since, for steady flows, the
markers can convect at any speed along the streamlines. In unsteady flows, however,
the Eulerian and Lagrangian time-steps have to be the same, since at each instant in
time, the markers represent the current location and Lagrangian state vector of a given
particle. In the following, the Eulerian and the Lagrangian time-steps will be denoted
At and Atz, respectively.
When a time-step Art is taken in the Lagrangian solution in order to advance the
marker position and integrate the sottrce-terms, the new marker position is found by
using a predictor-corrector integration scheme as
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(5.4)
_'c = _t_)+htz e_ ,
1
where _'p and _*¢are the predicted and corrected marker positions, respectively, v¢_ is the
Eulerian velocity at time t interpolated from the cell nodes to the old marker position
_'_ and if2-+1 is the Eulerian velocity at time t + At interpolated from the cell nodes to
r_
the predicted marker position _*p. The interpolation from nodes to marker position is
performed using Equation (5.3). In System (5.4), the Eulerian velocity fields at time t
and t + At are used to find the new marker position. The predictor and the corrector
step can also be based only on the Eulerian velocity field at time t. Both options are
used depending on the Eulerian/Lagrangian interaction procedure as will be described
in Section 5.2.
The marker's local coordinates have to be recalculated for the updated position
of the marker _*(tl + Atl) by again solving System (5.2). If any of the _,_?,_ values
falls out of the range (-1,1) but in the range (-2, 2), the marker has moved out of
the current cell but is located in one of the neighbouring cells. As mentioned before,
associated with each cell is an array cont_g its 26 neighbouring cells so that when a
marker moves out of a cell it can be readily relocated. Moreover, the locations of the 26
neighbouring cells relative to the central cell axe known, so that the values of _,y and
directly indicate in which of the 26 cells the marker is located. (In the case of the
grid singularities mentioned in Section 3.3 and encountered in pipe flow calculations,
the missing neighbouring cells are accounted for by assigning two pointers to the same
cell). The marker local coordinates are now recomputed by again solving System (5.2)
for the cell where the marker has been found.
If the marker has moved more than one cell (any of the _, y, ( values are out of the
range (-2, 2)), a brute force search through the whole domain is required. This time-
consuming procedure is avoided by specifying a Lagrangian time-step smaller than the
time-step allowed by the CFL criterion in the Eulerian solution. The marker will then
move over a distance of less than one cell in one Lagrangian time-step Atz. However, in
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steady flows with strong streamline curvature, as shown by the results from the swirling-
flow cases, the CFL restriction does not allow for accurate streamline integrations. In
these flows, the predicted marker position is used to scale the Lagrangian time-step such
that the marker cannot cross the cell in less than two Lagrangian time-steps in any local
cell coordinate direction.
The domain boundaries are bordered by 'wastebasket cells', so that any marker
exiting the domain is either eliminated or can be reinitialized somewhere else in the
domain. In order to minimize the array sizes, a marker renu_mbering system is used to
eliminate any exiting marker from the arrays and introduce new markers in the domain.
In parallel with the trajectory integration described by System (5.4), the Lagrangian
values of vorticity are computed at each marker by a predictor-corrector integration of
the source-terms for the vorticity from Equation (4.3) as
a_ = at_ _.v)_-_(v.e)-v xv ,
[ ,1A_c = At_ (_. V)¢- _(V. _) - V x V , (5.5)
for a compressible flow case. In turn, from Equation (4.6) for an incompressible flow
A_ = ,",tz[(_. v)_$,
A_ = Atl [(O_" V)V-lrn_ "4"1 .
Then the Lagrangian value of vorticity at the new marker location is found by
In Systems (5.5) and
(5.6)
1 A_p + A_o). (5.7)
_(tz + Atz) = _(t,) + _(
(5.6), the quantities within brackets are determined at the old
marker location _" by using the Eulerian state vector at time t for the predictor step
and at predicted marker location f'p by using the Eulerian state vector at time t + At.
As for the trajectory integration, depending on the Eulerian/Lagrangian interaction
procedure, predicted and corrected values can also be dependent on the Eulerian state
vector at time t only.
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The determination of the vorticity and of the non-barotropic term V(1/p) × Vp at
the marker location (old or predicted) on the right-hand side of Systems (5.5) and (5.6)
requires the definition of spatial derivatives. These are found directly for any Eulerian
function f defined at the grid nodes by differentiating Equation (5.3)
ol (ONk O_+ ON__AO m__ Ik. (5.8)0-7= \ _-_ 0,7 05 + 0¢
k=l
The metrics' derivatives (O_/Or_, (0r//0_, (Oi/Or_ are directly found when using the
Newton-Raphson procedure as described in Appendix E. The velocity derivatives com-
puted by Equation (5.8) are required for the integration of the source-terms. In a
compressible flow, the spatial derivatives of density and pressure have also to be com-
puted.
In addition to Equation (5.5), for a compressible flow, the entropy-related function
S is integrated along trajectories as
s(t_ + Ate) = s(tt). (5.9)
5.2 Eulerian/Lagrangian interaction
In order to achieve an efficient interaction between the Eulerian and the Lagrangian
solutions, two different strategies have been implemented for the different flow cases
treated here.
5.2.1 Downstream integration of trajectories
The first and more straight forward option consists in positioning the markers at the
inlet of the computational domain and tracing them as they convect downstream with
the local Eulerian flow. At each time-step along their respective trajectories, the new
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Lagrangian state vectors are obtained by integration of the source-terms and the markers
are used to locally correct the Eulerian flow. The initial values for the Lagrangian state
vectors are provided by linear interpolation from the Eulerian flow at the inlet of the
computational domain where the inlet boundary conditions are known. At this location,
the Enlerian solution does not significantly suffer from numerical diffusion due to the
proximity of the boundary conditions. For example, the vorticity field at the inlet of a
pipe will be function of the specified inlet velocity profile.
Figure 5.2b) shows a vortex convecting (perpendicular to its axis of rotation) through
a contraction. For this unsteady calculation, the markers are initially positioned in the
vortical region of the flow (near the vortex core) and then convect downstream together
with the vortex. In this unsteady test case, the time-step Atz used for the integration
of the marker trajectories must be the identical to the Eulerian At. Figure 5.2a) shows
the sequence of interactions between the Enlerian and the Lagrangian solutions. First
the Eulerian solution at time t and the Eulerian solution at time t ÷ At are used to
compute the new marker position following Equations (5.4). The new values of vorticity
and entropy are computed using Equations (5.7) and (5.9) for a compressible flow and
Equation (5.7) for an incompressible flow. The new Lagrangian state vector is then used
to correct the Eulerian state vector for each cell containing a marker at time t + At.
Figure 5.2c) represents a schematic for a steady swirling flow through a pipe. The
markers are injected from the inlet of the domain at regular time intervals in such a way
as to have approximately one marker per cell in the vortical regions of the domain. As
markers are convected downstream and exit the domain, it is necessary to reinject them
at the inlet. The trajectories and the source-term integration are computed in the same
manner as for the unsteady process but now since the Eulerian solver uses a pseudo-
time marching, the Lagrangian time-step does not need to equal the Enlerian time-step.
The Lagrangian time-step is now fixed by accuracy considerations in the trajectory
integration. The interaction between the Eulerian and the Lagrangian solvers is again
described by Figure 5.2a).
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The downstream integration of the trajectories presents the advantage that no a
priori knowledge of the location or structure of the flow features is necessary. For an
unsteady flow_ the markers axe simply positioned in the features area at the initial time.
The use of identical Lagrangian and Eulerian time-steps ensure the presence of markers
in the vortex area for each time. For the steady swirling flow in a pipe, the markers can
be positioned in the entire inlet cross-section. In this case, however, it can be inferred
that placing markers only near the wall region of the pipe at the inlet is sufficient to
trace the strong vorticity regions downstream.
On the other hand, for this last flow example, the markers are subjected to a strong
redistribution during their convection, such that an even correction of the Eulerian
solution can not be ensured. In order get a more even distribution of markers in the
areas where a correction is required, a second Eulerian/Lagrangian interaction strategy
is used.
5.2.2 Upstream integration of trajectories
The second interaction strategy is illustrated in Figure 5.2d) and (5.2e). For the same
steady swirling flow through a pipe, the markers are initially placed at the center of each
cell and the trajectories and source-terms are integrated upstream until the markers
reach the inlet. The time-step for the integration is again fixed for each marker by
accuracy considerations in the trajectory integration. At the inlet, the Lagrangian state
vectors are found by linearly interpolating the inlet (non-diffused) Eulerian solution to
the markers location. By adding the integrated source-terms to the inlet state vectors
the marker state vector at the center of each cell is determined. The correction procedure
can then take place evenly from the center of each cell. Figure 5.2d) describes the
interaction between the Lagrangian and the Eulerian solvers. The integration of the
source-terms requires interpolations from the F_ulerian state vector at time t. Once the
value at the center of each cell is determined, the correction of the Eulerian solution is
performed. Then the Lax-Wendroff algorithm is applied on the corrected solution. At
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this point, the trajectories could be computed again, but it has been found that iterating
the correction step and the Lax-Wendroff algorithm, while keeping the Lagrangian state
vector and the marker trajectories fixed, leads to a faster convergence. On the other
hand, to ensure stability, the trajectories should be recomputed before the Eulerian
solution changes are too large. Also, the trajectories do not have to be traced backwards
to the inlet, but can be stopped at any previous upstream location. If the trajectories
are stopped before the inlet, the corrections will be smaller and the convergence will take
more time since the full correction is obtained only when the cells where the markers
stop have been fully corrected. Again, in order to minimize CPU time, the markers can
be placed only in the flow regions where corrections are required.
For an unsteady flow solution using the upstream integration of the trajectories
means that the trajectories have to be recomputed at each time-step. Again, the tra-
jectories can be integrated backwards until they reach the inlet or be integrated over
only a few time-steps. At any backward position, though, the Enlerian solution at that
particular time is required to compute the source-terms and the trajectories. Therefore,
in order to minimize the number of Eulerian solutions to store, the trajectories can
be integrated backwards over only one time-step. For unsteady flows, the downstream
integration of trajectories is, therefore, simpler and much more efficient.
In summary, the downstream integration is the more straight forward method, es-
pecially for unsteady flows. For steady flows, the use of the upstream integration of
the trajectories allows a spatially-even correction of the Eulerian solution. This has
met with more success for the calculation of swirling flows and secondary flows. Both
trajectory integrations are further discussed in relation with the markers positioning in
the flow.
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Figure 5.2: Eulerian/Lagrangian interaction procedures for downstream integration of
the trajectories: a) schematic of Eulerian/Lagrangian interaction, b ) unsteady vortex
convection in contraction, c) steady swirling flow in pipe, for upstream integration of
the trajectories: d ) schematic of Eulerian/Lagrangian interaction, e) steady swirling
flow in a pipe.
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5.3 Positioning of the markers in the flow
Since each marker corrects the Enlerian solution locally, the markers need to be located
only in the regions of the flow where a correction is required. This property is particu-
laxly useful in terms of CPU time reduction when the flow features are concentrated in
an otherwise smooth background flowfield. In contrast, the 'cloud-in-cell' technique of
Baker [5] uses finite-size vortices which influence the entire flowfield and whose geometry
and circulation must be known.
When using a downstream integration, the built-in convection properties of the
Lagrangian technique allow for the steady or unsteady tracing of flow features without
an a priori knowledge of their placement or structure. In the upstream integration of
the trajectories, the area covered by the flow features must be broadly known before.
It is usually possible to determine the general area where corrections are required from
a basic knowledge of the flow. However, in some cases like the secondary flow in a pipe,
the features of interest are so dispersed in the flow that markers have to cover almost
the entire flow area.
If the markers are convecting downstream and locally correcting the Eulerian flow,
weighting factors are required when distributing corrections to the grid nodes because
at any time-step the markers are not distributed uniformly with respect to the Eulerian
grid, (each node may not be influenced by the same number of markers and the distances
from the nodes to the markers are different). Moreover the divergence/convergence of
the trajectories can create holes in the markers distribution. In the case illustrated in
Figure 5.3a), because of the divergence of the streamlines, the markers are redistributed
as they convect from the inlet downstream. This results in some nodes in the field
not being influenced by any markers, whereas other nodes are influenced by several
markers. When the correction is large enough, this uneven correction applied to the
Eulerian scheme can lead to numerical instability.
The use of the second interaction option where the markers are placed at the center
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of each cell and convect upstream eliminates the need for weighting functions. Since the
distribution of the corrections is done from the cell centers, each grid node is influenced
by the same number of markers disposed uniformly. The problem of redistribution of
the markers during their convection is also eliminated as presented in Figure 5.3b).
Nevertheless, as pointed out before, the choice of upstream integration is less suitable
for unsteady flow calculations.
The assumption that the Lagrangian state vector is piecewise constant in each cell
makes the representation of strong gradients inaccurate on very coarse grids. This case is
illustrated in Figure 5.3c) and 5.3d) for the downstream and upstream integration of the
trajectories, respectively. In Figure 5.3c) where the markers are convecting downstream,
using the weighting factors results in an average correction for the field cells. This is
dearly inaccurate if the gradient between the Lagrangian state vectors is high. In
the case of upstream integration represented in Figure 5.3d), the presence of only one
marker in each field cell is ensured. However, because of the lack of grid resolution
and the presence of only one marker per cell in the field region, when the markers
trajectories are diverging (in an upstream integration), the final distribution of markers
will be sparse in the inlet region as shown in Figure 5.3d). The inlet information
between the two streamlines is not 'seen' or transported by the markers. Both problems
illustrated in Figures 5.3c) and 5.3d) are linked to a lack of grid resolution. The
problem of high vorticity gradients does not appear in the Eulerian solution alone, since
numerical diffusion results in lower vorticity gradients in the field. The Lagrangian
solution, however, is immune to numerical diffusion and presents stronger vorticity
gradients.
The different flow cases treated here reflect the need for distinct marker initial lo-
cations and trajectory integrations. For the unsteady vortex convection, few markers
are required in the flow and the markers are attached to the flow feature as it convects
downstream. For the steady swirling flow in a pipe, many more markers are required
and are initialized near the inlet cross-section. However, since a strong redistribution
occurs in a downstream integration, one can also attempt an upstream integration of
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Figure 5.3: Markers redistribution during downstream or upstream convection leads to
a) lack of correction of the Eulerian solution, b) even correction, c) average correction
in cell, and d) sparse distribution of markers in the inlet region leading to inaccurate
representation of inlet flow values by the Lagrangian markers.
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the markers by initially locating a marker at the center of each cell. This last procedure
ensures an even correction distribution, but the downstream integration of the trajec-
tories remains much simpler for unsteady flow calculations. The lack of grid resolution
can create problems when tracking the Lagrangian vorticity upstream or downstream.
Section 9.2 addresses this problem by using a pseudo-viscous term in the Helmholtz
equation in order to smooth out the strong vorticity gradients of the flow.
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Chapter 6
Correction Procedure
This section describes the corrections by which the Lagrangian solution induces
changes in the Eulerian state vector. Since the vorticity and entropy are accurately
described by the Lagrangian equations, these quantities are used to correct locally the
Eulerian solution. For an incompressible flow the vorticity at the marker location is
used to locally correct the Eulerian solution. An entropy correction is used in the
compressible flow cases in addition to the vorticity correction.
The main difference in terms of correction when using the downstream or upstream
trajectory integrations described in the previous section is the location of the markers
in the field. With a downstream integration the markers are not placed uniformly in
the flow. Therefore, the use of weighting factors is required when interpolating the
flowfield values from the grid nodes or from the cell centers to the location of the
marker and vice-versa. When using an upstream trajectory integration the weighting
functions are not required in the correction procedure since each correction occurs at
the initial location of the markers, i.e. from the center of each cell where a marker has
been placed. The correction procedure is described here after for a non-uniform marker
distribution (or a downstream trajectory integration). The simplifications for a uniform
marker distribution (upstream trajectory integration) are also mentioned.
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6.1 Entropy correction
For a non-uniform marker distribution in the field, the Eulerian value of the entropy-
related function S¢ defined by Equation (4.4) is found at the marker location by linear
interpolation from the nodes according to Equation (5.3) as
8
s_= _ NkSk. (6.1)
k----1
This valueisthen compared to the Lagrangian valueofthe entropy-related'ftmctionSl
at the marker location. The difference
As = s_-s, (6.2)
is consideredas an errorin the Eulerian solutionat the locationof the marker. This
erroristhen distributedback to the nodes as illustratedin Figure 6.1.When using a
downstream trajectoryintegration,each node may be influencedby a differentnumber
of markers, so thatthe resultingchange in S at a node isfound by a weighted average
over allthe markers influencingthatnode (i.e.allthe markers locatedin cellsto which
that node belongs)
6S = E'_C(N_),"AS'_) (6.3)
E_,(lv_). '
If the markers arelocatedat the cellcenters,Equations (6.1)and (6.3)simply become
S, = _ Sk, (6.4)
k=l
and
1 8
_s = _ Z as,., (6.s)
respectively.The change in the S valueat a node isthen translatedintochanges inthe
Eulerian flowfieldvariables.
It isnecessaryto fixfour of the fiveflowvariablesin order to induce a change in
entropyinthe Euleriansolution.Ifthe conservationvariablespu,pv,p_ and the pressure
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the error in entropy-related function AS from markers to
nodes using weighted average.
are kept constant on the grounds that these elliptic quantities are well represented on
the Eulerian grid, then the change in S is translated into changes in the conservative
variables as
P 5S (6.6)
_P - 75'
_(p_) = 0 (6._)
_(,_) = 0 (6.8)
$(pu,) = 0 (6.9)
u 2 + v 2 + w _
_(p_o) = 2 _P (6.1o)
Another option, similar to the approach used by Giles for his entropy smoothing
in [23], consists in keeping the vorticity constant during the entropy correction since
the correction in vorticity is the object of a separate treatment. This is achieved by
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updating the density and energy and keeping the velocity and pressure constant. Then
P 6S (6.11)
_P - 7S
6(pu) = u6p (6.12)
,(pv)= v,p (6.13)
6(pw)= w,p (6.14)
u 2 + v 2 + w 2
6(pe0) = 2 6P (6.15)
In practice, both distribution methods give the same results.
6.2 Vorticity correction
6.2.1 Vorticity error at cell centers
The Eulerian vorticity _ is first computed at the center of each cell by assuming a
cellwise constant vorticity. Then
v $dV = _Vc
where the integral is performed over the cell volume V¢.
vorticity is
(6.16)
Using Stokes theorem the
Q- _ _dV - _ (_ x g)dV = _ (_ x g)dS (6.17)
where the surface integral is performed over the cellfaces and _ is the surface unit
normal vector. Thus, sung over the six cellfaces, the components of vorticity in
Cartesian coordinates are
6
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1 6
wy - Vc )-_(_ Sz - _ S=){, (6.18)
i=l
_ 1 8
i=1
On each face, the values for _,_ and _ are obtained from averages over the velocities
at the four corner nodes.
In the case of a non-uniform marker distribution, the Eulerian vorticity is then
interpolated to the location of the marker by using a second local coordinate system
(_*,7/*, _*) based on the eight cell centers that the marker is the nearest to (these 8
ceils are easily determined by using the array containing the 26 cell neighbours and the
marker local coordinates (_, _/, _)). The _, _7,_ directly define the (_*, 71", i*) coordinates
as shown by the example of Figure 6.2 (represented in a 2-D case for clarity).
The 8 tri-linear interpolating functions N_(_*, 7/°, _') to N_(_', T/*, _*) are used to
interpolate the Eulerian vorticity from the eight cell centers to the marker location as
8
_¢ = _ N_*_c. (6.19)
c-_l
This value is then compared to the Lagrangian value of vorticity at the marker location
_Sz. The difference
Z_5 - _z - _ (6.20)
is taken as an error in the Eulerian solution at the location of the marker. This error is
first distributed back to the center of the eight cells by using a weighted average over
all the markers influencing this ceil center.
_ = 5:,,, ( N;2) ,,, A_,,,
E,,(lV;)m (6.21)
All the markers influencing a ceil center are contained in a volume based on the eight
neighbouring cell centers as illustrated by the dashed area in Figure 6.2. If the markers
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C =¢-1
Figure 6.2: Local coordinate system (_*, 7*, _*) centered on nodes (represented for the
solid line marker) and vorticity error distribution from markers to cell centers.
are located at the cell centers, Equations (6.19) and (6.21) become
and
(6.22)
6=_= _=, (6.23)
respectively. Once the change in vorticity at a cell center is determined, it is translated
into changes in the Eulerian velocity vectors at the comer nodes of the cell as described
in the next section.
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6.2.2 Distribution of vorticity error
The error in vorticity in a cell is translated into changes in the velocity components
at the cell nodes. In a 2-D problem, the error in vorticity implies a circulation error
around the cell perimeter. The correction is then distributed evenly between the eight
velocity components at the four ceil nodes as described in [20]. In three dimensions, the
vorticity error is a vector, but a similar procedure can be applied for each of the six cell
surfaces.
The error in vorticity A_ at the cell center is used to compute an error in circulation
on each face of the cell as
ar = a_. g, (6.24)
where ffis the surface vector of the face. Figure 6.3 shows the errors in circulation for the
faces 1 4 and 6 (the nomenclature for the face numbering is described in Appendix B).
On each face, the error in circulation is then used to find velocity corrections at the
four corner nodes as shown in Figure 6.3a). A local coordinate system (a, _') and a local
node numbering from If to 4f is defined on each face as sketched in Figure 6.3b) for
face number 1. The location vector F= (z, y, z) is used to define the unit vectors along
the local coordinates as
II_'_s- _'ls+ _'_s- _'4sll'
e = _4s - e_s + _3s - _2s (6.25)
nl_4_- _s + _3s - _2sll"
The local coordinates a and _"are then written as
= _-(e- _o), _ = _-(r- ¢c), (6).6)
where Fc refers to the location vector of the geometric center of the face.
The error in circulation can be written as an integral over the face perimeter as
f Audz + Avdy + Awdz = f Au_dcr + Au_.dT", (6.27)Ar
where Au, Av, Aw are corrections to the u, v and w components of velocity, respectively.
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Figure 6.3: a) Velocity correction (contribution from faces 1 4 and 6 only), and b) local
coordinate system cr_7"and local node numbering for face number 1.
Au_, Au_ are corrections to the u_, u_ components of velocity expressed in the local
coordinate system. Using trapezoidal integration, the error in circulation is written as
(6.28)
By choice, the error in circulationis translated into homogeneous velocity corrections
for each of the eight velocity components at the four corner nodes. Then
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:-- --AU-rlf :- Au.r2f :- AUr3 f : -AUr4f. (6.29)
Thus, the correction to the components ua, u_- is found as
AF
Au_,r = p , where P ---: 0.3f - O'lf q- o2f - a4f + T4f - T2f + T3f - Tlf. (6.30)
The transformation from the local face coordinates to the Cartesian coordinates in
Equation (6.27) gives the velocity corrections Au, Av, Aw
AF = / Au_da + Auk.dr
= /Audz+Avdy+Awdz,
so that
0T
Au = Au_z a +Au+b-_z ,
97"
Av = Au._ +AU+_y, (6.31)
OT
Aw = Au_zz + Au.,.-_z ,
where
90" "_2f -- Zlf "_- Z3f -- Z4/ 0T Z4f -- Zlf + Z3y -- Z2f
OZ 11_"2f -- _if "{- _3,¢ -- _4sll' or 11#4/-- _'if "l'- r'3f -- ¢=sll'
00. Y2y - Yly -1- Yz/ - Y4y 97-
oy 1lSs- ex: + _'3,,- _'_Jll' oy
Y4f -- Ylf q- Ya.f -- Y2.¢
Ile_f - _ly + _3s - _2sll'
90" Z2f -- Zlf "_- Z3f -- 2;4y OT Z41 -- Zlf -Jr- Z3f -- Z2f
At a node, the contributions to the velocity change from each face are added to give the
final velocity correction since, if the faces are perpendicular to each other, the velocity
correction on one face does not affect the circulation on another face. Each node receives
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Figure6.4:Solid-bodyrotationdistributionoferrorin vorticityto velocitycomponents.
contributionsfrom threefacesfora givencell.The finalnode velocitycorrectionisthen
found by adding the contributionsfrom the eightcellssurroundingthe node.
This velocitycorrectionmethod isanalogous to the use of a solid-bodyrotation
assumption where the change in vorticityat a cellcenterinduces changes in velocity
components at the 8 nodes of the cellas
= × to, (6.32)
where the change in angular speed _c in the cellisdefinedas halfthe vorticityerror
1
_i_c = _¢, (6.33)
in the cell
and _'cis the vector connecting the node to the centerof the cellas illustratedin
Figure 6.4. The analogy between the previous distributionprocedure and the solid-
body correctiondoes not hold ifthe cellfacesare of differentshapes. Using the pre-
viouslydescribedcorrectiondistributionensuresidenticalcorrectionsforfacesof same
(area/perimeter)ratio,independently of the face shape as illustratedin Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Distribution procedure ensures identical velocity correction for faces of
same (area/perimeter) ratio, independently of face shape as opposed to the solid-body
rotation distribution (dotted line vectors).
Instead, the correction obtained through a solid-body correction does not lead to an
identical correction in every velocity component as indicated by the dotted arrows. In
the case of a sheared cell, since the local coordinate system is not orthogonal, the correc-
tions axe different from the orthogonal case. However, the right correction in circulation
and vorticity are still enforced.
For an incompressible flow, summing the contributions from each face described by
Equation (6.31) and averaging over the eight surrounding cells, together with
_p"= o, (6.34)
give the changes in the Eulerian conservative variables due to the vorticity correction.
For a compressible flow, the resulting changes in the conservative Eulerian variables are
found by
_p = o, (6.35)
_(p,,) = p _,,, (6.36)
$(pv) = pSv, (6.37)
_(pw) = p/_w, (6.38)
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= 0. (6.s9)
The actual implementation of the correction procedure is performed in two steps. First,
the contribution from each surrounding face to a node is computed for a unit value
of Ar on the face (using Equations (6.30) and (6.31) with Ar = 1). For example,
in Figure 6.3 node 2 receives contributions from faces 1, 4 and 6. By using a unit
value for Ar, this step reduces to a simple metrics calculation required only once at the
beginning of the computation. Then, at each iteration in time, the error in vorticity
at the cell center is determined by Equation (6.21) or (6.23) and the the contributions
for a unit circulation are multiplied by the actual value of Ar for each face. Then the
contributions of the three faces axe summed for each node. The velocity correction at
a node is then found from by adding the corrections due to the eight surrounding cells.
Since this last step involves a loop over the cells, it is fully vectorizable.
6.3 Boundary conditions for velocity correction
The nodes located on the limits of the domain receive contributions from less than eight
cells and, therefore, require special treatment. The imposition of boundary conditions
is performed during the first step process for nodes located on domain boundaries and
results in modifications of the contributions to these particular nodes.
In this work, four types of domain boundaries are present : inlet, exit, wall and
symmetry-plane. The correction of velocity for the nodes located on an inlet boundary
is set to zero, since the Eulerian values are exactly set through the inlet boundary
condition. The nodes located on the exit surface miss the contributions from the cells
placed downstream of the exit surface. Pseudo-ceUs are defined with the same error
in vorticity at their center than the one for cells lying inside the domain as illustrated
in Figure 6.6a). This is the method used for the flow over a three-dimensional wing
where the trailing vortex axis crosses the exit boundary almost perpendicularly. For
the secondary flow calculation in a circular pipe, the axis of the secondary vortex crosses
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Figure 6.6: Correction in vorticity for pseudo-cells placed at a) an exit surface, b) a wall
surface, and c) a symmetry surface.
the exit boundary with a smaller angle and a better approach is to use the same type of
exit boundary condition as the Eulerian solver. The 1-D characteristics theory is then
applied to a vector formed by the corrections in velocity components.
The imposition of wall and symmetry-plane boundary conditions uses pseudo-cells
as sketched in Figures 6.6b) and 6.6c), respectively.
If ( is the local coordinate normal to the exit,wall or symmetry-plane, then
A_,:_i t = (/kwh, Awn, Aw(), (6.40)
A_zz = (-Aw_,-Aw,, Awe), (6.41)
A_,u,_,,_ = (-Aw_, -Aw,7, Awe). (6.42)
The corresponding velocity corrections are sketched in Figure 6.7 for faces 6 , 4 and
1, respectively. The additional velocity corrections due to the presence of the pseudo-
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cellsarerepresentedasdashedvectors.Figure6.7a)showsthe case of an exit boundary
condition whereas the case of a wall or symmetry-plane boundary condition is presented
in Figure 6.7b).
6.4 Discretisation error for velocity correction
The discretisation error obtained by using the Lagrangian correction on a finite-size
grid is estimated here for the case of a linear vorticity profile (say a Poiseuille flow in a
channel). The vorticity is written as a linear function of channel height z as
w = k z, (6.43)
where k is a proportionality factor. In the Lagrangian technique, the vorticity is assumed
to be a constant with.in each cell and takes the value at the cell center. By expanding
the vorticity as a function of the channel height into a Taylor expansion to the first
order, the dJscretisation error e_, in a cell is
e_ = -_-z Az _, k l, (6.44)
where Az is the distance to the cell center and l is a representative cell length. Using
Equation (6.30), the velocity correction Au is related to the vorticity correction as
AF Aw S
Au = p p ,,- Aw I. (6.45)
Thus, the discretisation error in velocity correction e_, is
e_,,,e_l (6.46)
and using Equation (6.44), the error in velocity is shown to be second-order on the
finite-size grid
e_ _ k l 2. (6.47)
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Figure 6.7: Contribution to velocity corrections from faces 6, 4 and 1 in the case of a)
exit boundary condition, and b) wall or symmetry-plane boundary condition (additional
contributions from pseudo-cells axe represented as dashed line vectors).
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6.5 Iterative procedure for the correction of vorticity
The previous section's subject was the translation of an error in vorticity, defined at the
cell center, into errors in circulation around each face of the cell, and finally into velocity
corrections at the corner nodes. This section shows why a 'recursive' correction process
is required in order to obtain the correct circulation around each cell. The different
steps of the iterative correction procedure are presented as wen as a numerical study of
the process's convergence rate for a simple two-dimensional case.
As will be shown, the vorticity correction requires an iterative procedure. For steady
flows, the vorticity correction is converging along with the pseudo time-marching Eu-
lerian scheme and only one step is usually required for the vorticity correction at each
Eulerian iteration. In the case of an unsteady flow, the vorticity correction should be
iterated until convergence for each Eulerian time-step. However, using only one step of
the vorticity correction at each Eulerian iteration has given satisfactory results.
In this study, the correction is applied recursively on an initial solution without
taking any F, ulerian steps. However, the accuracy of the Eulerian solution enters into
the analysis of the convergence rate of the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme.
Figure 6.8 shows a two-dimensional numerical domain with three cells in each direc-
tion. The initial solution is such that the circulation in each cell is zero. The desired
circulation in each cell is assumed to be unity. Therefore, a uniform circulation cor-
rection is imposed for each cell (At = 1). In the first step, velocity corrections are
determined for each cell such as to satisfy the circulation correction according to Sec-
tion 6.2.2. The resulting velocity correction at a node is then found by adding the
contributions from the surrounding cells. When all the contributions are added, the
circulation in each cell is modified. Hence, a recursive correction is required. In the
second step, the modified circulation in each cell is compared to the desired circulation
in order to define a new circulation error. This is in turn translated into new velocity
corrections at the corner nodes. The procedure is iterated until the correct circulation
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in each cell is obtained.
Figure 6.9a) shows the maximum error in circulation Ar,_ax in the domain as a
function of the iteration number n for six grid sizes (2 × 2 to 33 × 33 nodes), each grid
having twice as many cells in each direction than the previous one. AF,,_ is normalized
by the initial constant error in the domain Ariniti,,t. The number of iterations that
the information takes to travel from the boundaries to the center cell is shown by a
constant error in circulation during the first iterations (the number of iterations with
constant error corresponds to half the domain size in one computational direction). The
convergence rate is slower with increased grid size. However, each time the grid size is
increased, the initial error in the domain is reduced by a factor 4 since the Lax-Wendroff
scheme is second-order accurate.
In Figure 6.9b), the ratio of the maximum error in circulation between two con-
secutive iterations is shown to converge to a value dependent only on the grid size.
Figure 6.10 displays the behavior of the difference between these values and unity (1
represents no convergence) as a function of the mesh size h, plotted in a logarithmic
scale. This measure of 'how slowly the correction procedure is converging', is shown
to vary as a second-order function of the mesh size. However, the initial error given
by the Eulerian scheme is also a second-order function of the grid size. Thus, as the
convergence rate of the iterative procedure goes to zero at the limit of an infinite grid
resolution, the truncation errors due to the Lax-Wendroffscheme vanish too. Thus, the
resulting solution is still consistent.
The extension to three dimensions is straight forward. As mentioned earlier, the
velocity corrections on one face do not induce any circulation on another face if the
faces are perpendicular to each other. Thus, the results for a two-dimensional case
remain unchanged in three dimensions. (However, the velocity corrections have to be
divided by a factor 2 for the 'interior' faces since when performing the three-dimensional
vorticity correction in a unstructured fashion by a loop over the cells, each face (except
the boundary faces) is taken twice into account). Also, the convergence rate remains
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unchanged if the cells faces are rectangular instead of square.
In the steady-state calculations, at each iteration the corrections can be multiplied by
a factor smaller than 1 in order to limit the perturbations to the Eulerian solution. In the
flow over a 3-D wing, the magnitude of the correction in vorticity for the trailing vortex
is of the same order as the basic vorticity in the flow. If the corrections are limited, the
convergence rate to the correct circulation around each cell is slower and more iterations
are required between the Eulerian and the Lagrangian solutions. Another option consists
of under-relaxing the circulation corrections by using the 'old' circulation correction
Ar _+1 = Ar" + Rs(Ar "+1 - At"), (6.48)
where R! is a relaxation factor smaller than 1 and n and n + 1 refer to the old and
present iterations of the correction procedure, respectively.
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Figure 6.8: Recursive vorticity correction: error in circulation in cells and corresponding
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Chapter 7
Vortex Preservation Test Case
The convection of a Lamb vortex in a three-dimensional uniform flow is computed
as a vortex preservation test case in a compressible unsteady flow field. The vortex
convects perpendicularly to its axis of rotation along a straight channel over a distance
of approximately 50 core radii. The tangential velocity v0 in the frame of reference of
the Lamb vortex is given by
_8=_ 1-e-(_) 2 ,
where r is the vortex circulation, a is the vortex core radius and r is the distance from
the center of the vortex. The initial Eulerian and Lagrangian state vectors are obtained
by superimposing the vortex on the uniform background flow. The entropy is found as
a function of the radius by numerically integrating the radial entropy gradient given by
Crocco's relation
ve d(_'v,)
- -_ , (7.2)
r r
where vs is given by Equation (7.1) and the stagnation enthalpy ho_ is assumed con-
stant in the vortex frame of reference. Once the entropy-related function S defined by
Equation (4.4) is found, the density and pressure follow from
1
-1 1. _,'__-=-r-P = -Vg- (ho_- _ooJ] (7.3)
p = pV_v1 (ho_,-2v_) (7.4)
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Figure 7.1: Computational grid for vortex preservation case (129 x 17 x 9 nodes).
A uniform flow Mach number of 0.7 and a value for r/a of twice the freestream stag-
nation speed of sound are used in this calculation. The resulting maximum tangential
Mach number in the frame of reference of the vortex is approximately 0.2.
The grid used for the calculation is composed of 129 x 17 × 9 nodes and is shown
in Figure 7.1. The channel width and height are 1/8 and 1/16 of the channel length,
respectively. The mesh spacing is uniform and equal in each direction and chosen such
as to have four cells across the vortex core diameter, hence
Az Ay Az
- - = 2. (7.5)
Q {l a
A 'no-flux'boundary conditionisimposed on the top and bottom wallsofthe channel.
On the inlet,exitand sidesurfacesofthe channel,the exact solutionofthe convecting
vortexisimposed. This allowsa minimizationof the sizeof the computational domain
(the half-width of the channel measures only four vortex core radii).
The resultsaxe presented on a mesh surfaceat channel mid-height (the solution
isindependent of the channel height). The initialand finalmarker distributionsfor
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Figure 7.2: a) Initial distribution of markers with core size and b) final distribution.
this calculation are represented in Figures 7.2a) and 7.2b), respectively. The markers
are initially placed in the vortex neighbourhood with one marker per cen. Additional
markers are placed on the vortex axis (only 17 markers are located in the vortex core
in a 2-D plane). The total number of markers for this calculation is 1160. The Eulerian
solution and the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution are performed on the same grid. For this
unsteady flow case, the same time-steps are used in the F, ulerian and Lagrangian integra-
tion scheme, hence the markers convect at the same speed as the vortex. The Lagrangian
state vector consists of the position, the vorticity and the entropy-related function S.
The trajectories are integrated downstream and the computation of the source-terms
for the vorticity gives no contribution due to the absence of three-dimensional effects.
The interaction sequence between the Eulerian and the Lagrangian solvers follows the
procedure described in Section 5.2.1. Only one correction step is performed at each
Eulerian iteration at the current location of the markers.
Figures 7.3a), 7.4a) and 7.5a) show the initial pressure, vorticity and S function
contottrs, respectively, when the vortex is located at the inlet of the channel (all flow
values are referenced as described in Section 2.3). After the vortex has traveled approxi-
mately 53 core radii, the final pressure, vorticity and S function contours are represented
in Figures 7.3b), 7.4b) and 7.5b) when using the Eulerian formulation alone and in
Figures 7.3c), 7.4c) and 7.5c) when using the Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme. The initial
velocity vectors (after subtraction of the convection speed) are plotted in Figure 7.6a).
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The vortex at the end of the channel is represented in Figares 7.6b) and 7.6c) for the
Eulerian solution and the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, respectively.
A strong diffusion is observed in the Eulerian solution, whereas the addition of the
Lagrangian correction is successful in preserving the vortex structure and intensity.
This is substantiated by looking at the velocity (minus convection speed) and pres-
sure profiles across the vortex (after traveling 53 core radii) represented in Figures 7.7
and 7.8. Whereas the diffusion of the Eulerian solution is obvious, the vortex core
radius and vortex strength remain almost unchanged when using the Lagrangian cor-
rection procedure.
Figure 7.9 shows a measure of the numerical diffusion as the decay rate of the pressure
coefficient Cp_, at the center of the vortex
Prnir_ -- Poo
= r-YTr_- '
_voo_j
(7.6)
where p,_,_ is the pressure at the center of the vortex and Po_ is the pressure of the
background potential flow. The exact solution corresponds to a constant Cp,, coefficient.
For the same grid density, the standard Eulerian scheme leads to a strong diffusion
of the vortex during its "convection whereas a substantial improvement in the vortex
preservation is obtained when using the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme. The
ragged aspect of the Cpv curve (computed as a cell-average value) when using the
Lagrangian procedure is due to the vortex passing over the Eulerian grid. The difference
between the Eulerian/Lagrangian curve and the exact curve is due to discretization
errors when representing the vorticity and entropy of the vortex by a finite amount of
markers placed at the cell centers.
If the accuracy of the solution is measured by monitoring the pressure losses at the
center of the vortex, the Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme leads to a solution approximately
4 times more accurate than the Eulerian solution alone after the vortex has traveled 53
core radii. In order to gain a factor 4 in accuracy a second-order accurate scheme such
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as the Ni-Lax-Wendroffschemewouldrequire a grid twice as free in every direction.
This would lead to an increase in CPU of a factor 16 (a factor 2 for every spatial
direction times a factor 2 for the corresponding decrease in time-step). In comparison,
the present Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme requires only _ 30% increase in CPU over the
basic Eulerian solution.
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Figure 7.3: Pressure contours at channel mid-height, a) initial, b) final with Euhrian
scheme and c) final with Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme (increment = 0.0025).
_) b) c)
Figure 7.4: Vorticity contours at channel mid-height, a) initial, b) final with Eulerian
scheme and c) final with Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme (increment = 2.0).
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a) b) c)
Figure 7.5:Contours in S (entropyrelatedfunction)at channelmid-height,a) initial,
b) finalwith Eulerianscheme and c)finalwith Eulerian/Lagrangianscheme (increment
= 0.003).
_) b) c)
Figure 7.6: Velocity vectors at channel mid-height, a) initial, b) final with Euhrian
scheme and c) final with Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme.
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Figure 7.9: Pressure coefficient as a function of the convection distance along the chan-
nel, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution and c) exact solution.
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Chapter 8
Preservation of a Turbulent Inlet Velocity
Profile in a Pipe
The preservation of a turbulent inlet velocity profile in a straight pipe is analogous
to the preservation of the Lamb vortex in a straight channel described in Chapter 7.
Both the Lamb vortex and the turbulent velocity profile are characteristics of a viscous
flow. The exact inviscid solution of the flow problem states that the velocity profile
is not a function of the convection distance. As in the case of the Lamb vortex, the
interest here is to see how these viscous flow features represented though the velocity
profile are affected by the numerical diffusion of the Eulerian scheme. The turbulent
velocity profile is provided as the inlet boundary condition of the calculation. As the
viscous effects are not taken into account in the Euler equations, each flow particle
should conserve its speed as it convects downstream. When using an Eulerian solver,
the changes in the velocity profile are the result of numerical diffusion. The Lagrangian
correction technique is then applied in order to recover the exact velocity profile at
any station along the pipe. This case bears similarity with the convection of a fully
developed turbulent flow in that the velocity profile is not a function of the convection
distance.
This test case is a preamble to the computation of secondary flows in bent pipes
of Chapter 11 where the source for the secondary flow creation is introduced as a non-
uniform inlet stagnation pressure (obtained through a non-uniform inlet velocity pro-
file), and where the Euler equations are used to predict the subsequent secondary flow
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Figure 8.1: Straight circular pipe computational grid (161x25 nodes).
development.
Since the flow is incompressible and steady, the Euler equations are modified by
the artificial compressibility method as described in Section 2.2. The Eulerian and the
Eulerian/Lagrangian solutions are computed using the same grid, shown in Figure 8.1,
with 161 nodes on an axial cross-section and 25 cross-sections equally spaced along the
pipe length. Since the flow is symmetric, the computations are performed on only half
of the pipe. The ratio of pipe length to pipe radius is 5.52. The inlet cross-section shows
the unstructured grid with an O-type grid near the pipe wall and an H-type grid near
the center of the pipe. This type of combined grid is chosen for the pipe geometries over
the standard O-grid which presents a singularity at the pipe center.
In the case of swirling flow in pipes or secondary flow calculations, the Lagrangian
solution technique, using an upstream integration of streamlines and markers placed at
the center of each cell, is preferred over the downstream integration technique, since the
vorticJty is diffmsed in the whole domain.
The streamlines are also traced backward in the present test case, with two integra-
tion steps per cell and are recomputed each 25 iterations of the Eulerian solver. The
correction procedure is applied only once every Eulerian iteration and the corrections are
multiplied by a factor 1/4 in order to limit the perturbations imposed on the Eulerian
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solution.
A fully developed turbulent velocity profile is assumed at the pipe inlet cross-section.
The inlet velocity profile corresponds to a Reynolds number of
_d
Re - - 2.48 × l0 s (8.1)
/]
based on a mass-flow averaged velocity _ of 2.31 m/s (chosen here as the reference veloc-
ity) and on the pipe diameter d of 0.1023 m. The kinematic viscosity u is 0.952 × 10 -6
m2/s. The pipe radius R is chosen as the reference length. The inlet velocity profile is
determined by the 'universal velocity distribution law' for smooth pipes and very large
Reynolds numbers given in [62]
U
- - 5.75 logl0(y +) + 5.5,
"a*
(8.2)
where u ° is the friction velocity defined as
!
u* = , (8.3)
and y+ is a Reynolds number based on u* as
y+ = yu._.__*, (8.4)
V
where y is the distance from the wall of the pipe.
Since the flow computation is inviscid, the velocity at the wall must take a finite value
called the 'slip velocity'. Imposing a zero velocity value at the wall would tend to produce
non-physical reverse flow under any small positive pressure gradient perturbation. In
order to define the slip velocity, Prandtl's universal law of friction for smooth pipes
given in [62] is used to provide a relationship between the coefficient of friction A
(8.5)
and the Reynolds number as
1
= 2.0 logl0(Rev/A) - 0.8, (8.6)
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Figure 8.2: Universal velocity distribution law for smooth pipes.
For a Reynolds number of 2.48 x 10 s, this relation gives _ = 0.01503. The shear stress
at the wall r,_ and the friction velocity u* are now found by
_,o= _2, (8.7)
and Equation (8.3). The slip velocity is chosen as the velocity just outside of the viscous
sub-layer at a y+ value of 30.
Using the values for y+ and u*, the slip velocity is found from the 'tmiversal velocity
distribution law' given in Equation (8.2). The resulting slip velocity u,zip is equal
to 60.7% of the flow averaged velocity at a distance from the wall of 0.0286% of the
pipe radius. The universal velocity distribution law for smooth pipes is represented in
Figure 8.2 as well as the slip velocity location.
In Figure 8.3, the velocity profiles on the exit cross-section are plotted as a function
of the normalized radius r/R for the exact solution (inlet velocity profile), the Eule-
rian solution and the Eulerian/Lagra_gian solution. Due to the numerical diffusion
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Figure 8.3:Velocityprofilesat outflowcross-section.
of the scheme, the sharp gradients near the pipe wall are smoothed out in the Eule-
rian solution. With the Lagrangian correction scheme, this effect is canceled and the
Eulerian/Lagrangian solution and the exact solution are within drawing accuracy.
As for the unsteady flow case, the Lagrangian correction could be applied during
the pseudo-unsteady convergence of the Eulerian solution. However, for the steady flow
cases, it is more effective in terms of CPU reduction to apply the Lagrangian correction
once the Eulerian solution has converged (or nearly converged) since the convergence of
the Eulerian solution takes more iterations than the Lagrangian correction convergence.
For this particular test case, the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian solution requires
only ,-- 60 iterations to converge (from the converged Eulerian solution), whereas the
Eulerian solution requires -,, 1000 iterations to converge (from a constant flow initial
solution) to a maximum residual of 1 x 10 -s. The Eulerian solution, based on the
Lax-Wendroff scheme and the artificial compressibility concept, takes ,_ 274 x 10 -6
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seconds/iteration/grid node. In comparison, the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme
takes _ 8.0 seconds/iteration for this particular frequency of trajectory integration and
marker number. The CPU increase due to the Lagrangian correction for this test case
is _ 30% of the basic CPU required for the Eulerian solution.
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Chapter 9
Swirling Flow in a Pipe
Another preamble case to the secondary flow computation in bent pipes of Chap-
ter 11 is the analysis of a swirling flow in a straight circular pipe. A swirling flow in a
straight pipe superimposed on a uniform axial velocity is chosen as a representation of
the convection of the secondary flow in the straight section of pipe downstream of the
bend exit cross-section.
The model for the swirling flow and the Eulerian and Eulerian/Lagrangian solutions
are presented in Section 9.1. In Section 9.2, the strength of the swirling flow is increased
and the vorticity field is shown to concentrate by the phenomenon of vorticity gradient
augmentation to a point where the vorticity field becomes inaccurately represented
when using the fixed Eulerian or Lagrangian spatial discretization. As a result, the
convergence of the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian solution is affected. The sources for
the vorticity concentration are identified in Section 9.2.1 and a solution to the problem is
proposed in Section 9.2.2 as the introduction of a pseudo-diffusion term in the Helmholtz
equation.
9.1 Swirling flow model and solution
As in the case of the secondary flow, the swirling flow of this example is composed of
two counter-rotating vortices and, since the solution is symmetrical, it can be performed
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Figure 9.1: Straight circular pipe computational grids: coarse grid with 125 × 25 nodes
and free grid with 384 × 49 nodes.
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ona half-pipegeometry.The ratio of pipe length to pipe radius is L/R = 5.52.
The calculations are performed on a coarse grid with 25 cross-sections equally spaced
along the pipe length and 125 nodes on an axial cross-section and on a fine grid with 49 ×
384 nodes. Both grids are shown in Figure 9.1. The present model for the inlet velocity
profile is characterized by high cross-flow velocities near the pipe walls and the half-pipe
symmetry surface according to the results found in bent pipes in Chapter 11. The inlet
cross-flow velocities are found from the Poisson equation relating the streamfimction
to the axial vorticity wx
V2_ = -wx, (9.1)
where the streamflmction is defined by
= -cy(1 y2 + z 2 )" (9.2)
R is the pipe radius and C is a constant characterizing the strength of the swirling flow.
The cross-flow velocities v and w are found by
cgk_ _ 2Cyz 09-C(1 3Y2+Z2)v- Oz R2 , w- Oy R2 . (9.3)
The resulting axial vorticity distribution is linear with respect to y
-8Cy
wx = _. (9.4)
The first chosen cross-flow strength is such that the maximum inlet cross-flow velocity
is 40% of the uniform convection velocity, i.e. C = 0.2. The inlet cross-flow velocities
and axial vorticity distribution of the coarse grid solution are shown in Figure 9.2. Since
the vorticity is obtained as a cell-averaged quantity, the rn_n_mum and maximum inlet
axial vorticity levels are different on the coarse and the fine grids. Nevertheless, the
differences in minimum and maximum a_al vorticity levels between the two grids are
less than 3% of the maximum axial vorticity.
The Eulerian and the Eulerian/Lagrangian calculations are performed on both grids.
In the combined scheme, the markers are initially placed at the center of each cell and
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Figure 9.2: Case C = 0.2: Cross-flow velocity vectors and axial vorticity on inlet cross-
section for coarse grid calculations.
the streamlines are integrated upstream with approximately two steps per cell. The
streamlines are recomputed every 50 iterations of the Eulerian solver. The correction
step is applied only once at each Enlerian iteration and the corrections are multiplied by
a factor 1/4 in order to limit the perturbations to the solution during the pseudo-time
integration process.
Because of the induced velocities of one vortex on the other and the presence of
the pipe wall, the center of each vortex is moving in an helicoidal pattern resulting in
an alteration of the initially linear vorticity distribution. Figure 9.3 presents the axial
vorticity contours on three cross-sections along the pipe for the Eulerian solution and the
Eulerian/Lagrangian solution on the coarse grid and the fine grid. As the distance along
the pipe increases, the constant axial vorticity contours undergo a rotation (stations
z/L = 0.08 and z/L = 0.52). At the symmetry surface, the axial vorticity must be
zero since Ow/Oy = 0 and v = 0 in the symmetry surface. This condition forces the
axial vorticity contours to concentrate near the symmetry surface (stations z/L = 0.52
and z/L = 0.98). The effect of numerical diffusion near the symmetry surface spreads
the gradient of vorticity on approximately two cells in the Eulerian solutions. With
the Lagrangian solution, the gradient of vorticity is concentrated on approximately
only one cell and does not appear in the plots since the solution for the vorticity is
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Figure 9.3: Case C = 0.2: Axial vorticity contours at diverse cross-sections along the
pipe, a) coarse grid Eulerian solution, b) coarse grid Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c)
fine grid Eulerian solution, d) fine grid Eulerian/Lagrangian solution (increment=0.1).
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drawn only until the last cell center near the symmetry. The effect of the numerical
diffusion is clearly seen in the coarse grid Eulerian solution as a spurious curving of the
axial vorticity contours near the pipe wall (inducing smaller velocities on the pipe wall
and therefore smaller circulation around the pipe). Using the Lagrangian correction,
the a_al vorticity contours are in a very good agreement with the Eulerian solution
on the fine grid, especially near the pipe wall. The fine grid Eulerian solution still
exhibits a small numerical diffusion effect near the pipe wall. When using the Lagrangian
correction on the fine grid, this effect is eliminated.
The circulation r around a closed curve is an integral value used to quantify the
numerical diffusion as a function of the distance along the pipe. In a barotropic flow
field where viscous effects are non-existent or can be neglected and if the forces acting
on the fluid are conservative, Kelvin's theorem states that the circulation around an
arbitrary closed curve moving with the fluid should remain constant. Using the material
derivative, this is expressed as
Dr
D_- = 0. (9.5)
The convection of a material curve is obtained by setting 'convective' markers in a closed
curve pattern at some location in the flow field once the solution has reached its steady-
state. The material curve is deformed as each marker convects downstream with the
local flow. Since these markers are used only for particle tracing purposes, they do not
induce any correction in the Eulerian flow field. The tracing of the 'convective' markers
is similar to the technique used for the 'corrective' markers trajectories integration.
However, pseudo-time steps can not be used since the time-steps used for the integration
of the streamlines have to be identical for every convective marker. The circulation is
found by integration around the material curve as
r = f dr, (9.6)
where the integral is obtained by trapezoidal integration over the total number of con-
vective markers. The material curve can be traced downstream or upstream and addi-
tional convective markers are added to the material curve if the distance between two
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Figure 9.4: Initial and final circulation contours.
consecutive markers becomes too large due to the divergence of the streamlines.
The chosen closed curve is initially placed around the inlet cross-section and the
convective markers are traced downstream. Figure 9.4 shows the position of the initial
and final locations of the material curve. The curve is initially located near the pipe wall
where the largest numerical diffusion occurs. Figure 9.5 shows the circulation around
the closed curve as a function of the convection distance along the pipe (the average
location over all the convective markers). The Eulerian solution on the coarse grid
exhibits the largest circulation change. By using the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian
scheme on the coarse grids the changes in circulation are reduced by a factor ,,_ 4 near
the pipe exit. The circulations for the fine grid Eulerian solution and the fine grid
Eulerian/Lagrangian solution are comparable since the correction is much smaller than
in the case of the coarse grid solution. In the case of the fine grid solutions, the amount
of diffusion is too small to judge the effectiveness of the Lagrangian correction (the
comparison would have to be performed on a longer pipe in order to get a more diffused
Eulerian solution).
The coarse grid F,uler solution requires _ 2000 iterations to converge (from a con-
stant flow initial condition) to a maximum residual of -_ 1 × 10 -s. The Eulerian/Lagrangian
solution takes only _ 275 iterations to converge (starting from the converged Eulerian
solution). The computations are performed on a Stardent GS-2000 in vector mode. The
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Figure 9.5: Case C = 0.2: Circulation on a closed curve as a function of the distance
along the pipe, a) coarse grid Eulerian solution, b) coarse grid Eulerian/Lagrangian
solution, c)fme grid Eulerian solution, d) fine grid Eulerian/Lagrangian solution.
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combined scheme takes 2.8 seconds/iteration/node on average (for the marker number
and frequency of streamline integration described above). Thus, in the coarse grid case,
the increase in CPU due to the introduction of the Lagrangian correction is ,-_ 33%
of the basic Eulerian solution. In comparison, the fine grid Eulerian solution requires
--_16 times more CPU than the basic coarse grid Eulerian calculation (starting from a
uniform flow solution).
9.2 Vorticity gradient augmentation
As the strength of the swirling flow increases, the gradients of vorticity shown in Fig-
ure 9.3 near the exit of the pipe become stronger. The evolution of the scalar field in a
flow with high vorticity concentration has been previously studied by Knio in [38].
The phenomenon of vorticity gradient augmentation is intensified when the La-
grangian correction is applied. Indeed, due to numerical diffusion, the Eulerian solution
tends to smooth out strong gradients, which is not the case when using the Lagrangian
correction.
The intensification of the vorticity gradient is illustrated in Figure 9.6 where the
strength of the swirling flow has been increased by a factor 1.5 over the previous test
case (i.e. C = 0.3). The axial vorticity contours are plotted at stations along the pipe
in Figures 9.6a) and 9.6b) for the coarse grid Eulerian and Eulerian/Lagrangian solu-
tions and in Figures 9.6c) and 9.6d) for the fine grid Eulerian and Eulerian/Lagrangian
solutions, respectively. When using the Lagrangian correction on the coarse grid, the
gradient of vorticity at the exit of the pipe is increased compared to the Eulerian so-
lution alone. A strong vorticity gradient region of a few cells width is created in the
Eulerian/Lagrangian solution separating a high vorticity region from a low vorticity re-
gion. The same behavior is seen in the fine grid solutions, but the gradient of vorticity
is more intense and spread over one cell only in the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution.
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Figure 9.6: Case C -- 0.3: Axial vorticity contours at diverse cross-sections along the
pipe, a) Eulerian solution on coarse grid, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution on coarse
grid, c) Eulerian solution on fine grid, d) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution on fine grid
(increment =0.1).
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In Section 9.2.2, the strength of the swirling flow is further increased (to C = 0.6)
and the width of the vorticity gradient region decreases. The vorticity field becomes
poorly represented (either on the fixed size grid in the Eulerian solution or by markers
located at cell centers in the Lagrangian scheme). In turn, the poor sampling rate of
the vorticity field leads to inaccurate corrections of the Eulerian solution and affects the
convergence of the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme.
In Section 9.2.1, the strain field and the vorticity field are first identified as the
sources for the vorticity gradient augmentation. In Section 9.2.2, a solution to the
problem is proposed as the introduction of a pseudo-diffusion term in the Helmholtz
equation.
9.2.1 Sources for vorticity concentration
In Figures 9.7a) and 9.7b), the convergence of three streamlines from inlet to exit is
shown for the coarse grid Eulerian and Eulerian/Lagrangian solutions in the case of the
swirling flow strength corresponding to C = 0.3. The streamlines are chosen such as to
end up in the strong vorticity gradient region at the exit of the pipe. Since for this test
case the source-terms for the vorticity are small (as will be shown later), the vorticity
carried by the material particles along the streamlines is essentially constant and equal
to the inlet vorticity at the inlet location of the markers. Because of the merging of the
streamlines, the inlet vorticity assigned to each of the three markers differs by a large
amount. When the streamlines merge along the pipe, a strong gradient in vorticity is
created. When using the Eulerian scheme, the vorticity along the streamlines does not
remain constant because of numerical diffusion and the creation of the strong vorticity
gradient is inhibited. When the Lagrangian correction is used, the diffusion is reduced,
and consequently the solution presents stronger gradients of vorticity. This effect is
accentuated when using the Lagrangian correction since, the three streamlines show a
stronger convergence in the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution than in the Eulerian solution
alone due to the stronger swirl effect.
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Figure 9.7: Case C = 0.3: Frontal view of 3 streamlines drawn from inlet to exit of the
pipe, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution (i--inlet, e=exit).
The creation of strong vorticity gradients along the pipe can be explained from
the action of the strain and vorticity field by using the Helmholtz equation giving the
convective change in vorticity for an incompressible flow as
D_
D--7= (9.7)
This equation states that the evolution of the vorticity attached to a particle convecting
in an incompressible flow is governed by the generation of tilting and stretching source-
terms along the particle trajectory. If the right-hand side terms (source-terms for the
vorticity) are small, each component of _ will approximately behave as a non-diffusive
quantity as
D_ _ _. (9.8)
Dt
By taking the gradient ofEquation (9.8),relationsare found which describe the behavior
of the vorticitygradient for a convecting particlein a steady flow.
D(V_=) V D_
Dt - (if" V)Vw= = Dt
"0
Ou Ow_ Ov Ow. Ow Oo.,_
O_ az -0--'_ O-'-y-- "0_ Oz' (9.9)
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D(Vw_) -(g.V)Vwy= V Dw_ OuOwy avOwy Owawy (9.10)
Dt Dt 0_" Oz 0_" Oy 0_" Oz '
"0
Or
D(Wz) 8, a_, 0,1,a_, (9.11)Dt - (_7. V)Vw= = t7 Dw= OuOw,Dt O_ Ox O_ Oy Of Oz "
__o
D(Vw=) = -(Vw=- V)g- Vw= x ;, (9.12)
Dt
D(w,) = -(w,. v)e- w, x _, (9.13)
Dt
D(W:) = -(W:. V)e- W= x Q. (9.14)
Dt
Hence, if a scalar quantity (here any component of vorticity) remains approximately
constant along a streamline, its gradient is governed along a streamline by both the
local strain field Vg and the local vorticity (rotation) field _.
In the case of a swirling flow through a straight pipe, the main component of vorticity
is in the axial direction (z). The axial vorticity and the gradient of axial vorticity along
a streamline can be written as a function of convection time t. From Equation (9.7)
w=(t) - w=(O) = ((_. V)u)dt = S,,,,, (9.15)
and from Equation 9.12
wo,(t) - w,(o) = (-(w,. Vl,_- wo_ x ,_lat = svw,. (9.16)
These equations represent the increase in axial vorticity and axial vorticity gradient
along a streamline. Next, the right-hand side terms of Equation (9.15) and of the z-
component of Equation (9.16) are integrated along two particular streamlines from inlet
to exit. For these two streamlines, Equation (9.16) is verified by comparing the increase
in the z-derivative of the vorticity at the exit of the pipe to the vorticity gradient
computed from the solution at the pipe exit. Moreover, the source-term for the axial
vorticity is shown to be indeed small compared to the source-term for the axial vorticity
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z-derivative as declared by hypothesis.
In Figure 9.8a) two streamlines are shown in front and side views. The axial vor-
ticity derivative Oo_x/Oz computed from the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution is plotted on
the pipe exit cross-section with indication of the location of the end-points of the two
streamlines. Figure 9.8c) represents the values of the right-hand sides of Equation (9.15)
(S_) and of the third component of Equation (9.16) (So,,,,/o_) (i.e. the source-terms
for the axial vorticity and the source-terms for the z-derivative of the axial vorticity)
integrated on the two streamlines from the pipe inlet to the pipe exit. The source-terms
for the axial vortieity are indeed small for both streamlines compared to axial vortic-
ity magnitude, therefore justifying the use of Equation (9.8). The magnitude of the
source-terms for the z-derivative of the axial vorticity is larger for both streamlines.
These terms, taken at the exit of the pipe, correspond to the values of vorticity deriva-
tive displayed on the pipe exit cross-section in Figure 9.8b) at the indicated end-point
location of the two streamlines (the inlet values for cgwx/i)z is 0). Thus, Equation (9.16)
is verified for the particular case of these two streamlines and show that the strain and
rotation fields combination integrated on the right-hand side of the equation is indeed
the mechanism by which the large vorticity gradients are created along the pipe. Fur-
thermore, these vorticity gradients appear in the absence of strong source-terms for the
vorticity. For this test case, the vorticity is essentially convected passively with the
material particles.
9.2.2 Introduction of a pseudo-diffusion term
EXamining Figures 9.7a) and 9.7b), it can be seen that the information between two
markers at the inlet is lost because of the lack of grid resolution. In order to transport
information from approximately one marker per cell at the inlet, the grid resolution in
the cross-flow plane would have to be increased by a factor _ 4 near the pipe exit, see
Figure 9.7a). As the strength of the swirling flow increases, so does the required grid
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Figure 9.8: Case C = 0.3: a) Front and side views of pipe with 2 streamlines, b)
axial vorticity derivative Ow=/Oz on exit cross-section with end-points of streamlines
(inc.=0.5), c) source-term for axial vorticity: S_. and source-term for Ow_/Oz: So_./o_
along the 2 streamlines.
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resolution. However, because the representation of vorticity gradient augmentation is
inviscid, as the grid resolution increases so do the gradients of vorticity as shown in
Figure 9.6.
When the strength of the swirling flow is increased by a factor 2, i.e. C = 0.6, the
vorticity gradients are further intensified to a point where the high vorticity gradient
region covers less than one cell. (This region separates a high vorticity from a low vor-
ticity). This phenomenon is shown in Figure 9.9 where contours in axial vorticity are
drawn for diverse stations along the pipe. The vorticity gradient is intensifying along
the pipe. When using the Eulerian scheme alone, the numerical diffusion spreads the
high gradient of vorticity region over a few cells, whereas when using the Lagrangian
correction, wiggles in the high vorticity gradient region appear because the represen-
tation of this region by markers placed at cell centers (or by state-vectors at the grid
nodes) becomes inadequate near the pipe exit (as seen when superimposing the grid
on the exit-cross-section in Figure 9.9b)). As mentioned before, the insufficient spatial
representation of the flow destabilizes the Eulerian solution through the correction pro-
cedure. For example, the inaccurate velocity corrections lead to erroneous perturbations
of the axial velocity through the solution of the continuity equation.
As shown before, the use of larger size grids does not help to overcome the problem
since the gradient region concentrates. Therefore, the gradients have to be 'controlled' so
as to be supported on the fixed size grid. The goal of the Lagrangian correction technique
is still the reduction of the numerical diffusion of the Eulerian solver without resorting
to larger size grids. However, in the present flow cases, because of the vorticity gradient
augmentation phenomenon, the additional control of vorticity gradients is required in
order to get a stable Eulerian/Lagrangian solution.
The present section shows that the introduction of a pseudo-diffusion term in the
Helmholtz equation allows to control the strength of the vorticity gradients in the flow.
If the diffusion level introduced by the Helmholtz pseudo-diffusion is maintained lower
than the numerical diffusion of the Eulerian scheme, the resulting solution will still show
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Figure 9.9: Case C = 0.6: Axial vorticity contours at diverse cross-sections along the
pipe, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian/Lagrangian
solution including Helmholtz smoothing term (increment=0.2).
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a substantial improvement over the Eulerian solution alone.
The pseudo-diffusion term is chosen such as to take the same form as the real diffusion
term arising in a viscous fluid, hence the Helmholtz equation is now written as
D_
D--7= (9.17)
where the coefficient vz is the Lagrangian pseudo-diffusion coefficient proportional to
the mesh size h. The ratio of the right-hand side terms is of the order of the pseudo-
Reynolds number ReL and is a measure of the tendency of the vortex lines to be frozen
to the fluid compared to the tendency of the vorticity to diffuse in the flow. Using V
and L to represent the reference velocity and length, then
(,_. V),_ r tp ~ ReL. (9.18)
u_V2_ ut
The pseudo-diffusion term is added to the tilting/stretching term and integrated along
the marker trajectory using a predictor-corrector scheme. The evaluation of the La-
grangian pseudo-diffusion term in the Helmholtz equation is similar to the evaluation of
the smoothing term in the Lax-Wendroff algorithm of Section 3.2. However, the vector
5 is known at the cell centers instead of the grid nodes. Therefore, the average values
are first defined at the cell nodes by averaging the values of _ at the eight surrounding
cell centers. The Lagrangian pseudo-diffusion term is then evaluated at a cell center
by summing the differences between the eight nodes average values and the cell center
value. The vorticity Laplacian is then interpolated from the cell centers to the marker
location for each Lagrangian time-step.
Definition of vorticity at a wall node
When defining the node average values of _, the wall nodes receive contribution from
only four cell centers. The vorticity value at the wall nodes is determined through the
following relations defining the vorticity gradients at a node by a surface integral over
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Figure 9.10: Estimation of the vorticity at a wall node.
a pseudo-ceU based on the cell centers as sketched in Figure 9.10
Vwz V = Iv" VwzdV = /sw_dS, (9.19)
Vwy V =/v Vw_/dV = /sWy_dS, (9.20)
Vwz V = ]v Vwz_ = fsW,_dS, (9.21)
where V is the volume of the pseudo-cell. Using the nomenclature defined in Section 3.1,
the vorticity gradient at node 1 of Figure 3.1 is defined as the sum from the contributions
from the eight surrounding cells A to H. The contribution of cell A is given by
1 f_A - - wz_dS, (9.22)VW=I -- 4Vl I,A_,A3
1 _ _ _ wy6dS, (9.23)
_OJYl --" "_I I ,A2,Aa
1 _ wz_dS, (9.24)VWzl -- 4V1 _,_,A--3
and so on for the contributions from cells B to F. The value of _ at the wall node is
then found from the nearest node in the direction perpendicular to the wall as sketched
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in Figure 9.10 by using the values of_ a_ud _Tt_ for this node as
Figure 9.9c)shows the axialvorticitycontours forthe same cross-sectionsas Fig-
ure 9.9a)and 9.9b)for the Eulerian/Lagrangiansolutionwith a Lagrangian pseudo-
diffusionterm added to the Helmholtz equation. The axial vorticitycontours are
smoother showing that the the additionof the pseudo-diffusionterms allowsto con-
trolthe vorticitygradients.The resultingvorticityfieldismore accuratelyrepresented
on the fixed-sizegridand the Eulerian/Lagrangianscheme isstable.As designed,the
Lagrangian pseudo-diffusionterm isshown to be very effectiveat smoothing out the
strong vorticitygradientsin the flow without affectingthe smooth vorticityregions.
The numerical valueof vzused forthistestcaseis0.05.
The amount of diffusion introduced in the solution is quantified by looking at the
changes in circulation around a closed curve moving with the flow. The circulation
around the closed curve initially placed around the inlet cross-section is shown in Fig-
ure 9.11 as a function of the convection distance along the pipe (measured as a mean
value of all the convective markers positions) for the Eulerian solution and the Eule-
rian/Lagrangian solution with the addition of the Lagrangian pseudo-diffusion term in
the Helmholtz equation. In Figure 9.11, the change in circulation when using an Eule-
rian/Lagrangian scheme and a Lagrangian pseudo-diffusion term is shown to be small
compared to the change observed in the circulation using the basic Eulerian solution.
The convectivechange in circulationaround a closedcurve due to the introduction
ofa diffusionterm in the Helmholtz equation can alsobe expressedasa contourintegral
ofthe curlof the vorticityas givenin Appendix F.
As the strength of the swirling flow increases, the phenomenon of vorticity gradient
augmentation is responsible for the inaccurate representation of the vorticity in the flow
which is the cause for a destabilization of the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme.
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Figure9.11:CaseC = 0.6: Circulation around a closed curve, a) Eulerian solution, b)
Eulerian/Lagrangian with smoothing term in the Helmholtz equation.
The introduction of a pseudo-smoothing term in the Helmholtz equation has been shown
to successfully smooth out the strong vorticity gradients and allows one to obtain a stable
Eulerian/Lagrangian solution. By comparing circulations around a closed convecting
material curve, the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution gives still a substantial improvement
over the Eulerian solution alone. The computation of the pseudo-smoothing term results
in a _ 5% increase of CPU over the Eulerian/Lagrangian basic solution.
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Chapter 10
Constant Stagnation Pressure Flow in a 90 o
Bend
The incompressible flow in a 900 bend of circular cross-section with constant stagna-
tion pressure inlet conditions is examined. The constant stagnation pressure is obtained
at the inlet through constant pressure and constant velocity conditions. The inlet ve-
locity is set as part of the inlet boundary conditions. The inlet surface is located far
enough from the bend so that the upstream influence of the bend is negligible and the
constant pressure condition is also obtained.
The exact solution for the flow field is at constant stagnation pressure since the
stagnation pressure remains constant along a streamline and each streamline is charac-
terized by the same stagnation pressure. In turn, the vorticity in the domain is zero
everywhere because the flow is irrotational upstream of the inlet cross-section. From
[4], if at any instant in time before t -- 0 (time at which particles cross the inlet section)
the flow is irrotational, then the flow remains L'rotational for any subsequent instant.
That is if all derivatives of _ are zero for any time previous to t = 0, then
D_ D2_ D'_
D--[ = Dt-_" .... = _ = O, (10.1)
and if all derivatives are defined, Taylor's theorem shows that the quantity _ vanishes
for all subsequent instants in time. Alternatively, Hawthorne showed in [26] that the
growth of streamwise vorticity is a function of the stagnation pressure field only, so that
no streamwise vorticity can be created in a constant stagnation pressure field.
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Because of truncation errors, the Eulerian solution does not exactly satisfy the con-
stant stagnation pressure and zero vorticity conditions. By computing Eulerian solutions
on a coarse and a fine grid, this test case provides for a calibration of local and global
errors in stagnation pressure and vorticity. Also, by using the Eulerian/Lagrangian
scheme, the errors in vorticity and stagnation pressure are shown to be less than for the
Eulerian solution alone. This test case also provides a check on the numerical integra-
tion of the vorticity source-terms (_. V)_. These must be driven towards zero (starting
from an Eulerian solution with errors in vorticity and stagnation pressure) since the
exact solution for the flow is irrotational. The improvement due to the addition of
the Lagrangian correction is compared to the improvement obtained when using the
Eulerian scheme on a finer grid.
Again, since the flow is symmetrical, the computations are performed only one half
of the pipe. The geometry used for this test case is taken from the Enayet et al. [21] flow
data and will also be used in Chapter 11 for secondary flow calculations. The geometry
and grids are identical to the ones used for the accuracy study of Section 3.9.
The pipe diameter is 0.048 m and the ratio of radius of curvature to pipe diameter
is 2.8. The computational domain extends two diameters upstream of the bend inlet
cross-section and two diameters downstream of the bend exit cross-section. As men-
tioned before, the distance of two diameters upstream is required to satisfy the constant
stagnation pressure condition at the pipe inlet cross-section. The calculations are per-
formed on a coarse grid with 43 stations along the bend total length and 189 nodes
in a cross-section. The fine grid is formed by 85 cross-sections with 713 nodes in a
cross-section. The fine grid is composed of eight times as many cells as the coarse grid.
The two grids are shown in Figure 10.1 in side and frontal views. The cross-sections at
which the results are presented are indicated. Eulerian solutions are computed on both
grids, whereas an Eulerian/Lagrangian solution is computed on the coarse grid only.
The Lagrangian correction uses the upstream streamline integration scheme where a
marker is placed at the center of every cell and the streamlines are integrated backwards
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Figure 10.1: Coarse and fine grids front and side views (189 x 43 nodes and 713 × 85
nodes) with particular cross-sections.
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with approximately two steps per cell until they reach the inlet. The streamlines are
recomputed every 50 iterations of the Eulerian solver. The correction step is applied
once at each Eulerian iteration. An under-relaxation on the vorticity correction is used
according to Equation (6.48) in order to limit the perturbations to the Eulerian solver.
The under-relaxation factor Rf is 0.5%.
Since the Lagrangian correction technique is based on vorticity corrections, the local
errors are first shown in terms of vorticity errors. Contours in the z-component of vor-
ticity are shown in Figure 10.3 for a cross-section located at 45 ° in the bend. The coarse
grid Eulerian solution and the coarse Eulerian/Lagrangian solution are shown in Fig-
ures 10.3a) and 10.3b). The fine grid Eulerian solution is represented in Figure 10.3c).
Similarly, in Figures 10.4, 10.5 and 10.6, the contours of the z-component of vorticity
are drawn for three cross-sections located at 90 ° (bend exit cross-section) and at 1 and
2 diameters downstream of the bend exit cross-section (the z-component of vorticity is
streamwise for these stations). The maximum amount of error in the cross-section is
indicated in each case. The vorticity is normalized with respect to the group U_,_/R
representing the inlet velocity divided by the pipe radius.
The errors in vorticity are concentrated near the wall of the pipe. By compar-
ing the three solutions, it is clear that the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme is
very effective at reducing the errors in vorticity in the flow field. Indeed, in the Eule-
rian/Lagrangian solution, the error in the z-component of vorticity is reduced to nearly
zero, whereas using the Eulerian scheme on a finer mesh leads to very little reduction
of the error in vorticity. In the coarse grid Eulerian solution, the errors in vorticity are
more diffused in the domain, but the level of error remains approximately the same for
the coarse and the fine grid.
The results are also calibrated in terms of the local error in stagnation pressure
coefficient ACp0 defined at any node by Equation (3.75).
Figure 10.7 shows contours in ACp0 on the 450 cross-section for the coarse grid Eule-
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rian and Eulerian/Lagrangian solutions and the fine grid Eulerian solution. The 90 °, ld
and 2d cross-section results are represented in Figures 10.8, 10.9 and 10.10, respectively.
The maximum error is indicated for each cross-section. The error in stagnation pressure
is the largest at the inside of the bend near the 90 ° station where the pressure recovery
occurs. By using the Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme, the error in stagnation pressure is
reduced locally when compared to the reference case of the coarse grid Eulerian solution.
The maximum error in stagnation pressure for the Eulerian]Lagrangian solution is even
lower than for the fine grid Eulerian solution. Since the stagnation pressure is not trans-
ported along the streamlines in the Lagrangian scheme, the correction of the stagnation
pressure occurs indirectly through the vorticity correction (Crocco's equation relates
vorticity and stagnation pressure gradient) as mentioned in Section 4.2. The corrected
velocities alter the flux balance around each cell in the Lax-Wendroff algorithm so that
the pressure is corrected too.
A global indicator of stagnation pressure losses is the L2 norm of the stagnation
pressure losses for the domain defined as %0 by Equation (3.74).
Even if the maximum local error in stagnation pressure is smaller with the Eule-
rian/Lagrangian scheme than with the fine grid Eulerian solution, the errors are less
diffused with the latter so that an average measure over the nodes like the L_ norm
gives a more unfavorable result for the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution. The L2 norm
of the stagnation pressure errors decreases by a factor -._ 2.3 when using the Eule-
rian/Lagrangian solution, whereas the Eulerian solution on the finer grid leads to a
reduction factor of -_ 4.0 (which is in accordance with the Lax-Wendroff scheme second-
order accuracy).
In an inviscid flow, by expressing the gradient of pressure in terms of the local
coordinates system (s, n, b) where s, n and b stand for the streamwise, normal and
binormal directions as shown in Figure 10.2, the gradient of pressure along the binormal
direction can be shown to be zero [39]. This also implies that the norm of the velocity
presents no dependence on the binormal direction since the flow is at constant stagnation
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Figure 10.2: Local coordinate system (s, n, b).
pressure for this test case. Also, because the secondary vorticity is zero (as is the case for
the other components of vorticity), the streamlines do not present any torsion, and cross
the grid cross-sections perpendicularly. The contours in velocity norm are represented
in Figures 10.11 and 10.12 for the 450 and 90 ° stations, respectively. These plots
provide an indication of the vorticity correction near the pipe wall. The exact solution
presents no dependence on the binormal direction (here the direction perpendicular to
the symmetry surface, i.e. the y-direction). The reduction of the spurious deformation
of the contours of velocity norm is larger when using the Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme
than when using the Eulerian scheme on the fine grid.
The Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme is clearly more efficient than the fine grid Eulerian
solution at reducing the errors in vorticity in the flow. Indeed, while the vorticity
errors are more concentrated when using a finer grid, the level of vorticity remains
approximately the same in the coarse or the fine grid Eulerian solution. Also, it has been
shown that the vortidty correction of the Lagrangian scheme results in a more accurate
solution of the velocity field than the fine grid Eulerian solution. The maximum error
in stagnation pressure in the field is lower when using the Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme
than the fine grid Eulerian scheme. However, since the stagnation pressure errors are
more diffused in the flow with the Eulerian/Lagrangian schemes the reduction in the L2
norm of the stagnation pressure losses is lower than with the Eulerian solution on the
fine grid (a factor 2.3 compared to a factor 4.0).
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The Eulerian/Lagrangian solution is substantially less expensive than the fine grid
Eulerian solution. The addition of the Lagrangian correction leads to an increase of
75% of the basic coarse Eulerian solution. In comparison the fine grid Eulerian solu-
tion requires 16 times more CPU than the coarse grid Eulerian solution (the Eulerian
solution on the coarse grid requires _ 2000 iterations to converge to a maximum resid-
ual of _ 1 × 10 -s (the initial flow is interpolated from a coarser grid solution), the
Euierian/Lagrangian solution requires _ 390 iterations to converge starting from the
converged Eulerian solution and takes _ 10.6 seconds/iteration in average).
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_) b) c)
Awz = 0.480 Awz -- 0.015 Aw_ = 0.425
Figure 10.3: Contours of z-component of vorticity at 45 ° station, a) Eulerian solution,
b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on fine grid (increment - 0.05).
a) c)
Aw_ = 0.845 Aw_ = 0.809
Figure 10.4: Contours of streamwise vorticity at 900 station, a) Eulerian solution, b)
Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on fine grid (increment = 0.05).
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Awz = 0.674
Figure 10.5: Contours of streamwise vorticity at ld station, a) Eulerian solution, b)
Ettlerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on fine grid (increment = 0.05).
Aw_ = 0.601 Aw_ = 0.575
Figure 10.6: Contours of streamwise vorticity at 2d station, a) Eulerian solution, b)
Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on fine grid (increment = 0.05).
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(aC.0)_o_= 2.5% (aC.0)_o_= 0.9% (aC_0)_o_= 1.0%
Figure 10.7: Contours for the local error in stagnation pressure coefficient ACvo at 45 °
station, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on
fine grid (increment = 0.005).
a) b) c)
(_Cpo)_o_= 10.6% (_Cp0)_o_= 2.7% (_C.0)_°_= 4.9%
Figure 10.8: Contours for the local error in stagnation pressure coefficient AC_ at 90 °
station, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on
fine grid (increment = 0.005).
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_) b) c)
(ACp0)ma_ = 4.6% (ACp0),_a_ = 0.8% (ACpo),_,x = 1.3%
Figure 10.9: Contours for the local error in stagnation pressure coefficient ACp0 at ld
station, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on
fine grid (increment -- 0.005).
_) b) c)
(ACp0),_,_ = 4.4% (ACpo),_ = 0.9% (AC_),_.x = 1.1%
Figure 10.10: Contours for the local error in stagnation pressure coefficient ACpo at 2d
station, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on
fine grid (increment = 0.005).
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Figure 10.11: Contours in velocity norm at 450 station, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eule-
rian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on fine grid (increment = 0.01).
1.92
a) b) c)
Figure 10.12: Contottrs in velocity norm at 900 station, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eule-
rian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on fine grid (increment -- 0.01).
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Chapter 11
Secondary Flow in Bent Pipes
The secondary flow phenomenon results from the existence of a vorticity component
in the _throughflow' direction. As the flow moves along a bend, each fluid particle is
subjected to a centrifugal force acting in a direction of a line going through the center of
curvature of the streamline. If the velocity profile is non-uniform, the centrifugal force
acting on faster moving particles will be larger than the one acting on slower moving
particles. This induces a motion of the particles in a cross-flow plane with non-uniform
cross-flow velocities. For example, a fully-developed pipe flow profile presenting higher
velocities at the pipe center and lower velocities near the pipe wall will lead to secondary
flow when taken through a bent pipe. Under the action of the centrifugal forces, the
slow moving fluid is pushed inwards whereas the fast moving fluid moves towards the
bend outer wall. Because of continuity, the fast moving fluid displacement towards the
outer wall forces slow moving fluid to convect along the pipe wall towards the pipe inner
wall. A circular motion constituting the secondary flow phenomenon is then established
in a cross-flow plane. This is illustrated in Figure 11.1 taken from [19]. The effect of the
secondary flow in bent pipes of circular cross-section is then to displace the high velocity
regions towards the outer wall. But if the inlet boundary-layer is thin, the main core flow
will behave approximately as a free-vortex flow through the bend and the displacement
of particles in cross-flow planes will be small compared to the displacement along the
streamwise direction.
As a result of the Helmholtz equation, the secondary flow in bent pipes can be
explained in terms of the turning, stretching and diffusion of the vorticity attached to a
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Figure 11.1: Secondary flow in a bent pipe due to non-uniform streamwise velocity.
given fluid particle. For the flow in a bent pipe, the vorticity may be initially present in
the inlet velocity profile. In the case where the flow is fully developed at the inlet of a
pipe of circular cross-section, the inlet vortex lines form concentric rings. If the diffusion
term is ignored, the secondary vorticity is due only to the turning and stretching of the
legs of the inlet vortex lines which are parallel to the pipe symmetry-plane, as two
particles on the inner and outer radii convect through the bend with different speeds.
This is illustrated in Figure 11.2 where a few vortex lines are drawn from an Eulerian
solution of a flow in a 900 bend. At the inlet of the computational domain_ the flow is
fully developed and the vortex lines present no throughflow component. Near the bend
inlet, the few vortex lines drawn near the wall surface indicate the presence of secondary
vorticity due to tilting and stretching. The phenomenon intensifies as the flow moves
down the bend as shown by the vortex lines drawn near the bend exit.
The creation of the secondary flow in the bend has been described so far as an
'inviscid' flow phenomenon. The additional effect of the developing boundary-layers or of
the wall log region in the case of a fully developed flow is to counteract the development
of the inviscid secondary flow as explained in [21]. The boundary-layer on the inner wall
of the pipe is subjected to a favorable pressure gradient, so that it grows slowly. On the
outer wall the adverse pressure gradient causes the boundary-layer to thicken. The result
of taking the boundary-layers into account is then to displace the high velocity regions
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Initial vortex rings
f
l
_ubsequent vortex rings
Figure 11.2: Secondary flow generation by tilting and stretching of vortex lines in a 900
bend.
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more towards the innerwa11_an effectinverseto thepredictionofthe inviscidsecondary
flowtheory.Ifthe bend exitisunder constantpressureconditions(forexample due to
a straightsectionor an exitat atmosphericpressure)the streamwisepressuregradients
have to be reversednear the exitin orderto readjustto the downstream pressure.The
evolutionof the boundary-layeristhereforecomplex to predict.
The secondary flowphenomenon isa featurecommon to many flowproblems and
has been the objectof extensivestudies.Both approximate solutionsand numerical
computations have been testedagainstexperiments. Berger et al. [10]review article
provides an extensivelistof referencesfor the flow in curved pipes. Hawthorne [28]
studied the applicabilityof secondary flow analysesfor the solutionof internalflow
cases.Ackeret [2]alsodescribedpeculiaritieslinkedto the internalflowbehavior.
A we11-known approximate solutionforthe secondaryvorticityina bend or a cascade
of airfoilsis the Squire and Winter relation[67],which linksthe secondary vorticity
generationto the bend angleand the inletvorticity.Rowe [59]compared experiments
and computations based on the Squire and Winter formulationfor a 180o bend and
found reasonable agreement up to an angle of about 75°. Detra [19]alsoderived an
approximate solutionprocedure based on small perturbationsof the through_ow in
good agreement with experiments in pipes of 21o and 42o bend angle. However, the
pipe radiushas to be small compared to the radiusof curvaturefor thisapproximate
solutionto be valid.
More recently,Lakshininarayana [39]derivedgeneralizedexpressionsfor the sec-
ondary vorticityusingintrinsicoordinates.This work has been extended by Hawthorne
[29]forstratifiedfluidsin rotatingsystems.
An analyticalformulationbased on a streamlikefunctionformulationofthe inviscid
flowin a curvedduct was proposed by AbdaUah [1]and testedon a 90o duct ofrectan-
gular cross-section.The turningofthe velocitycontoursispredictedingood agreement
with experiments. Briley[12]investigatedthree-dimensionalviscousflows with large
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secondary vorticity by deriving a system of approximating equations for flows where a
primary direction is present, but in which the transverse velocity components can be
large. Also, an extensive series of laminar and turbulent Navier-Stokes solutions in bent
pipes of circular cross-section and square ducts have been compared with experiments.
A few of these are [35], [34], [33], [74], [79], [32], [52].
11.1 Motivation
The present work uses the Euler equations for the prediction of secondary flows in bent
pipes. The motivation for the use of an inviscid formulation as reported by Hawthorne
in [28] is based on the fact that large regions of the flow, although non-tmiform, may
be assumed frictionless since the influence of the walls extends only gradually inwards
as the flow passes around the bend. Also, the presence of viscosity is not required
for the generation of secondary vorticity even if the i__itial presence of vorticity at the
in.let of the pipe is due to a viscous effect. The fundamental behavior of the flow can
be predicted using the Euler equations since the development of the secondary flow is
mainly the result of an inviscid process of vortex stretching and tilting. This applies for
high Reynolds number flows since the ratio of time scales between the transverse viscous
momentum diffusion and the convection time scale is proportional to the inverse of the
Reynolds number for laminar flows. In turbulent flows, the ratio is roughly constant
but still small.
Also, the Euler equations are not restricted by the small shear assumption used in
the approximate solutions of [67] and [19] where the distortion of the vorticity by the
secondary vorticity is neglected as a second-order effect. This is particularly important
here, where high turning angles and high Reynolds numbers are of interest.
An underlying motivation is the study of the numerical diffusion effects on the so-
lution. By comparing Eulerian solutions on coarse and fine grids, it is shown that the
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numericaldiffusion inherent to the Eulerian solver has an important effect on the so-
lution both in terms of strength and location of the secondary flow. The fact that the
general effect of the numerical diffusion is shown to be qualitatively similar to the real
viscous effects is a misleading result since the solution remains very sensitive to the
amount of numerical diffusion. Therefore, very fine grids are required for secondary
flow computations in order to obtain a solution in which the numerical diffusion effect
is small. By computing the circulation around a closed curve moving with the fluid, it
is shown that even the fine grid Eulerian solution still suffers from numerical diffusion,
indicating the limitation of standard Eulerian solvers for the computation of secondary
flows. The motivation for the introduction of the Lagrangian correction technique is to
find an alternative to expensive large size grids Eulerian calculations of secondary flow
phenomena. With the addition of the Lagrangian correction technique, the amount of
numerical diffusion observed in the Eulerian solution is shown to be reduced for a given
grid size when compared to the standard Eulerian solution, or equivalently the grid
requirements are reduced to converge to a solution where the effects of the numerical
diffusion are small.
The reduction of the spurious numerical diffusion to an unimportant level allows
one to address the question of how much the secondary flow is influenced by the real
fluid viscosity by comparing the truly inviscid numerical solution with the existing
experimental data.
Earlier, Navier-Stokes solutions have been reported to sufferfrom numerical diffu-
sion more than from the turbulence modeling uncertainties [35]. This was due to the
coarse discretisationimposed by large memory sizerequirements. Today, the turbulence
modeling together with near wall boundary conditions is likelyto be the predominant
uncertainty factor in the viscous solution of the secondary flow in bends as seen in [32].
In comparison, Eulerian/Lagrangian computations offera computationally cheaper ap-
proach and, as seen in the result sections,stillprovide with a description of the basic
flow behavior. However, the limitations of the present method are listedbelow.
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11.2 Limitations
As mentioned earlier, the viscosity effects tend to reduce the development of the sec-
ondary flow. Therefore, inviscid numerical solutions tend to overpredict the secondary
flow generation, a result consistent with the findings of this study. The effect of the
growing boundary-layers is to narrow the channel and change the pressure distribution.
The shear stress for a laminar boundary-layer subjected to a streamline curvature can
be written as a function of _/Rc where 6 is the boundary-layer thickness and Rc is the
radius of curvature of the pipe. For a turbulent boundary-layer, however_ the effect
of the streamline curvature on the boundary-layer thickness are an order of magnitude
larger [11]. In the turbulent flow case, the curvature of the bend acts as a flow destabi-
lizer near the outer wall whereas the flow is stabilized near the pipe inner wall [2]. At
the same time, the fluid is transported from inner to outer wall by the secondary flow
motion.
Another limitation for the use of the Euler equations is the requirement that a
slip velocity has to be defined at the wall for the inlet velocity profile (if not reverse
flow would immediately occur on the outside of the bend under the influence of the
adverse pressure gradient). However, the problem is not singular to the Euler equations
solutions, since the requirement of a 'cut-off' velocity at the wall also arises in the
approximate solutions methods because the small shear assumption becomes invalid
near the wall. Squire and Winter [67] used a 'cut-off' velocity of 45% of the mean velocity
and Detra [19] tried both 65% and 80% cut-off velocities on the inlet velocity profile.
As reported in [28], the limitation is important since the secondary vorticity depends
on the incoming velocity profile vorticity. Hawthorne [27] found a cut-off velocity by
canceling the overpredicting effect of the secondary vorticity of Squire and Winter by
a large negative vorticity at the wall. However, this analysis is limited to small bend
angles.
The present approach to the slip velocity definition for a turbulent inlet mean velocity
profile is to neglect the laminar sublayer. The slip velocity is then chosen as the velocity
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just outside the laminar sublayer as mentioned in Chapter 8 where this approach has
been used for the preservation of a turbulent inlet velocity profile in a pipe. The model
is valid for turbulent boundary-layers where the thickness of the boundary-layer is much
larger than the laminar sublayer. The present choice of y+ = 30 as the upper limit of
the laminar sublayer is arbitrary. However, this value is consistently used to determine
the slip velocity for the two flow cases computed in this Section. Still, the best way
to determine this slip velocity would be to calibrate the y+ value by fitting numerical
computations to measurements. This was not attempted here, since a wider study would
be required in order to determine the best value of y+ valid for a range of flow cases.
Instead, as mentioned in Section 11.1, the present chapter deals with the reduction of
the spurious numerical diffusion phenomenon.
Denton [18] uses a similar concept in his inviscid calculations of turbomachinery in
order to introduce viscous effects in the momentum equation by the use of a distributed
body force. The wall shear stress is obtained by neglecting the displacement thickness
of the laminar sublayer, that is the surface streamline lies at the edge of the laminar
sublayer. A loss function is derived as a power law distribution from the wall into the
field. A value of y+ of 10 for the edge of the laminar sublayer is recommended by [18]
only if there are enough nodes to describe accurately the boundary-layer. In practice,
a value between 10 and 40 produced the best fit with measurements.
A first attempt to counteract the overprediction of the secondary-flow is performed
in this study by introducing a simple 'wan correction' where the velocity is adjusted
at every node on the wan, using the universal log-law distribution between the nodes
adjacent to the wan and the nodes on the wan. This method is described in more detail
in Section 11.4.3.
The comparison of numerical solutions with experiments is, however, suffering from
a lack of experimental data on the cross-flow itself for the cases treated here. Refraction
of the laser beam at the water-plexiglass interface prevented the measurements of cross-
section velocity components in the pipe of circular cross-section of the Enayet data
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setI21].The dataavailableis essentiallycomposed of streamwise velocity contours for
diverse cross-sections along the bend supplemented by pressure measurements along the
wall for diverse angles around the bend. The absence of experimental measurements of
the cross-flow (necessary to quantify directly the strength and position of the secondary
flow) makes the comparison with the calculations incomplete. However, calculations
are helpful since they indicate a correlation between streamwise velocity contours and
position and strength of the cross-flow regions.
11.3 Outline
The first pipe geometry is taken from the Enayet et al. [21] data set while the second
corresponds to a bend tested at the Gas Turbine Laboratory of MIT.
First, coarse and fine grid Euler solutions of the flow are compared to indicate
the effect of numerical diffusion on the strength and position of the secondary flow.
The Lagrangian correction technique is then introduced in order to reduce the level of
numerical diffusion, allowing the identification of the real viscous effects by comparison
with experiments. The numerical diffusion reduction is demonstrated by computing the
circulation around bend cross-sections along the pipe and by tracing the circulation on
a closed curve moving with the fluid. Then, results are shown using the wall correction
method which attempts to counteract the overprediction of the secondary flow. Pressure
measurements along the bend are also compared with experiments for the Enayet et al.
geometry.
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11.4 Enayet 90 o bend case
The secondary flow development for an incompressible flow (water) through a 90 ° bend
of constant circular cross-section is investigated. The results are compared to experimen-
tal data taken from the Enayet et al. [21] data set providing Laser-Doppler Velocimeter
measurements of throughflow or 'streamwise' velocities at different cross-stations along
the bend and pressure measurements along the wall for diverse angles around the bend.
The geometry is identical to the one used for the constant stagnation pressure flow
in Chapter I0. The diameter of the pipe is 0.048 m. and the ratio of radius of curvature
to pipe diameter is 2.8. The computations were performed on a coarse and a fine grid
with 320 x 36 nodes and 1223 x 71 nodes, respectively. The grids front and side views
are represented on Figure 11.3. The grid cross-sections are spaced evenly in the stream-
wise direction along the bend centerline. The test geometry extends three diameters
downstream of the bend exit cross-section. In order to accelerate the calculations, the
computational grid reaches only two diameters downstream. It has been verified by
numerical experiments that the computational results are not affected by applying the
exit boundary condition at such a reduced distance from the exit of the bend. The grid
extends 0.58 diameters upstream of the bend inlet cross-section where the inlet velocity
is known from measurements. Eulerian solutions are performed on both grids, whereas
the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution is computed on the coarse grid only.
A particularity of this secondary flow problem is that the vorticity (either inlet
boundary-layer vorticity or secondary vorticity) presents concentrated regions but is
also present in a more diffused form in a large portion of the flowtield. This implies
that the Lagrangian correction technique has to operate on a large extent of the flow
therefore requiring a large amount of markers. The option to place a marker at the
center of each cell has been chosen here for simplicity. The upstream integration of
the streamlines is found to be more successful than the downstream integration since it
implies an even distribution of the markers in the flow. The correction step is applied
only once at each Eulerian iteration. Both an under-relaxation of the correction (Rf =
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Figure 11.3: Coarse and fine grids front and side views (320 × 36 nodes and 1223 × 71
nodes) with particular cross-sections.
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0.1%) and a multiplication of the corrections by a factor 1/4 are used in order to limit
the perturbations to the Eulerian solution. The streamlines are recomputed each 50
iterations of the Eulerian solver. In order to prevent the formation of strong gradients
in vorticity, a Lagrangian pseudo-diffusion coefficient of 2% is used.
The Enayet data set provides streamwise velocity measurements for a turbulent flow
case at a Reynolds number of 43000 and a flow averaged velocity _ of 0.92 m/s. The
fluid kinematic viscosity is 0.804 × 10 -6 m2/s. The stations at which the experimental
data are available are located at 30 °, 60 o and 75 o along the bend and at 1 diameter
downstream of the bend e_t section as indicated in Figure 11.3.
11.4.1 Inlet velocity profile definition
The measured inlet velocities on horizontal and vertical traverses at a distance of 0.58
diameter upstream of the bend inlet section are splined in the circumferential and radial
directions to give an inlet bound_y condition for the calculation. The slight asymmetry
in the inlet velocity measurements has been averaged out for this calculation. The inlet
velocity profile is not a fully developed profile due to the proximity of the bend but the
assumption of a fully developed turbulent flow is used here for the determination of the
slip velocity at the wall. The procedure is identical to the one described in Chapter 8.
The coefficient of friction, shear stress and friction velocity take the values
= 0.022, r_ = 0.00233, _ = 0.0482. (11.1)
Using a value of y+ = 30 or u + = 14 at the edge of the laminar sublayer, the slip
velocity u,z_p is
u,z{p = u + u_ = 0.675, or u,z{p = 0.730. (11.2)
The distance from the wall at which the last inlet velocity measurement is taken is
equal to 10% of the pipe radius. Since the first grid point out from from the wall is
located in between the last experimental value and the wall, its velocity has to be fitted
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Figure 11.4: Inlet velocity profile at grid nodes.
on the velocity profile. The velocity profile is represented at the grid nodes location in
Figure 11.4.
In order to be able to compare the Eulerian solution on a coarse and on a fine grid,
both calculations must have the same inlet boundary condition. When discretizing
an analytical velocity profile onto a coarse grid, the inlet vorticity is lower than the
vorticity obtained on a fine grid. This problem is illustrated in Figure 11.5 for the case
of an inlet velocity profile of boundary-layer type. To ensure that the vorticity values
between grid nodes is identical between the two cases, the velocity profile is modified
when using the fine grid according to the arrows in Figure 11.5. The inlet vorticity
value is particularly important here since it is used as a component of the state-vector
in the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution and also as a measure of the numerical diffusion of
the solution when comparing Eulerian or Eulerian/Lagrangian results on a coarse grid
to an Eulerian result on a fine grid.
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Figure 11.5: Velocity profile defined on coarse and fine grids and adjustment of the
velocity profile for the fine grid case.
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11.4.2 Enayet case 900 bend: Eulerian and Eulerian/Lagrangian re-
suits
This section presents the secondary flow solution for the Euleriau solution computed on
the coarse grid, the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution on the coarse grid and an Eulerian
solution on the fine grid. The three solutions are compared with experiments.
The streamwise velocity contours and the cross-flow velocity vectors are shown for
the four stations along the bend on Figures 11.6, 11.7, 11.8 for the Eulerian solution
on the coarse grid, the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution and the Eulerian solution on the
fine grid, respectively. The experimental streamwise velocity contours taken from [21]
are represented on Figure 11.9.
The cross-flow velocity vectors indicate a weak secondary flow region is present
along the pipe wall at the 300 station. On further stations, this region intensifies, moves
towards the inside of the bend, and then moves along the pipe symmetry surface as
the vortical region is entrained due to the the proximity of the wall and the symmetry
surface.
Generally, the Eulerian solution on the fine grid and the Eulerian/Lagrangian solu-
tion on the coarse grid lead to a stronger secondary flow than the Eulerian solution on
the coarse grid. The presence of the pipe wall and of the counter-rotating vortex entrains
the vorticity around the pipe wall and then along the symmetry surface. Because of the
difference in the secondary flow intensity, the entrainment speed and the location of the
vortical regions is also different in the three cases. Therefore, the numerical diffusion
affects both the strength and the location of the secondary flow regions. Using the Eule-
rian solution on the coarse or the fine grid results in very different vortical flow location
at the ld station as can be seen on Figure 11.6 and 11.8. With the Eulerian solution
on the coarse grid, the secondary flow region is weaker due to numerical diffusion and
the vortical region moves more slowly along the wall and the symmetry plane. When
using the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution on the coarse grid, the vortical regions move
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fasterthan with the Euleriansolutionaloneand are closer to the Enlerian solution on
the fine grid predictions showing that the combined scheme is successfully at reducing
diffusion errors.
Not only is the strength and location of the vorticity field affected by the numerical
diffusion for the Eulerian solution on the coarse grid, but the structure of the vortical
field is also affected. With the Eulerian solution on the fine grid, the main secondary
vortex present on the ld station is accompanied by two smaller counter-rotating vortices
located near the inside of the bend. With the Eulerian solution on the coarse grid, the
two small vortices are smeared out due to numerical diffusion. With the Lagrangian
correction, the two small vortices are recognizable at the ld station indicating that the
structure of the secondary flow is closer to the one predicted by the fine grid Enlerian
solution.
For each of the three solutions, the low streamwise velocity regions are associated
with the strong cross-flow regions so that the location of the cross-flow in the experiments
can be estimated by looking at the experimental velocity contours on Figure 11.9. For
both the Enlerian/Lagrangian solution on the coarse grid and the Enlerian solution
on the fine grid, the predicted speed of entrainment of the cross-flow seems to be too
large indicating that the neglected viscous effects near the pipe wall are important. The
Enlerian/Lagrangian solution shows a good agreement with the Eulerian solution on
the fine grid. In particular, Figure 11.7 shows how the gradients in axial and cross-flow
velocities near the pipe wall and the symmetry plane are better represented when using
the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution.
Nevertheless, in the Eulerian solution on the coarse grid, the location of the cross-
flow is in better agreement with the experiments because the numerical diffusion plays
a role in decreasing the strength of the cross-flow and hence its entrainment speed. The
numerical diffusion helps the solution when comparing the solution with experiments in
terms of cross-flow strength and location. However, this is a misleading result since the
numerical diffusion and the real viscous diffusion are two distinct phenomena. Indeed the
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Eulerian solution shows strongly diffused streamwise velocity contours, a result which
does not agree with the experimental streamwise velocity. Therefore the numerical
diffusion of the flow is a spurious computational effect which has to be minimized.
Figures 11.10, 11.11 and 11.12 show the streamwise vorticity contours on the four
stations for the Eulerian solution on the coarse grid_ the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution
and the Eulerian solution on the fine grid, respectively. The effect of the numerical
smoothing is clearly visible in Figure 11.10 (Eulerian solution on the coarse grid} by
the curving of the streamwise vorticity contours near the wall of the pipe. This effect
is reduced for the solution on the fine grid in Figure 11.12. The use of the combined
Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme also results in the correction of the diffusion effect near
the pipe wall as seen in Figure 11.11.
Nevertheless, the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution on the coarse grid still suffers from
lack of grid resolution when compared to the Eulerian solution on the fine grid. The
effectiveness of the Eulerian/Lagrangian technique is limited because the flow features
are too small to be accurately captured on the coarse grid. If the Eulerian solution on
the fine mesh is taken as the representation of the inviscid non-diffused solution one
can see that the secondary vorticity gradients to be captured are very high and that
the effectiveness of a solution on a grid twice as coarse is limited by a grid resolution
issue. This is the case when the formed secondary vorticity zone moves along the pipe
symmetry line.
Figure 11.13 shows the streamlines emerging from the inlet boundary-layer near
the wall and wrapping around the vortex for the Eulerian solution on the coarse grid
(a), the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution (b) and the Eulerian solution on the fine grid
(c). In the Eulerian solution on the coarse grid, because of the numerical diffusion, the
vortex is formed further downstream compared to the two other solutions and the rate
of rotation around the vortex is lower. The Eulerian/Lagrangian solution predicts the
vortex formation even earlier than the Eulerian solution on the fine grid. This is because
in the first part of the pipe, the Lagrangian correction scheme is more effective than the
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finegrid Eulerian solution in preventing numerical diffusion. This is not true, however,
in the second part of the pipe where the vorticity is very concentrated and where the
Lagrangian correction effectiveness is limited by the grid resolution issue mentioned
earlier.
Figure 11.14 compares the pressure contours for the three solutions on the half-
pipe symmetry surface. The negative streamwise pressure gradient on the inner wall is
followed by a pressure recovery. The trace of the secondary vortex on the symmetry
surface is clearly visible in the fine grid Eulerian solution. Up to 2/3 of the pipe length,
the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution shows a good agreement with the fine grid Eulerian
solution.
Figure 11.15 shows the circulation around pipe cross-sections as a function of their
axial distance downstream _ (measured on the pipe axis and normalized by the pipe
radius R) for the Eulerian solution on the coarse grid (a), the Eulerian/Lagrangian
solution (b), and the Eulerian solution on the fine grid (c). The condition of constant
circulation around pipe cross-sections does not apply since the contours defined around
pipe cross-sections do not correspond to the convection of a material curve initially
placed around the inlet cross-section. However, this allows for an integral value com-
parison between coarse and fine grid calculations. The circulation (normalized by the
mass-flow averaged velocity _ and the pipe radius) increases from the inlet until approx-
hnately the 700 station due to the creation of the secondary flow. With the solution
on the coarse grid, the circulation increases more slowly due to the strong presence of
numerical diffusion damping the strength of the secondary flow. The circulation com-
puted with the Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme, however, agrees better with the fine grid
Eulerian solution. The departure between the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution and the
Eulerian solution on the fine grid increases after the 60 ° station, approximately. This is
an indication of the numerical diffusionoccurring on the finermesh. The upstream in-
fluence of the bend isshown by the increase in circulationfor the straight pipe segment
placed before the bend.
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An interesting circulation contour to assess the numerical diffusion of the secondary
flow is a material curve surrounding the exit cross-section and convecting _upstream'
until approximately the 90 o cross-section location. The value of the circulation should
remain constant while the material curve is convecting. Again, the circulations for the
three types of calculations are plotted in Figure 11.16. The symbol s now stands for
the average convection distance from the exit cross-section. The numerical diffusion
is seen as an increase of the circulation when the material curve convects 'upstream'.
Also because of the numerical diffusion the Eulerian solutions start from lower values of
circulation and the two circulations increase as the material curves convect upstream.
In comparison, the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution shows little change in the circulation.
Still the curve for the Eulerian solution on the fine grid shows a substantial amount
of loss in circulation. This integral value plot indicates that very fine grid Eulerian
calculations are indeed required for these particular vortical flows in order to get a truly
non-diffused solution.
The convergence towards a solution where the numerical diffusion is small results
in an increase of the entrainement speed of the secondary vortex. The predicted speed
of the vortical regions for the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution and the Eulerian solution
on the fine grid are too large when comparing the computed results to the streamwise
velocity measurements. The difference is accounted for by the effects of the real fluid
viscosity effects. An attempt to take these effects into account is described in the next
section.
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Figure Ii.6:Strearnwisevelocitycontoursand cross-flowvelocityvectorsfor four sta-
tionsalong the bend using Eulerianscheme on coarsegrid.
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Figure 11.7: Streamwise velocity contours and cross-flow velocity vectors for four sta-
tions along the bend using Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme on coarse grid.
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Figure 11.8: Streamwise velocity contours and cross-flow velocity vectors for four sta-
tions along the bend using Eulerian scheme on fine grid.
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Figure 11.9: Experimental streamwise velocity contours for four stations along the bend.
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Figure 11.10: Streamwise vorticity contours (increment = 1.0) for four stations along
the bend using Eulerian scheme on coarse grid.
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Figure 11.11: Streamwise vorticity contours (increment = 1.0) for four stations along
the bend using Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme on coarse grid.
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Figure 11.12: Streamwise vorticity contours (increment = 1.0) for four stations along
the bend using Eulerian scheme on fine grid.
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Figure 11.13: Streamlines emerging from the near wall region at the inlet of the pipe
and forming the secondary flow: a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution,
c) Eulerian solution on fine grid.
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Figure 11.14: Pressure contours on half-pipe symmetry surface (increment = 0.02): a)
Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on fine grid.
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Figure 11.15: Circulation around pipe cross-sections, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eule-
rian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution on fine grid.
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11.4.3 Law of the wall correction
As mentioned in the previous section, the streamwise velocity measurements are in-
dicative that the inviscid solution of the flow predicts a speed of entrainment of the
secondary flow which is too large. While the Euhrian solution predicts the fundamental
flow features, the effect of the fluid viscosity is to decrease substantially the strength of
the secondary flow and therefore its entrainment speed. The effects of the fluid viscosity
were briefly described in Chapter 11. This section presents an attempt at accounting
the shear effects near the wall of the pipe as part of the flow solution.
In order to account forthe viscousphenomenon occurringat the walla simple 'law
of the wall'isimposed on each wallnode. The log-layeregionof the boundary-layer
isin equilibrium,i.e.it does not depend on the pressuregradientimposed upon it.
Under the assumption that the firstgrid point out from the wallisembedded in the
log-layer,the wallvelocitydepends only of the velocityvalue at the fLrstneighboring
node sincethe log-layerisdescribedby a universaldistributionlaw. The correctionat
a wallnode consiststhen in scalingthe velocityby usingthe same log-lawrelationthan
forthe inletvelocityprofiledescribedin Chapter 8. For each wallnode, the magnitude
of the velocityat the firstgridpoint out from the wallisused to determine the value
of the frictionvelocityu* by implicitlysolvingthe universalvelocitydistributionlaw
givenin Equation (8.2).Each component of the slipvelocityat the wallisthen scaled
so that the resultingvelocitymagnitude isequal to the velocitymagnitude at the end
of the laminar sublayerat a u+ valueof 14 (thisvalue isidenticalto the one used for
the inletvelocityprofiledefinition).
Figure 11.17 shows the streamwise velocity contours and the cross-flow velocity vec-
tors on the four stations along the pipe for the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution on the
coarse grid with the addition of the simple wall velocity correction. When using the
Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme, the markers in the cells near the pipe walls are omitted
since the wall velocity correction procedure already determines a vorticity value in the
cell.
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The streamwise velocity contours are now in better agreement with the experimental
values drawn in Figure 11.9. The addition of the wall correction leads to a reduction
of cross-flow velocities near the pipe wall and symmetry surface. This means that the
mechanism of near wall diffusion is indeed a factor to take into account when simulating
the flow field. The agreement is particularly good at the 75 ° station. After this station,
the main Vortex departs from the near wall region and travels along the symmetry
surface. At the ld station, the vortex seems to be located higher than in the experiments
showing the absence of numerical diffusion modeling in the interior of the flow field.
In general, the agreement is not as good when the viscous effects are not taken
into account as shown in the previous section. However, the simple 'law of the wall
correction' suffers from the absence of viscous diffusion out from the wall regions. Also,
the assessment of the quality of the solutions proves to be difficult since the present
experiments do not provide any direct information on the cross-flow itself.
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Figure 11.17: Streamwise velocity contours and cross-flow velocity vectors for four sta-
tions along the bend using Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme on coarse grid and wall correc-
tion.
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The Enayet data set also provides pressure measurements along the wall of the pipe
for 5 angles around the bend from the bend inside at 0 ° to the bend outside at 1800
and for 6 stations along the bend located at 15 °, 30 °, 60 °, 750 and at 1 and 2 diameters
downstream of the bend exit cross-section.
Figures 11.18 shows the computed pressure along the wall for angles around the
bend at 0°, 45 °, 90 °, 1350 and 180 ° for the Eulerian solution on the coarse grid (a) and
the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution (b). The pressure is non-dimensionalized by the use
of a reference pressure Pref (computed as the average pressure on the inlet cross-section)
and a dynamic head based on the flow averaged velocity _. The abscissa represents the
curvilinear coordinate along the bend measured on the pipe axis. The measurements are
indicated by different symbols for each angle around the bend. The measurements show
a pressure loss of approximately 0.3p_ 2 from inlet to exit. Since the Eulerian solver does
not take into account any physical loss mechanism, the pressure is entirely recovered
at a distance of 2 diameters downstream of the bend exit. The agreement between
measurements and calculations is only qualitative. Both calculations overpredict the
pressure for the 0°,450 and 90 ° angles. The agreement is better at 135 ° but on the
bend inside (at 180 °) the pressure recovery is much larger than ba the experiments.
In the experiments, the pressure recovery region on the bend inside corresponds to an
increase in the boundary-layer thickness neglected in the Eulerian calculations.
Figure 11.19 shows the computed pressure along the wall when the wall velocity
correction is used in the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution. The loss mechanism at the
wall has generally Little effect on the pressure distribution. While the agreement has
improved from a solution without wall correction, the coincidence with experiments
remains only qualitative.
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Figure 11.18: Wall static pressure variation at four angles around the bend: a) Eulerian
solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution (symbols indicate experimental values).
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Figure 11.19: Wall static pressure variation at four angles around the bend: Eule-
rian/Lagrangian solution with wall velocity correction (symbols indicate experimental
values).
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11.5 GTL 900 bend case
The second test geometry has been tested at the Gas Turbine Laboratory of MIT [6].
Streamwise velocity measurements are provided at a station located at 1.61 diameters
downstream of the bend exit cross-section.
The diameter of the pipe is 0.1023 m. and the ratio of radius of curvature to pipe
diameter is 1.61. The computations were performed on a coarse and a fine grid with
320 x 51 nodes and 1223 x 101 nodes, respectively. The grids front and side views are
represented on Figure 11.20. The grid cross-sections are spaced evenly in t.he streamwise
direction along the bend centerline. The test geometry extends 1.61 diameters upstream
and downstream of the bend exit cross-section. The upstream distance is required for
the influence of the bend to be negligible at the inlet cross-section since the inlet velocity
profile is specified as a fully developed flow.
The flow Reynolds number is 3.32 x 10 s and the flow averaged velocity is 2.61 m/s.
Using the procedure described in Chapter 8, the coefficient of friction, wall shear stress
and friction velocity take the values
= 0.0142, _'_, = 0.0121, u_ = 0.1101. (11.3)
Using a value of y+ = 30 or u + = 14 at the edge of the laminar sublayer, the slip
velocity u,zip is
.._ _ + Uslipu,z_p u_ = 1.541, or _ - 0.589. (11.4)
The upstream integration of the streamlines is used in the Eulerian/Lagrangian
technique. The correction step is applied only once at each Eulerian iteration. Both an
under-relaxation of the correction (R/= 0.1%) and a multiplication of the corrections
by a factor 1/4 are used in order to limit the perturbations to the Eulerian solution.
The streamlines are recomputed every 50 iterations of the Eulerian solver. In order to
prevent the formation of strong gradients in vorticity, a Lagrangian pseudo-diffusion
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Figure 11.20: Coarse and fine grids front and side views (320 x 51 nodes and 1223 x 101
nodes) with measurement cross-section.
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coefficient of 5_ is used.
11.5.1 GTL case 900 bend: Eulerian and Eulerian/Lagrangian results
The streamwise velocity contours are shown for the station located at 1.61 diameter
downstream of the bend exit in Figure 11.21 for the Eulerian solution on the coarse grid,
the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution and the Eulerian solution on the fine grid, respectively.
The experimental streamwise velocity contours are represented on Figure 11.21 d).
The three numerical solutions again predict an entrainment speed of the secondary
flow which is too large. This is especially true of the fine grid Eulerian solution and
the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution. The latter is overpredicting the secondary flow en-
trainment by the largest amount indicating that this solution is the one with the least
numerical diffusion.
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Figure 11.21: Contours of axial velocity at station located at 1.'61 diameters downstream
of bend exit, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution, c) Eulerian solution
on fine grid, d) experiment (increment = 0.05).
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11.6 Conclusions for the secondary flow in bends
The use of the Euler equations for the solution of the secondary flow in bent pipes has
been motivated by the fact that viscous effects should appear in only limited regions
of the flow. Indeed, the Euler solution of the problem has been shown to predict the
fundamental features of the flow for the two bend cases treated here. However, the
solution is largely dependent on the amount of numerical diffusion, even with the fine
grid solution. By using the Lagrangian correction technique, the numerical diffusion on
the coarse grid was reduced to a level below the one observed on the fine grid. Based on
this 'true inviscid' solution, the assessment of the fluid viscosity effects can be assessed
by comparing with experiments. One of the limitations of the method is the definition
of a slip velocity at the wall.
Consistently with the findings of [19], [67], and [28], the inviscid solution of the flow
has been shown to overpredict the development of the secondary flow. A law of the wall
correction has been implemented to take the near wall viscous effects into account. The
resulting streamwise velocity contours and cross-flow position compared better with the
measurements. However, the pressure distribution along the wall was only in qualitative
agreement with measurements. The concordance with the experiments also deteriorated
when the secondary flow moved away from the wall since no viscous effects are taken into
account apart from the wall regions. The law of the wall correction is also dependent
on the chosen value of y+ at the edge of the laminar sublayer. Clearly, this area of
research requires more study. For example, combining an expression like the power law
of Denton to a calibration of the value of y+ over several experiments would yield more
promising results.
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Chapter 12
Weston Wing Case
The external flow over a three-dimensional wing tested by Weston [78] at the Langley
Research Center is the object of this section. The wing geometry is characterized by a
rectangular untwisted planform, a NACA0012 cross-section, a semi-span to chord ratio
b/c of 3 and a body of revolution tip.
The Euler equations have been previously used by many authors to describe the flow
around wings [45, 55, 36, 50, 51, 30, 9, 77]. These equations provide realistic solutions
for these flows, since vorticity is captured as part of the solution and since the dynamics
of the wake roll-up and convection is essentially inviscid. It is generally accepted that
the artificial dissipation is the cause for the flow separation at sharp trailing edges.
Moreover, as reported by Roberts [56], separation has been observed also on rounded
wing tips, a phenomenon believed to be linked to grid resolution.
The freestream Mach number and angle of attack are 0.1425 and 8°, respectively.
The experimental data consists of wake and pressure coefficient measurements. The
flow around the identical geometry has been computed by Roberts [56], on two grids of
different topology, with a pressure coefficient on the wing in good agreement with the
experiments. However, his calculations showed a spurious diffusion of the tip vortex
behind the trailing edge when compared with experiments. This effect was identified as
a numerical diffusion artifact.
Because of the low Mach number, the approximation of incompressible flow is used
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for the present computations. The Eulerian solution of the flow is first used for a
validation of the incompressible flow solver by comparing the calculation to experiments.
The Lagrangian correction is then applied here in order to counteract the numerical
diffusion observed in the trailing vortex region.
The grid with a C-H structure is generated as described in Appendix A. The grid
has a C structure at each spanwise cross-section and the wing surface is discretized by a
H grid structure as shown in Figure 12.1. Figure 12.2 shows a detail of the definition of
the wing tip body of revolution surface. Each streamwise grid surface in the wake has a
H structure and presents a strong clustering in the wing tip vortex region as shown in
Figure 12.3. This type of grid in the wake has been selected instead of the 0-0 type of
grid used by Roberts because of the higher resolution of the wake. The mesh is slanted
in the wake so that the high clustering region follows approximately the trailing vortex
upward movement behind the trailing edge. The grid extends 2.3 chords downstream
of the trailing edge and 2.5 chords away from the wing tip in the spanwise direction.
The minimum distance from the wing to the grid outer surface is 2.5 chords. Since the
farfie]d boundary conditions are based on the normal velocity component through the
boundary, the external surface of the grid was inclined at an angle with respect to the
freestream in order to get a non-zero normal velocity component.
The farfield boundary conditions use the theory developed in Section 3.4. On the
farfield boundary, the freestream velocity at an incidence angle of 8o is corrected by the
amount of velocity induced by the horseshoe vortex system.
The computed pressure coefficient on the wing surface is presented at five span-
wise locations and compared with the experimental values of [78] in Figure 12.4. The
computed pressure coefficient is defined as
P-P_ (12.1)
Cp= lpU_ ,
where the subscript _ refers to the freestream values, is interpolated linearly from the
grid nodes to each chosen spanwise location. Computed results and experiments are in
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symmetry
Figure 12.1:Weston wing gridi01 x 26 x 17 nodes with C-H structureshown by 2 mesh
su.rf&ces.
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tip
Figure 12.2: Weston wing grid detail of leading edge-tip region.
Figure 12.3: Exit surface with clustering near trailing vortex region and symmetry mesh
surface showing wake surface angle behind trailing edge.
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gooclagreement.In this calculation as in Roberts', the predicted leading-edge suction
peak is higher near the wing root than over the rest of the wing. Roberts related this
effect to the considerable tunnel flow angularity near the wing root. Also, the present
solution gives lower leading-edge suction peaks near the wing root and higher near
the wing tip compared to Roberts' solution. This can be attributed to a coarser grid
resolution near the wing root and a better resolution of the tip geometry. Generally,
Roberts' calculation and this calculation both lead to an underprediction of the suction
peak over most of the wing, when comparing with the experiments. Again, this can
be related to the flow angularity in the tunnel. However, the underprediction near the
wing root is more pronounced in the present calculation since the wing resolution is
approximately four times coarser than in the solution of Roberts. The grid resolution
on the wing was traded for more grid resolution in the wake when the C-H grid type
was selected instead of the 0-0 type.
A singular grid line extends from the wing tip to the outer surface corresponding to
a locally lower solution accuracy and accounting partially for the larger discrepancies
between experiments and calculations in this region. The deterioration of the computed
solution near the wing tip was also reported by Roberts and the local solution in the
tip region was shown to be very sensitive to the details of the grid and wing geometry.
The Lagrangian correction technique is applied on the Eulerian solution by placing a
marker at the center of the cells in the vicinity of trailing vortex and by integrating the
streamlines backward towards the trailing edge. An under-relaxation factor R l = 1%
and a multiplication of the corrections by a factor 1% are used in order to limit the
perturbations to the Eulerian solver. The correction step is applied once each Eulerian
iteration. The integration of the strearulines is repeated each 5 iterations of the Eulerian
solver. In contrast with the computation of the flow in pipes of Chapter 11 where the
vorticity is spread over a large portion of the computational domain, the Lagrangian
correction technique shows its potential in this case since the markers need to be located
in only a small region of the flow and the CPU time allotted to the Lagrangian correction
remains correspondingly low.
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Figure 12.4: Computed pressure coefficient on wing surface compared with experiments
at five spanwise locations.
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\Figure 12.5: Initial location of markers in the trailing vortex region.
Figure 12.5 shows the initialpatch of markers before the integration of the stream-
lines.Each marker isindicatedby a dot. The markers are placed within a 'conical'
regionroughly accounting forthe trailingvortexexpansion downstream ofthe trailing
edge. Because the immediate regionbehind the trailingedge correspondsto very high
gradients,attempts to correctthiszone with the Lagrangian method (where vorticity
isconstant overa cell)were unsuccessful.The vortexisspread oververy few cellsand
discretizingitby markers placed at cellcentersisvery inaccurate.Thus, the markers
were placedonly from 0.2 chordsdownstream ofthe trailingedge.
The experimental survey of the wake providesaxialvorticity,pressure coefficient
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and stagnation pressure coefficient defined as
Cp0 = p0 - po_ (12.2)
1 2 '
_pu_
for two stations in the wake located at 0.5 chords and 2.0 chords downstream of the
trailing edge, respectively. Figure 12.6a) shows axial vorticity contours predicted by
the Eulerian solver for the two stations downstream of the trailing edge. Figure 12.6b)
shows the axial vorticity contours for the same stations when the Lagrangian correction
is used. The experimental values of axial vorticity are reported in Figure 12.7. The
maximum computed level of vorticity is generally lower than the experimental values,
indicating that a finer grid around the wing and in the wake would be required to get
the vorticity level encountered in the experiments. However, the reduction of the wake
diffusion using the Lagrangian technique is still relevant. The experimental data show
a decrease of vorticity by a factor 1.2 between the two stations, whereas the maximum
vorticity decreases by a factor 1.5 between the two stations with the Eulerian solution
alone, an effect of numerical diffusion. With the Lagrangian correction, the maximum
vorticity level is higher at 0.5 chords downstream of the trailing edge indicating that
the numerical diffusion is reduced. This level remains approximately unchanged in the
wake. At the 2 chords station, the corrected and uncorrected maximum vorticity levels
vary by a factor 2, indicating that the Lagrangian correction is capable of handling
large corrections of vorticity. Also the vortex core is tighter when using the Lagrangian
correction.
Figure 12.8 shows the computed pressure coefficient contours on the two stations
for the Eulerian solution and the Eulerian/Lagrangian solution. The experimental val-
ues are shown in Figure 12.9. The diffusion of the vortex is clearly seen at the 2
chords cross-section with the Eulerian solution. The experimental minimum pressure
coefficient remains approximately unchanged between the two stations. With the La-
grangian correction, the minimum pressure coefficient is closer to the experimental value
and decreases between the two stations, an effect which will be explained later. The
computed stagnation pressure coefficient is shown in Figure 12.10 and the experimental
values are reported in Figure 12.11. Again_ the minimum stagnation pressure coefficient
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increases in the wake with the Eu]erian solution due to numerical diffusion. The same
decreasing behavior seen for the pressure is also valid for the stagnation pressure in the
Eulerian/Lagrangian solution.
The maximum vorticity in the wake is traced as a function of the distance down-
stream of the trailing edge for the Eulerian and the Eulerian/Lagrangian solutions in
Figure 12.12. The diffusion of the Eulerian solution is seen between the trailing edge
(z/c _- 1.) and the exit cross-section (z/c - 3). With the Lagrangian correction, the
maximum vorticity remains approximately constant. The roughness of the curve is due
to the vortex convecting through the grid. As mentioned earlier, the vorticity correc-
tion is not performed near the trailing edge but begins at 0.2 chords downstream of the
trailing edge.
In general the present solution shows pressure coefficient and stagnation pressure co-
efficients in better agreement with experiments than Robert's solution. This is believed
to be due to the higher grid resolution in the vortex vicinity used in the present work.
Roberts' Eulerian solution also showed excessive numerical diffusion in the wake with
an increase in stagnation pressure coefficient by a factor 3 between the two stations.
The minimum pressure coefficient traced as a function of the distance downstream
of the tra_ling edge is shown in Figure 12.13. The diffusion of the vortex leads to a
increase of the minimum value of the pressure coefficient with the Eulerian solution.
The Lagrangian correction leads to a very different behavior. When the correction
begins at 0.2 chords downstream of the trailing edge, the mlnimllm pressure coefficient
first decreases because more vorticity is entrained in the vortex and the larger vorticity
region leads to a lower pressure at the vortex center. After 1 chord downstream of the
trailing edge (z/c = 2.0), most of the trailing wake vorticity has been pulled into the
vortex, and hence the minlmnm pressure in the vortex remains approximately constant.
The numerical diffusion of a trailing tip vortex is shown by an Eulerian calculation.
The Lagrangian correction is successful at preventing the vortex diffusion downstream of
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the trailing edge. However, the loss ofvorticity is the highest in the trailing edge region
and the lack of resolution impeded the use of the Lagrangian correction at this loca-
tion. A more effective correction procedure could be obtained by using the Lagrangian
correction technique in conjunction with an adaptive grid refinement procedure, so that
the vortex resolution remains approximately the same even near the trailing edge. The
location of regions to be adapted would be indicated simply by the presence of the
Lagrangian markers. Searching for 'features' in the Eulerian solution woud likely be
unnecessary.
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= 1.).
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Figure 12.8: Pressure coefficient in wake for stations located at 0.5 and 2.0 chords
downstream of the trailing edge, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian solution
(_c. = 0.05).
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Figure 12.9: Experimental pressure coefficient in wake for stations located at 0.5 and
2.0 chords downstream of the trailing edge.
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Figure 12.10: Stagnation pressure coefficient in wake for stations located at 0.5 and 2.0
chords downstream of the trailing edge, a) Eulerian solution, b) Eulerian/Lagrangian
solution (inc. = 0.05).
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Chapter 13
Conclusions
13.1 Summary
A new approach is proposed as the coupling of an Eulerian and a Lagrangian solu-
tion procedures for the reduction of numerical diffusion encountered in finite-difference
time-marching Eulerian calculations. The motivation behind this work is the efficient
numerical treatment of flow non-homogeneities, such as vortex wakes, embedded in an
otherwise smooth background flow field. The coupling of the Eulerian and the La-
grangian solution techniques is intended to enhance the poor vorticity and entropy
capturing capabilities of standard Eulerian solvers.
The first part of this thesis deals with the numerical methodology used for the so-
lution of the Euler and Lagrange equations. The Euler equations are solved using a
Lax-Wendroff algorithm on an unstructured grid, and are used for compressible and
incompressible (through the artificial compressibility concept) flow situations. The
numerical smoothing is based on a second-difference for compressible flows and on a
fourth-difference (second-order accurate on distorted grids) formulation for incompress-
ible flows. The far-field, wall and symmetry boundary conditions are described in both
cases. A numerical study is performed to prove the second-order accuracy of the scheme.
The Lagrangian solution method, based on particle markers, is then described. The
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integrationin timeoftheposition,vorticityandentropyattachedto themarkersflowing
at the local speedthrough theEuleriangrid is performedusinga predictor/corrector
scheme. The flow quantities required at a marker location are tri-linearly interpolated
from the cell containing the marker to the marker location. The comparative advantages
of two strategies of trajectory integration and/or marker positioning in the flow are
described for representative flow situations. The coupling sequence between Eulerian
and Lagrangian solutions is completed (and this is the key point of the procedure) by
a 'correction step' in which the Lagrangian markers provide information on how to
'correct' the spurious numerical diffusion of the Etderian solution. As mentioned in this
work, the correction step takes place only locally, each marker influencing only the cell
where it is located. The correction procedure is described as a 'vorticity correction'
where the vorticity attached to the marker is used to alter the velocity components at
the nodes of a cell. Additionally, an 'entropy correction' is described for the compressible
flow cases. The corrections are implemented as iterative procedures. The convergence
speed of the vorticity correction process is reported.
In all the test cases, the improvement due to the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian
solver is tested by comparison to the standard Eulerian solution and to the Eulerian
solution on a finer grid (where the numerical diffusion effects are lower). All combined
Enlerian/Lagrangian solutions are computed on the basic coarse Eulerian grid. Also, in
some flow cases, a comparison with experiments is performed. The CPU requirements
for the combined scheme are also compared to the CPU needed for coarse and fine grid
Eulerian calculations.
The first test case is a compressible unsteady calculation, namely a Lamb vortex con-
vection in a straight channel. The numerical diffusion effects are assessed by comparing
the vortex solutions at the beginning and at the end of the channel.
The preservation of a turbulent inlet velocity profile in a straight pipe shows the
numerical diffusion occurring near the pipe wall (where the gradients are high) with the
standard Eulerian solver. The use of the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian solver results,
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instead, in a solution indistinguishable from the exact solution.
The calculation of a swirling flow through a straight pipe, superimposed on a uniform
axial velocity, is used as a preamble to a secondary flow calculation in a bent pipe. Again,
numerical diffusion is identified in the Eulerian solution, especially near the pipe wall.
By comparison with an Eulerian solution on a finer grid, the combined scheme is shown
to be successful at reducing numerical diffusion errors. The circulation around a closed
convecting curve (which should remain constant in an incompressible inviscid flow)
is also used as an integral measure of numerical diffusion and shows the substantial
improvement obtained with the combined scheme. A basic problem of inviscid flow
calculations is also identified as a vorticity gradient augmentation, encountered in this
swirling flow case, but also present when computing secondary flows in bent pipes. This
concentration leads to a poor representation of the vorticity on the fixed size grid and
destabilizes the combined scheme. The source for the phenomenon is identified as a
'vorticity convection process' along streamlines, and appears in the absence of strong
source-terms for the vorticity. The intensification process is shown to worsen when using
the combined scheme because the reduction of numerical diffusion leads to a gradient
definition over fewer cells. A solution is proposed as the introduction of a Lagrangian
pseudo-diffusion term, similar in form to the true viscous diffusion term, introduced in
the right-hand-side of the Helmholtz equation. This procedure is shown to result in
a solution accurately described on the fixed grid. The change in circulation around a
closed convecting curve is shown to be still much lower for the combined scheme with
the Lagrangian pseudo-diffusion term than for the basic Eulerian solution.
A constant stagnation pressure flow in a 900 bend is investigated. The errors in
vorticity and stagnation pressure are reduced when using the combined scheme. The
errors in vorticity are shown to reduce far below the errors encountered in an Eulerian
calculation with a grid twice as fine in each direction. The errors in stagnation pressure
are shown to be corrected implicitly by the correction of vorticity and velocity (through
Crocco's equation).
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Two secondary flow calculations in bent pipes are performed. The secondary flow
results from the imposition of a turbulent inlet velocity profile. Since this work deals
with Eulerian calculations,only the tilting/stretchingof the vortex lines are taken into
account. The production of secondary flow is described, and the use of the Euler
equations (instead of the Navier-Stokes equations) ismotivated for this particular flow
problem. The Lagrangian correction is employed as an alternative to expensive fine
grid Eulerian calculations in order to reduce the numerical diffusioneffects.As shown
in the calculations, these effectshave a strong influence on the strength and position
of the secondary flow. Because numerical diffusionand real viscous diffusionare shown
to resultin differentflow behaviors, the use of a combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme
with lower numerical diffusionisrequired in order to assess the fluidreal viscous effects
when comparing with experiments. The limitationsimplied by the choice of an Eulerian
solver are also addressed. A firstattempt at including the near wall viscous effectsis
then reported as the introduction of a 'law of the wall' correction. Two bend geometries
and flow cases are tested and the numerical resultscompared with available experiments.
The external flow over a three-dimensional wing isthe object of the last flow case.
The basic Eulerian and combined Eulerian/Lagrangian solutions are compared in terms
of numerical diffusion of the tip vortex behind the trailing edge. The numerical diffusion
is shown to be excessive for the Eulerian solution and reduced for the combined scheme.
Comparison with experiments is performed. The flexibility of the proposed method is
shown by correcting the solution selectively in the tip:vortex region, and by minimizing
the CPU required for the calculation.
13.2 Contributions
To the author's knowledge, the coupling of an Eulerian and a Lagrangian solution pro-
cedures in three dimensions, enabling a correction of the Eulerian state vector based
on Lagrangian values and aimed at reducing numerical diffusion errors, represents an
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originalcontribution.The present3-D versionisbased on the 2-D work of [20],but
includesthe computation of the source-termsforthe vorticitynot requiredin two di-
mensions. The alternateupstream integrationtechniqueof the streamlinesisalsoan
originalcontributionofthiswork.
The efficiencyand flexibilityofthisnew approach has been demonstrated by appli-
cationto flow casesof differentcharacteristics.The treatedexamples included steady,
unsteady, compressible,incompressibleas well as internaland externalflow applica-
tions.The combined Eulerian/Lagrangianscheme takesadvantage ofboth the accurate
_elliptic'representationof the Eulerian solutionenforcingthe mass requirementsand
settingthe pressurefieldand the convectioncapturingcapabilitiesof the Lagrangian
solution.The contributionof thiswork is,therefore,the additionofbuilt-inconvection
propertiesto a standard Euleriansolver.
The numerical diffusion effects are quantified by comparing Eulerian solutions on
coarse and fine grids to coarse grid Eulerian/Lagrangian solutions. Using the same
solution comparisons, the CPU requirements are shown to be substantially lower, for a
given accuracy, when using the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme. Also, reducing
the numerical diffusion allows one to identify the true inviscid behavior of the flow and
to assess the real viscosity effects when comparing with experiments.
In the courseofthiswork, a vorticitygradientaugmentation phenomenon has been
identifiedwhich resultedinpoor vorticityrepresentationon the Euleriangridand desta-
bilizationof the combined scheme. In orderto remediateto thisproblem, a Lagrangian
pseudo-diffusionterm has been added tothe Helmholtz equation_without substantially
compromising the reductionofnumerical diffusion.
In its present form, the Lagrangian correction technique consists in a set of sub-
routines which can be added a posteriori, not only to the present Lax-Wendroff time-
marching technique, but to any time-marching finite-volume algorithm for the solution
of the Euler equations on hexahedral cells. The application of the Lagrangian algorithm
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to tetrahedral cells, for example, would require the redefinition of the linear functions
within the cells.
13.3 Conclusions and recommendations for future work
As mentioned in the introduction, the different approaches taken to efficiently resolve
small size flow non-homogeneities result from a compromise between CPU/memory
requirements and solution accuracy. Any attempt at improving the solution accuracy
always ends up increasing the requirements in CPU/memory. The accuracy of the flow
solution is linked either with grid resolution issues leading to grid refinement strategies
or with the use of a priori known solutions and analytical flow models correcting the
basic flow solution, or also with the use of more accurate discretization/integration
algorithms. All of these are used separately or in conjunction with each other in order
to cope with the poor solution accuracy encountered in finite-difference solutions of the
Euler (or Navier-Stokes) equations in regions of high gradients and small length scales
with respect to the background flow. All these studies were prompted by the important
influence of these regions on the overall flow solution.
The objective of this work was to obtain a more accurate solution on a fixed grid
and can also be viewed as a lowering of the CPU/memory (grid size) requirements for
a given accuracy. The comparison of the proposed approach against existing methods
has been expanded upon in the introduction and will not be repeated here.
By increasing the solution accuracy on the given grid, the proposed combined Eule-
rian/Lagrangian scheme allows for a more accurate solution of the high gradients of the
flow. Two of the main advantages of the proposed method are the flexibility by which
corrections to the Eulerian solution can be performed in only chosen areas of the compu-
tational domain, and the fact that the markers have an effect limited to the cells where
they are located. This makes the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme perform better
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in situations where the flow non-homogeneities are concentrated, and less suited where
the vorticity and entropy corrections have to cover the entire domain. For example, the
correction of the relatively smal] non-homogeneity represented by the unsteady convec-
tion of a Lamb vortex in a channel (Chapter 7) leads to ,_ 30% CPU increase over the
basic Eulerian solution. In the case of steady pipe flows, since markers have been placed
at the center of each cell, the CPU increase due to the introduction of the Lagrangian
correction is directly linked to the size of the computational domain. The introduction
of the Lagrangian correction for the preservation of a turbulent inlet velocity profile in a
straight pipe (Chapter 8) results in a 30% CPU increase. The correction of the swirling
flow of Chapter 9, in the identical computational domain, required a 33% CPU increase.
In the case of the constant stagnation pressure flow in the 90 o bend of Chapter 10, with
twice as many nodes as the previous pipe cases, the increase in CPU was -_ 75_. Of
course, the particular CPU increase depends also on the flow characteristics (a high
turning of streamlines requiring more Lagrangian integration steps).
An advantage of the combined scheme is the presence of built-in convective prop-
erties,so that an a priori knowledge of the position or strength of the flow non-
homogeneities isnot required.
Another conclusion to this work is that the use of the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian
scheme does not quite eliminate the need for extra grid resolution. In reducing the
numerical diffusion phenomenon, the gradients of the flow become larger and, in some
flow situations, the grid becomes too coarse to accurately support the new gradients,
as mentioned in Section 9.2. The same grid resolution issue limits the correction of the
wing tip vortex from only 20% chord downstream of the trailing edge (upstream of this
distance, the vortex was defined on too few cells to attempt a Lagrangian correction
procedure). This phenomenon is particularly acute in inviscid flow computations where
no viscous diffusion occurs to spread the non-homogeneity on more grid cells.
The use of the proposed Eulerian/Lagrangian technique in combination with a grid
adaptation should prove to be a possible solution to this problem. In addition, the
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refinement of the grid could be linked to the markers trajectories. For example, when
placing markers at the inlet of a bent pipe in the high vorticity regions near the wall_ the
grid could be refined along the markers trajectories as the markers move downstream
and gather into a tight secondary vortex. The level of grid refinement could be based
on the vorticity and entropy carried by the markers. 'Also, this combination technique
would be advantageous in terms of CPU requirements for pipe flows where, instead of
placing markers in each cell, the selective addition of markers could be realized since the
refinement technique would prohibit many markers with largely different state vectors
from being located in the same cell during the tightening of the secondary vortex.
The use of a Lagrangian particle tracking solver in conjunction with the Navier-
Stokes equations instead of the Euler equations requires the addition of the viscous
dissipation and diffusion term in the Helmholtz equation. This is not viewed as a
main roadblock since a similar term has already been implemented in this equation
when using a Lagrangian pseudo-diffusion along the markers streamlines in Section 9.2.
As mentioned by Drela in [20], the main problem here is to account for turbulence (as
suitable models for turbulence do not exist for vortex wakes). Fortunately, the dynamics
of vortex wakes is mostly inviscid. However, in the case of a secondary flow calculation,
while the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian solver gives realistic results near the entry of
the bend (or bends of small turnings), the modeling of the migration of the viscous
effects towards the pipe center would bring the computed results closer to experiments
for high degrees of turning. In this case, the Lagrangian _echnique would not be used
near the pipe walls since the resolution provided by a Navier-Stokes grid ensures accurate
solution of the viscous stresses near the walls. Still, the Lagrangian technique would
be useful near the pipe center where the grid resolution is comparatively coarse for the
accurate solution of the secondary vortex.
The Lagrangian equations defined in Chapter 4 are not valid through a shock. The
implementation of the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme for shock flows is feasible
if the markers do not cross the shock region. Therefore, the Lagrangian state vector has
to be reinitialized (using the Eulerian solution) from one side of the shock to the other.
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Sincethe correct jump conditions across the shock are ensured for any conservative Eu-
lerian scheme, this procedure should provide the markers with correct values of entropy
and vorticity. Also, as mentioned in [20], the exact location where the markers have to
be stopped and reinitialized should not be critical since the usual grid refinement used
in Eulerian solutions near the shock region will ensure a locally accurate solution.
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Appendix A
Mesh Generation
The meshes used in this work are generated by solving a set of partial differential
equations (PDE) of Poisson type using an iterative procedure, see Reference [75] for
instance. A boundary-con.forming procedure using a structured mesh is employed which
consists of mapping the three-dimensional physical domain of Cartesian coordinates
(z, y, z) onto a cubic computational domain of coordinates (_,_},(). The first step in
defining the transformation is to specify Dirichlet and/or Neumann conditions on the
limiting surfaces of the physical region; those boundaries being represented by a constant
or 77 or _ in the computational domain. In the elliptic partial differential method, the
distribution of the interior grid points is then governed by the following Poisson system
= Q(¢,,7,¢)
where P, Q and R are source terms that can be selected to control the mesh points
distribution. Since it is much easier to solve a system of PDE on the uniformly spaced
grid of the computational domain, it is useful to transform system (A.1) onto the com-
putational space. This is achieved by interchanging the roles of the dependent (_,T/,_)
and independent (z, y, z) variables in Eqs. (A.1). This yields an elliptic system of quasi-
linear equations that can be written in the vector form [65]
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where _'-- (x, y, z) is the position vector,
aij = y_ A,,_iAmj
rn=l
and Ami is the cofactor of the (m, i) element in the following matrix
M Y_ Y, Y¢
z_ z, z¢
The forcing functions ¢, ¢ and A serve to control the interior mesh points distribution,
¢ j2p j2Q j2 R= ¢ = =
all a22 a33
where
O(z,y,z) _ det(_.,¢n,_.¢)"J = ,7,
Given a proper choice of the source terms P, Q and R, this transformation defines a
one-to-one correspondence between the two spaces. The source terms are automatically
evaluated in order to provide a control of the cell size and the skewness at the chosen
domain boundaries according to the general procedure described by Sorenson [66].
Depending on the flow cases, two types of mesh generation strategies are used in
this work. For internal, pipe flow computations, a 2-D version of the elliptic PDE
solver is used to generate the cross flow grid planes, i.e. surfaces approximately normal
to the main flow direction. These mesh planes are then arranged in the streamwise
direction along the bend, see Figure A.1. Notice that due to the symmetry of the
problem, only half of the pipe geometry is actually needed. The 2-D mesh plane is
defined by a mixed O-H topology, see Figure A.1, with the O mesh located close to the
pipe wall, allowing for a good control of the spacing and orthogonality at this boundary.
The mesh singularity at the center of the pipe is removed by filling this part with an
H-type grid. The connection between the two types of grid generates two field nodes
that are surrounded by only three ceils instead of four. As discussed in Section 3.3
this leads to a minor change in the numerical algorithm. However, this mixed grid
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FigureA.I: Cross-sectionalview of grid and distribution of cross-sections along the
pipe.
topology provides much more flexibility in terms of nodes distribution than a single O-
or H-type. Also this removes any mesh singularity from the pipe boundary and the
symmetry plane. Notice that the two singular field nodes are allowed to move during
the iterative solution procedure according to the number of nodes allocated for the H
and 0 parts, and the grid control parameters set at the wall and the symmetry surface.
In fact the position of these singular nodes is computed as an average of the position of
the three surrounding nodes, thus enforcing identical cell volumes in this area.
For these pipe geometries, grid control is applied on the solid wall as well as at the
symmetry surface. This provides a good control of the discrete representation of the
boundary-layer velocity profile near the wall. Grid control at the symmetry surface is
required in order to get a good representation of the secondary vortex generated close
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to the inside wall. This vortex is then moving along the symmetry plane due to the
presence of its image and the wall.
For the wing flow computation of Chapter 12, the full set of 3-D elliptic equations are
solved to define the interior domain nodes distribution. The initial distribution of nodes
is obtained by setting up the wing cross-sectional planes perpendicularly aroung the
airfoil. As an option, the elliptic procedure can also be performed in two dimensions for
each of the cross-sections, to define a smoother initial condition for the three-dimensional
elliptic grid solution. For this case a C-H type of mesh is used. The C part is required
for a good resolution of the strong gradients at the leading edge and the wake flow. The
distribution of the nodes on the wing surface is established first using multiple cubic
spline functions along the span and the chord. This allows to cluster the nodes near
the leading and the trailing edge as well as close to the wing tip, see Figures A.3 and
12.2. A set of mixed Dirichlet/von Neumann boundary conditions are used to define the
symmetry plane and the outer surface. Control of the spacing and the orthogonality is
applied on the wing surface, in the wake portion (i.e. from the trailing edge to the exit)
and also on the outer surface. The use of a symmetric profile allows for the generation
of only one half (upper or lower) of the mesh, which is then duplicated and finally
tilted upwards from the trailing edge to the exit to follow approximately the upward
movement of the wake and trailing vortex, see Figure 12.3.
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outer surface
exit
symmetry
Figure A.2: C-H mesh structureshown by differentmesh surfaces.
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\
\
Figure A.3: Detail of wing-tip region for a streamwise cross-section located at _ 50%
chord with clustering in the direction perpendicular to the wall and near the tip (the
derivatives are also prescribed using the source-terms).
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Appendix B
Volume and area calculations
This appendix presents the computation of the cell volumes, the faces area and the
volumes associated with the nodes which are required by the Lax-Wendroff algorithm.
The volume Vc of a cell is computed as the sum of the volumes of the five constituent
tetrahedra shown on Figure B.1.
V c _ V5627 _- V5214 -_- V5874 -Jff V2734 -}- 1,/5274 , (B.1)
The volume of awhere the indices refer to the nodes constituting each tetrahedron.
tetrahedron is found through a determinant constructed by the tetrahedron's vertices.
For example, the volume of tetrahedron 5627 is found as
1 z5 y5 z5
1 z6 y6 z6
1 z2 y2 z2
1 z7 y7 z7
_r5627 -- _
The area of a cell face is given by half the cross product of its diagonals. The surface
vectors are chosen to point outwards and are written as
1 _.
_, = _(,-_-_'_)x(,-'_-_'_)
1 _.
& = _(,-_-_'_)x(_'_-,'_)
1
& = _(_-_- _-,)x (_'_- _-_)
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1
#_ = _(_-F_)X(Fs-F_)
I
#s = _(_- F_)x(F_- F_)
I
#o = _(_-_)x(F_-_)
Figure B.I shows the vectorsurfacenumbering #I to #s.
(B.2)
$4
5 6 Ss
S S_
I
S3
Figure B.I: Dividing of cell into five tetrahedra and surface vectors numbering definition.
The Lax-Wenctroff algorithm also uses volumes associated with nodes. A 'node
volume' is defined at node n as the average of the volumes of the eight surrounding
cells.
1
V,_ = _ _[_ Vcell. (B.3)
8cells
In the case of nodes lying on boundary surfaces like a wall surface or an inlet/ez.it
surface, only four cells or less (corner nodes) contribute to the volume associated with
the node. For a wall surface cases this is taken into account when applying the wall
boundary condition as mentioned in Section 3.5.
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Because of the symmetry condition, the volume associated with a node lying on
a symmetry surface is found by doubling the node volume contribution from the four
existing boundary cells.
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Appendix C
Stability analysis
In orderto perform a stabilityanalysison the Euler equations,the system isfirstrecast
inprimitiveform and computational coordinates.
C.I Primitive form of Euler equations in computational
coordinates
Startingfrom the Euler equationsin conservativeform and Cartesiancoordinates
OU OF OG BH
0-7+ -b7 + _-_y+-_;=0, (c.i)
and applying the chain rule derivation to the above equations gives
ov OF. OF OF OG_ Oa OG. OH_ O_ 0_
where index = is short for derivative with respect to z, and so on for y and z. J
is the Jacobian of the transformation from the (z, y, z) physical space to the (_, T},i)
computational space and is defined as
J = _(y,z_ - y¢z,)- _.,,(y_z¢- y¢_) + _(y_ - y,,z_). (c.3)
The metrics of the transformation are
_= _ ynz¢- y_z n _ = z,_z_- z_ _ - z'TY_- zCYn (C.4)j ' j ' j '
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j . Yy = j , _1_- j .
_x -- Y_Zn - YnZ_ _y = xqzn - znz_ z_Yn - x,TY_
.1 , j , G- j
Noticing that
o
- -
- 7_-6_(_y_- z¢y_)
- _._(y_zn-ynz_) = O,
- _-_(z_z.-znz¢) = O,
- _-_(z_yn-z,Ty_) = O,
the Euler equations recasted into computational coordinates are
jOU OF' OG' OH'
St +-O-( + "-_ + 8----(
0 0 0 y. z_)]
G [_(z,_z¢ - z¢_) - _--_(zaz¢- zcz¢)- _(zez, - z,_z_)]
0 - zny_)] = 0,H ! ff--_(z,Y¢ - z,Yn) - _'_(z,Y, - xCY_) - _'_(z,Yn
=0
where F'. G'. H' are the contravariant fluxes defined as
F' = (ynz¢ -y¢zn)F - (z.z<- zczw)G + (zny ¢- z¢y.,)H,
G' = -(y_z¢ - ycz_)F + (z_z( - z(z()G - (z_y¢ - z(y_)H,
H' = (_ - _._._)F - (::_::., - x,,zDG + (_._. - _.,,_)H.
The following relations will be used in the next section.
whose derivatives are
Or1 Ou . Ov Ow
(c.5)
(c.6)
(c.v)
(c.s)
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0_2 _ (c.9)
Or] _ (V_z( Ov Ova
Or3 Ou Ov Ow
C.1.1 Primitive form: incompressible flow
In the case of an incompressible flow, the state vector U and the contravariant fluxes
F _, G _, H I are
*
u
_3
713
F t
c_rt
flu + p*(ynz¢ - VCz_)
rxv - p*(z,z( - z(z,)
rlw - f(z,v( - zCY,)
g ! --
c]r2
r2u - p*(V_z¢ - Vcz_)
r2v + p*(z_z¢ - zCze)
r2w - p'(z_y¢ - z(y_)
, H I =
2
Ca'P 3
r3u + p*(V_z_ - V,Tz_)
r3v - p*(z_z, - z,z_)
r3w - p'(z_y, - z,TV_)
The continuity equation is
Ot - -co \ O( + "_V
where the RHS is found from Equations (C.8) to
+ 0¢)'
(C.10). ]?he first component of the
momentum gives
jOu = _
Ot
0 0 0 Vnz_)) (C.12)
----0
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Similarly, one finds for the two other components of the momentum equation
Ov
J o-_ =
- _ -_ -_ - _ta_ + _ + o</
. Op* _ _ z_z_)Op* + _
+ (m,Tz i - zCz,O-- _- (m_z( 011 (z_z. z,Tz_)_, (C.13)
- (x,Ty < - z<y,7)_-(+(z_y ¢ - xCy_)_-(=_Y,7-x,_y_)_. (C.14)
Collecting Equations (C. 11) to (C.14) gives the Euler equations modified by the artificial
compressiblity concept and written in primitive form and computational coordinates
0U A2 8U OU)av J-_ AI-_0-7 + + + A_-b-_- = o, where
p*
u
U=
v
'1/)
A1 =
0
(v,,z¢- y¢z_)
-(z,z_ - zCz.)
(zny C - zCy.)
u(y,z_ - y_z,) + rl
v(y..z¢ - v_ z,)
w(y,z¢ - vcz,)
-u(znz ¢ - zcz,)
-v(z,z¢ - zczn) + ra
-w(z,z¢ - z<zn)
u(z,v_ - _¢vn)
v(z.y¢ - zcy.)
w(z,y¢ - zcy.) + rl
A2 -
-(vez¢ - v¢_¢) -_(v_¢ - v¢_e)+ ,'2
(z_c - =cz_) -v(v_z¢ - vCz_)
-(_v_ - ::_v_) -_(vv:_ - v_z_)
u(z_z< - zCz_)
V(Z_Z¢ -- ZCZ_) + r2
w(z_z¢ - zCz_)
-u(z_y¢ - z¢y_)
-v(z_y¢ - zCy_)
-w(z_y¢ - zCy_) + r:
A3 --
-(,_2,- ,,2_) v(ve_,- v,**)
(z_v. - znve) w(y_z., - y.,z_)
-_(_e_,- _,_)
-v(z_- z.z_)+rz
-w(z_z_- z,ze)
v(z_y. - zny_)
w(z_y n - z,y_) + r_
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C.1.2 Primitive form: compressible flow
In the case of a compressible flow the state vector U and the contravariant fluxes
F', G', H' are
V
P
pu
pv
pw
pe
E I
prlw+p(xvy¢ -z_y,)
rl(peo + P)
, G I
PP2
pr2u - p(y_z¢ - y¢z_)
prBv + p(z_z( - z_z_)
pr2w-p(z_y_ - z(y_)
r2(peo + p)
H !
The continuity equation is
pr3
prau + p(y_z, - y,z_)
przv -- p(z_z,7 -- =_z_)
pr3w H-p(z_.y_ -- zny_)
ra(peo ÷ P)
j_ 0 _--_(pr2) a= _
The firstcomponent ofmomentum is
j Ou cO
Replacing the expression for cO(pu)/cOt and using Equation (C.15) for Op/at, the first
component of momentum becomes
Ou Ou COu cOu
op COP - _ (y_z, - y,z D.
(C.17)
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Similarly, one finds for the two other components of the momentum equation
Ov Ov Ov Ov Op. Op . Op x z m z
=-prl_-p_2_-p_3_+_m,z_-_<_,)-_(_z_-_+_( _ ,- , _),J P_-_
(C.18)
Ow Ow Ow Ow
Jo-_ - p,'1_-p,',-y_-p,'3oc
Op Op Op
(C.19)
By taking the time-derivative of the equation of state we get
j 10p_j (O(pE) - l(u_+v2+w20p Ou Ov Ow'_ (C.20)
_,- 1at )-gi - P"-Yi- P"_ - P'-Y_) "
Replacing the expressions for O(pE)/Ot and using Equations (C.15) and (C.17), (C.18)
and (C.19) we get
or_ op ov op (o.1 o., o. 1 (c.21)
Thus, the Euler equations for a compressible flow written in primitive form and in
computational coordinates are
P
t$
ou, s-1 ( ou_ A OU, Ou_0-7 + AI"-_- + OrI + A3T(- ) = O, where Up = v ,
%O
kP/
A 1 =
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a 2 _-
A 3 -_
¢
0 r_ 0 0 _(y_z, 7 - y,z_)
0 0 r3 0 -_(z_z, - z,z_)
0 0 0 r3 _(z_Y,7 - _',TY_)
r3
C.2 Stability
The discretization following Ni's method gives
u_ +1 = u_ + _tg(g,g_ (Alg¢_ + A:g¢g_, + A_,g_¢) U_ +
1At _ (A,p¢p,_5_ + A_#¢#_6, U_,A3pnp(6() _+
where the operators 6 and p are defined by
6(U_i_
#( U_
,_,,u_ = u_+_ - u_j__,
= _-(v_+_ + u/__),
1" U
= _( _+_ +%k-_)-
1
_,v_ = _(u_i+_ + %_½_),
(C.22)
(C.23)
(C.24)
(C.25)
(C.26)
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Considering a wave-like solution
is
where
A123 = A1
Defining
U_ = U-_pei(jel +ko2+m03), the amplification matrix G
01 02G(01, 82, 83) = I - 2i cos -_- cos -_- cos A123 + 2At2A_2z, (c.27)
• Oz 02 03 02 81 8z . 03 01 82
sm -_- cos -_- cos -_- + A2 sin _- cos -_- cos -_ + A3 sm -_- cos _- cos -_-.
(c.28)
D = At (siAl + s2A2 + s3A3), (c.29)
82 82
cos -_- cos _)2 + (cos _ sin -_ - _3 8t coscos --)2 + (cos T 83_2 (C.30)sin _-j ,
sin 02_cos 02-_cos °-_2 cos 02-_sin 02-_cos _
81 -- _ $2 = _ $3 ----
cos cos s  
$ 8 $
, (C.31)
with the property sl2 + s22 + s32 = 1, the amplification matrix G can be written as
0_ 02 83 D2"
G(81,82,Sz) = I- 2i s cos-_-cos-_-cos-_-D- 2 s 2 (C.32)
If AD is an eigenvalue of D, the corresponding eigenvector is also an eigenvector of G
with an associated eigenvalue
81 02AG = 1 - 2i s cos _- cos _- cos _D -- 252)_D 2. (C.33)
If J_D is real and ]ADI _< 1, then
lAG[ 2 = 1-4sZA_ 1-s2A_-cos 2cost cos--
< 1-4s2A_) l-s 2-cos-_ cos-_- cos
812 822 8s2 812 022. 832, . 8z2 022 8s2_= 1-4s_ si_- si_- _osy +cos3-s_7 s,_T .s,_ T _os7 si_T )
< 1.
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Thus the condition _D <_ 1 is sufficient (but may be not necessary) for stability.
C.2.1 Stability: incompressible flow
Let
a
b
d
Using Equation (C.29) and the previous definitions for r,a, b and d, the matrix D is
written as
D
The eigenvalues of D are
o _ c_b c_
a ua+r ub ud
b va vb + r vd
d wa wb wd + r
(C.38)
A conservative estimate for the maxLmum eigenvalue is
AD..=_<-_- _+r i+r32+_jr_+r i+r i+c_(_ 2+ +a r2) , (C.39)
where the value of r has been maximized by _/r_ ÷ r22+ r_ since s_ + s22÷ s i -- 1, and
the values of a 2, b2,d 2 have been maximized by _2,b2,_ with
-_ = (y,_.¢_ y¢_)_ + (y_¢ _ ycz_)_+ (y_,, _ y,z_)_, (c.4o)
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Thusa sufficientcriterionfor stability is
At < J
- _/_ + rl + _ + _/,._+ _i + ,'_+ _(_ ' + _ + _)
(C.42)
(C.43)
C.2.2 Stability: compressible flow
From Equation (C.29) and using the definitions for r,a, b and d, the matrix D is
The eigenvalues of D are
D
r pa pb pd 0
0 r 0 0 a/p
0 0 r 0 b/p •
0 0 0 r d/p
o 7_ 7pb 7_I r
--f- r,r, r,r+cx/'a 2 + b2 + d 2, r - cv/a 2 + b2 + d 2 , (c.44)
where c is the speed of sound c = _. A conservative estimate for the maximum
eigenvalue is
- -5- 12+ ,I + _ + cv'a=+ b_+ d' , (C.45)
where the value of r has been maximized by _/r_ + r_ + r_ since s_ + s_ + s_ = 1. Thus
a sufficient criterion for stability is
JAt <_ . (C.46)
_/_ + _ + _]+ c,/a_ + b, +
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Appendix D
Brute force location of markers
This type of marker location in the whole domain is used for the initial location of the
markers or as a last resort search when the marker has moved over a distance larger
than one cell from its previous position and the usual search in the neighbouring cells
has failed. First, nearly all cells are disqualified by eliminating the cells whose ranges
of nodes coordinates do not encompass the marker coordinates. Each remaining cell is
then divided into 6 tetrahedra T124s, T4sss, T24ss, T2s4s, T3468, TssTs (the indices refer to
the node numbering defined in Appendix B). A search is performed in each tetrahedron
by expressing the marker position vector fi defined on Figure D.1 in the local coordinate
system (_'1, e'2, _3) as fi= _el -_ _2 "_- "_e'3 where a,/3,7 are found by the relations
(¢2 × e's)" _ /3 = (e'l × e's)"/_ (e'l × e'2)" _ (D.1)
'_ = (_'1× _'_) •e's' (_'1× _'2)-_'s' _ = (_'1× _'2)-¢s"
The necessary conditions for the marker to be located in the tetrahedron are
a>0, _>0, 7_0, a÷_+7_1. (D.2)
Figure D.I: Local coordinates in tetrahedron.
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Appendix E
Newton-Raphson procedure
E.1 Marker location in cell
The (_, 7, () coordinates of a marker located at (x, y, z) in a given cell are found by
solving the implicit system
8
_" = _ Nk((, _, C) _'k (E.1)
k=l
by a few Newton iterations. Or, in shorthand notation,
gI(_,,i, _)
g2(_,,7,¢)
g3(_, _7,(_)
8
= g(g) = e- Z Nk(g) ek = 6. (E.2)
k----1
Starting from an initial guess g0 and using a Newton-Raphson iteration, the location
of the marker in (_, 17,() is found as
rogl (E.3)g(a) = Y(g0) + ib-_J_0
The Newton-Raphson proceduze consists then in solving the following equations itera-
tively until convergence is obtained, that is when A_ _ _.
Ag = - [_--_j ,_o _'(ao), go = go -FAg (E.4)
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The first guess for c_0 is set to 0 so that the search begins from the cell center. In practice
only three iterations suffice to determine the location of the marker with acceptable
accuracy. The Jacobian matrix is obtained from Equation (E.2) as
8 ogk_. (E.5)
0n k=l
Using Equations (5.1) for the definition of the tri-linear functions N1 to N8 gives
= _ [(1- 7)((1
+(1 + 7)((:
+(1 + _)((I
+(I + _)((1
- _)(Vl- v2)+ (1 + ¢)(es - _6))
- _)(_'4- _'z)+ (1+ _)(_'8- _'7))],
- _)(_'_- _'4)-F(1+ _)(g's- _'8))
- ()(g'2- g'_)+ (I -F¢)(g's- r-'7))],
- _)(_1- _s) + (1 + _)(_4- _6))
- 7/)(g'2- g's)-F(1+ r/)(_'3- r-'7))]-
E.2 Metrics derivatives at marker location
The terms (O_/O_ required for the evaluation of the derivative of the function f at the
marker location in Equation (5.8) are obtained by deriving Equation (E.2) as
og_ o_" (E.6)
on on
Hence
Oc_
m -'-
[o(I
- L_J =-LOaJ '
(E.V)
where the indices _,n ,( are shorthand for 0/0_, 0/017, 0/O(. Or explicitly
_= = g2,7g3 _ j g2¢g37, _ = _gl?g3_ J gl_g3?, _z = gl?g2_ d gl_g2n,
_ gl{g2_ J gl(g2_
_. _g2_g3¢ } g2¢g3_ _u gl{g3_ } gl_g3{ _?z=
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where
Y = -gl_(g2,Tg3 _ - g2¢g3,7) + g1,7(g2_g3 _ - g2_:g3_) - g14(g2,g3,7 - g2,Tg3_). (E.8)
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Append_ F
Change in Circulation Due to Diffusion
The lossin circulationdue to diffusioncan be expressedby writingthe convective
change in circulationaround a closedcurve as
D__Z_rD i" .
Dt - _(yv. d_)
Using the momentum equationtosubstituteforD_T theconvectivechange incirculation
"DT'
is
jD--_-= (- ).d_÷ (uV2g).d_. (F.2)
By using Stokes theorem, the first integral is expressed as
](?> ](_,(1>• x vp).ds,g (F.3)
which gives a zero contribution for incompressible flows. Transforming the second inte-
gral of Equation (F.2) with
v'e= -v x (v x _) + v(vj) = -v × _,
=0
(F.4)
the convective change in circulation due to viscous effects in an incompressible flow is
written as
Dr !t - u (Vx_).d_. (F.5)
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